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ISSUE: one.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.).
This is my original company which today acts as the umbrella for the whole organisation.
NOTICE:
The company website of the same name is not related to me and was order to cease using my
copyright terms, which they clearly ignore.

Searl International Space Research Consortium (S.I.S.R.C.) being my company shall generate the following
sections to train to professional standards in function of such fields of technology required to undertake the
contracts assigned to them.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.
SEARL MAGNETICS LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.
SWALLOW COMMAND:
Contains specialise sections with trained personnel being responsible for its everyday function; such as:
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO/VISION UNIT:
Each unit contains sub-divisions that are professional on the subject, to research and develop not only its
functions but also the technology it will implement.
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.).
SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
All unit headquarters will be in house within this section for international control of all units worldwide as
set up to take orders and to check all orders being dispatched to customers that they have been fully tested
and passed inspection.
In addition, responsible to look into any complaints involved with any product being sold to customers.
It is responsible to raise funds for research and development of new products, and to represent the whole
organisation in government discussions upon urgent matters to which we as an international organisation
might be able to assist.
This is indeed a massive undertaking to achieve, our objective have commenced that process and intend to
continue right to the marketplace, with or without you.
INVESTORS:
NOTE:
Because we shall be an international organisation, problems being different countries governments
employ different rules. This you can appreciate that somehow I have to compromise how each country
will receive an equal share of the profits. That is a major concern, which has been heavily debated over
many months. I have stated what should be done and my investors have accepted that as being fair.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
Shall be responsible for the operation of various sub-companies who shall apply to requests for tenders for
products require to be manufactured in various countries.
DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM INC. (D.I.S.C.)

N.Y. U.S.A.

This section is already in operation to cover North America,
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD (ST):
Responsibility covers design and development of products such as:
1. Home power generators.
2. Industrial power units.
3. Road Transport power systems.
4. Rail Transportation power systems.
5. Spacecraft design and construction.
SEARL MAGNETIC Ltd (SM):
Responsibilities are research and develop magnetisers for various projects being undertaken by Searl
Technology Ltd. To carry out all magnetic work, which is required for all products being undertaken by
Searl Technology Ltd.
This is already in operation in the design and research including its construction.
At this date quoted above Searl Technology Ltd, Searl Magnetic Ltd plus Direct International Research
Consortium Inc are operational.
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C).
SWALLOW COMMAND UNITS ARE:
SWLLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
Responsibly for the testing of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles and mission operations from design structure to
operations including spaceports and Cosmodromes design and functions, maintenance there off.
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C).
Are responsible for operational instructions to mission crews.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS:
NOTE:
All medical care units on Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles are termed herein as SICK BAYS; this will also refer to
ground base units instead of the term hospital.
It is responsible to see that all available knowledge upon the Homo sapiens are fully understood by all
nursing staff employed either on base stations or missions flights.
What must be fully understood for missions shall be released in this Unit section, so all can see that every
possible understanding and solutions to deal with any such problem solutions have been covered.
We invite all medical personnel who can write up reports upon any subject, which they feel important to the
whole operation function of missions success as long as you date it and signed it as your work, as we have
no intention to take credit for work undertaken by others.
Yes, nudity will be involved within these documents of instructions, because being on missions in space for
years anything can go wrong with you and your life depends upon your flight team to understand the
problem and how to treat it which is vital.
SWALLOW COMMAND COMMUNICATION UNITS (SCCU):

Such design centers for communication is vital to assess and implemented if a civil operated space business
is intended.
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.).
What has been presented within this documents are the requirements of the full working company, stating
which parts thereof has become operational at this stage and how the organisation is being planned and
implemented in stages as funds become available.
As a young man, I was greatly fascinated by American dream of the flying wing as so many of that time
were.
We can recreate that dream with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V), agree that the cost between 1968 and
now has increased immensely; and therefore I can well appreciate the difficulties of many to understand that
this cost is the reality of greed of man.
Yes, I am studying the possibility of restarting such a program: the costing of such a project is under study
to evaluate at this time, as to regards of the spacecraft itself.
All things are possible except that the state of your mind makes it impossible in our case funding is the big
bug not the technology that slows down the progress.
With the funds, workshops, equipment, tools and the top engineers only the brains are needed to be added
for the impossible to become possible in the domain of reality.
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNITS (SCAV):

A/V UNIT

Such vehicles needed to cover outside filming work on planet Earth, such film records would be on sale to
the world media newsreels and press.
At this stage, I have re-brought the cameras, which were stolen from me, and lighting equipment, which that
robbery set me back many thousands of Pounds in cash and time, there are nevertheless at the lower end of
the studio gear.
By showing, what we have and what is required is vital, for not only investor’s sake but also our plan unit’s
sake that such products have been evaluated and accepted as most suitable for the research and
development now in hand.
We are tomorrow’s future technology developers and today that technology must be design and developed.
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The audio vision unit is a vital tool for outside development work, to record workers construction, and
flight-testing and training of each crew member from which press releases can be auction to the highest
bidder.
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT will contain its own press release personnel, the old
days of 1968 have gone for good where the media wrote what every they felt would sale the paper.
Today, it is all about selling tomorrow’s technology to the world.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT in which in 2003 a group of five men robbed me of all
cameras and lighting equipment, which today I have re-brought such equipment again from my own pocket
as usual.
What is shown here is the planning of extension to my equipment that is available for filmmaking and still
photographic work and studio lighting.
Other team members also have purchased camera equipment, so for time being reasonable films can be
produce upon the work proceeding in the research and development program for release.
This Document release with the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl R&D.
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SEARL INVESTMENT 2009.
02.04.2009

79.00

Maintenance Division – Makita planer 240V

03.04.2009

34.26

AV Division – Recording tapes and office goods

09.04.2009

123.31

Maintenance Division – tools and components

18.05.2009

214.13

Maintenance Division – tools and Components.

03.08.2009

154.63

AV Division – BluRay gear

5.21
13.08.2009

526.02

20.08.2009

1,103.71

AV Division - 40 AA batteries
Medical Division Microscope
AV Division – Switch gear

These units replace the GPO relays used in the old SWALLOW COMMAND CENTRE and I-G-Vs.
I have been testing this type for five years without one malfunction in that test time period.
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FINDING YOUR WAY AROUND SWALLOW COMMAND.
This document is intended to help those who need to make contact with particular parts of the Swallow
Command Civil Aviation Authority.
It will, as its development is implemented lists the names, addresses and telephone numbers of the main
departments, with brief details of their responsibilities.
Swallow Command Responsibilities:
1) Swallow Command National Air Traffic Division. Shall in conjunction with the Ministry of defence,
and the Civil Aviation Services exchange information upon flight issues, as and when its fleet is
ready for missions. (At this date plans to restart research again has not yet been implemented).
2) The economic regulation of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle industry, including air transport licensing
and approval air and space mission’s fares, and the licensing of air travel organisers.
3) Air safety, both airworthiness and operational safety, including the licensing of flight crew, InverseGravity-Vehicle engineers and spaceports.
4) Advice to the Governments on civil aviation matters, both domestic and international including space
missions.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBITIES.
5)

Consumer interests; space aviation requirements; economic and scientific research, the collection and
publication on the company websites with statistical data; and consultancy and training for overseas
administrations.

6)

The ownership and operation of all spaceports international.

SWALLOW COMMAND:
Basic market target is commercial space missions on an international scale.
In addition, to act as an emergency unit for both Earth and space needs.
This is to be a special division, which has yet to be designed, tested, and implemented.
Both the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) could operate in such
emergencies as flooding, earthquakes, high winds, aircraft crashes; shipping accidents and forest fires
requirements, lack of interest has delayed such developments that could had saved lives these last few years.
It could become an International Rescue unit. (Plans not yet discussed upon such a set up within the
operation of SWALLOW COMMAND; but the possibility exists.
Thus, the structure of Swallow Command will be complex to handle such operations.

SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION RESPOSIBITIES OUTSIDE THE SC.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT:
Government policy for civil aviation including formulation of legislation.
International civil aviation relations, including the negotiation of international air service agreements and the
issues of permits to overseas airlines. Remember that the common flight system been in service and have set
their operations in a routine to which we have to make compromises in our operations to fit in to their
systems as it is not possible for them to change to our operational system at this stage. However, good will
and co-operation with their functions; both systems should operate without failure.
Aircraft noise policy; in relation to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle;
National airports policy, in reference to Swallow Command spaceports.
Co-ordination of aviation security.
Investigation of common flying aircraft accidents.
Common aircraft refers to aircraft, which depends on air for flight.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not depend on air for flight.
I must study all issues relating to flight, which today is in operation, to plan the best route for SWALLOW
COMMAND functions to proceed without failures into a new domain of flight operations.
That is no small task, as you will witness, as I move forward through the long list, which must be handle for
success of the company operations. We cannot afford any accidents regardless what NASA has had.
In these documents I explain what is now in operation and how that can be used in SWALLOW
COMMAND operations thus saving on cost to develop such systems, of cause the problem as I have found
is finding the supplier of such equipment and what the cost that is involved.
I will also show and explain my plans of equipment set up and components to use.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES.
Commonwealth Air Transport Council (SCCATC)
AIRLINES:
Enquiries about individual airline services should be directed to the airline or their agent.
This relates to if airlines do employ the I-G-V as an express service similar in context to how Concorde was
employed.
In the case of complaints, they may wish to contact the Air Transport Users Committee, which will be
discussed later.
AIRPORTS:
Reference to the British Airports Authority (headquarters; Gatwick Airport, Gatwick, West Sussex, RH6
0HZ, telephone number was 0293 517755) is responsible for the management of Heathrow, Gatwick,
Stansted, Prestwick, Glasgow Edinburgh and Aberdeen airports.
The Civil Aviation Authority is responsible for the management of eight Scottish aerodromes to be
discussed later.
Most other aerodromes handling passenger services are managed by municipal authorities or private
companies.
Unfortunate all other parts of the world information either were stolen or destroyed my evil minds to stop
this work, until such time I can recover that data we shall continue with the set up as known at this date.
SPACEPORTS or COSMODROMES:
All spaceports or Cosmodromes are the responsibility of Swallow Command Aviation Authority.
AIR TRANSPORT USERS COMMITTEE (SCAUC):
The Committee makes representations on behalf of user interests to the SCAA, Government departments,
airlines and others concerned with the operation and regulation of the civil air transport of the I-G-V.
It also investigates complaints against the suppliers of I-G-V air transport services.
SWALLOW COMMAND INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENTS:
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT:
Relations with the press, radio and television. Special promotions, films and exhibitions.
In fact the first DVD has already been released which gives the first insight of my life in this research and
development.
However, there is much yet to be filmed for release to the public. There are many VHS tapes needing to be
converted to DVD and cleaned up for release to the public.
CENTRAL LIBRARY:
This section is around $1k short on data, which is update information – I have been able to save some of the
1968 data.
This library is a vital section to carry data needed for up to date operations and the filing of all data that is
generated by our research, development, and operations in relation to flight.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPOSIBILTIES:
The library file names, date of birth and place of birth, the information shall include photo of members, rank
and section of employment.
It shall register births, deaths and missing persons who are operating within Swallow Command Aviation
section. It will file all civil aviation material, including statistics, available for consultation.
It will register all Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) when they go into service, including all conventional
aircraft, which uses any spaceport or cosmodrome.
PRINTING AND PUBLICATION SERVICE:
In future, this will be on CDs or DVDs than in actual printed text, which will be available from the public
relations department. This includes Official Record and regulatory notices.
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES:
Operational information service whose duty is to supply pilots, astronauts, cosmonauts and missions flight
operators of Swallow Command Aviation Division.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION CHART ROOM:
Aeronautical charts including space charts and all information upon planets, which becomes available from
any source including that of Swallow Command own research and findings.
Shall contain a division for Cartographic and visual aids service.
Shall prepare drawings for Swallow Command AIP, NOTAMS etc.
SWALLOW COMMAND ECONOMIC REGULATION:
Air and space transport licensing in general has to studied and define before implementing.
Air and space transport licensing finance has to studied and define before implementing.
Air travel Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) organisers licensing to study and defined before implementing.
Consumer affairs:
Enforcement:
International Tariff filing unit.
Public hearings of applications for air transport licences of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) licences
will normally held in the hearing room of the International Headquarters of Swallow Command.
If you think that Swallow Command Aviation is a toy, you are sure in for a surprise, all this you have
just read is nothing yet but each sections has to be planned out and implemented before any business
flight of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) can take to the skies. All data below must comply as well
with the letter.
OPERATIONAL SAFETY:
SPACEPORTS – COSMODROMES STANDARDS:
Spaceports – Cosmodromes licensing, policy and inspections.
Spaceports – Cosmodromes safeguarding and aviation aspects of the Town and Country Planning Act.
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Spaceports- Cosmodromes fire services.
GENERAL AVIATION:
Excluding personal licence and flight crew licensing which will be dealt with later.
Aerial work with special reference to agricultural flying by Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles, which can be radio
controlled unmanned units.
PROBLEMS:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle must be clear by not less than 2,000 feet from such activity as:
1) Airships; 2) ballooning, 3) gliding, 4) parachuting, 5) parascending, 6) conventional flying
display, 7) aerial racing, 8) hand gliding, 9) private flying, 10) model aeroplanes.
2) Exemptions and permissions under the Air Navigation Order to conventional aircraft in the
general Aviation category.
3) The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is not a conventional aircraft; therefore, it not recorded
in the general Aviation category.
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS:
Analysis of data, co-ordination of remedial action on operational aspects of accidents relating to
conventional aircraft, and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles gone missing on space missions, or damaged during
mission flight or surface operations.
INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICLES FLIGHTCREW LICENSING:
Issue and renewal of licences, ratings, conversions, validations for:
Professional pilots, F/Eng, F/Nav.
Private pilots.
Cabin crew certificates.
TECHNICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR:
Aircraft type rating and performance conventional and non-conventional.
R/T licences.
All others.
Appointment of PPL examiners.
Appointment of flying instructors.
Licence training courses.
Within Swallow Command Aviation centre there will be training school divided into levels of training:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Private pilots
Commercial pilots
I.G.V Astronauts
I.G.V. Cosmonauts

Just as a reminder: Astronauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles up to the Moon orbit and not beyond.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBITIES:
Cosmonauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) beyond the Moon orbit.

Fees and charges for training of flight crews have yet to be studied and defined before implementing into the
company operations.
A department whose task is to deign practical flying tests and supervision of the flying school, installed in
the operations of Swallow Command.
OPERATIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT:
Policy and development legislation:
Public transport flight operations; this could be like Concorde, might well become reality sooner than later
as a replacement to Concorde.
Aeroplanes and helicopter performance: within Spaceports and Cosmodromes requirements.
Flight data and cockpit voice recorders on all Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs).
Development of regulatory and guidance material on all weather operations: for conventional flight
operations from Star ports and Cosmodromes.
Operating requirements: for Cat II and Cat III conventional aircraft at Star ports and Cosmodromes.
NOTE: those Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles have priority over conventional aircraft as they are departing or
returning from missions.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITES:

NOTE: Astronauts only fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) from Earth to the orbit of the Moon.
Cosmonauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) from Moon orbit through remaining cosmos.
Thus, Star ports are designed for small footprints of operations, like hourly trips to the ISS or the Moon.
Therefore, Cosmodromes are busy to handle long haul space missions, like Mars and beyond calling for
larger carriers then needed for local runs from Earth to Moon orbit.
Deep space missions require a much larger flight crews to that for local runs on economic grounds.
Deep space missions are a major economic problem, which has to achieve a financial balance at the end of
the mission; if commercial operation is the target of such missions.
You cannot go to Mars let alone out of our solar system on a credit card, yet somehow it is needed to fill our
database with corrected data for future use upon our universe, and what materials are available out there
which can be collected to assist planet Earth survival; by man not destroying the Earth for materials
Development of criteria for obstacle clearance: which also applies to Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) on
missions flight paths and, on approaches to other planets surfaces, where no prepared site is available to
land.
Instrument approach and holding procedures at Star Ports and Cosmodromes: This includes similar
information for landing on other planets surfaces.
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SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITES:
FLIGHT OPERATIONS:
Applications for Air and Space Operator’s Certificates; inspection and approval of operators.
Carriage by air of dangerous goods, munitions of war and animals, which will be required on deep space
missions.
Interchange of conventional aircraft, which might be required for local operations on Planet Earth to link
isolated areas to the main flight centres.
Inspection and supervision of airline pilots: Astronauts, Cosmonauts training, and testing procedure.
Inspection or approval of flight simulators for use in conventional airline and space Inverse-Gravity
Vehicles (I-G-Vs) training.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION ADMINISTRATION OFFICE:
Will house the Private Aviation Committee, operational matters not mentioned elsewhere, there would be
local requirements in the operational program, which will require special attention.
SWALLOW COMMAND FIRE SERVICE TRAINING SCHOOL:
Where conventional flying is permitted from any Star Port or Cosmodrome, a fully skill fire staff will be
maintain through all working hours. A reduce staff will cover any period in which conventional aircraft are
not operating.
This school will maintain the equipment needed for training purposes.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION AIRWORTHINESS:
All enquiries concerning airworthiness should be directed to the Head office address, which shall be
announce later on our website.
SWLLOW COMMAND ADMINISDTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES:
Hovercraft technology: will be developed by Swallow Command Aviation and certification matters.
It will have International Register of Aircraft using Star Ports or Cosmodromes, including all InverseGravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) records.
SWALLOW COMMAND AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS BOARD:
Airworthiness requirements: of all conventional flying aircrafts, and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs)
using Star Ports or Cosmodromes; Airworthiness Notices and publications on our website.
SWALLOW COMMAND SAFETY DATA UNIT:
It duty is the collection of data, Analysis and distribution of Mandatory Occurrence reports.
SWALLOW COMMAND AIRCRAFT PROJECTS:
Co-ordination of aircraft certification investigations of all aircraft intended to use Star Ports or
Cosmodromes.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) structures.
Helicopter certification, which intend to use Star Ports or Cosmodromes are suitable for operations.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT:
All aircraft including Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) systems: must undergo evaluation and equipment
approval, including avionic systems and equipment, for operation from Star Ports or Cosmodromes.
FLIGHT:
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-vehicles (I-G-Vs) flight testing, simulator evaluation.
Handling and performance flight engineering.
Noise certification: of both aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-Vs) is important, as noise can show
that problems exists which need urgent investigation; therefore to grow to know the sound of your craft
regardless of which class and the sound of the body stresses can save lives.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) are not prone to centre of gravity movement as conventional aircraft
are; therefore, one must accept monitors data as the reality in which you exist within that craft, as no normal
accepted feelings as one experiences in conventional flying are present.
All weather operation certificate.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) flight manuals.
POWERPLANT:
Engines, auxiliary power units, propellers and gearboxes of all conventional aircraft must be checked before
flights from Star Ports or Cosmodromes.
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) only need the 64 discharged pins to clean of carbon contamination and
the landing feet checked for any damage due to landing, before any mission can be authorised.
SURVEY:
Swallow Command general enquiries on survey matters.
Maintenance schedules and programmes, including Swallow Command additional directives, mandatory
modifications and inspections, these have to be evaluated and approved for implementing.
Applications for issue and renewal of certificates of Airworthiness of all conventional aircraft requirements,
which will also include Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) on Long-term deep space missions for structure
damage, flight cell damage, landing gear damage and hydraulics.
PERSONNEL LICENSING:
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs): Maintenance Engineer Licences and AECs.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) Maintenance Engineer training course.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) technical examinations for professional pilots and flight
engineers.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL CENTRE:
Medical and human factors in flight safety of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs).
Medical examination and assessment of flight crew for licences.
Training in aviation medicine.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
Occupational health advice for all staff within Swallow Command operation.
Telecommunications are all part of Swallow Command Aviation training responsibilities.
Each sub-division shall create and releases its own related documents.
This will become available on this business section of my website.

ORGANISATION OF SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION AUTHORITY.

This document has released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, Swallow Command Aviation Division, Head of R&D Manned Flight.
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Searl Technology Limited operations are concept studies construct and test products before mass
production.
Secondary functions planning mass production systems.
FACTS:
All companies regardless whose business is mass production requires certain staff:
Technical drafting, engineers; machine operators, setters, inspectors, forklift drivers, possible heat treatment
operators and supervisor’s not forgetting the dear manager.
What is an engineer?
The work of an engineer is aimed at enabling natural laws and resources to be exploited for the use of
society with maximum economy consistent with other important factors.
These may include such considerations as safety and reliability, also social factors like aesthetics, noise and
atmospheric pollution.
Although he or she may have no special responsibility to determine the uses to which his developments are
put, our everyday life and the prosperity of our society both depend vitally on his work.
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Within the last 200 years, engineers have produced a host of machines, techniques and concepts: will be the
bases of Searl Technology Limited; that has been the present technological civilization.
Some of these engineers have been originators like the Wright brothers, who developed the first powered
aeroplane.
However, most of them have been men like James Watt or Henry Ford, who possessed the vision and skill to
refine an existing invention to the point where it became practical.
That is what the Searl Technology Limited is all about, to refine the existing energy system to the point
where it becomes practical.
Just to remind you with brief sketches the major contributions made to the world by 28 great engineers –
from the Industrial Revolution to World War II.
JAMES BRINDLEY – English, 1716 – 1772:
Brindley, a self-educated engineer designed a network of shipping canals, which served as England’s major
industrial transportation system until the advent of railways in the early 19th century.
JOHN SMEATON – English, 1724 – 1792:
Smeaton recognized for his pioneer work in the field of civil engineering.
He planned harbours, dams, canals, drainage works and bridges, and won
fame for building a lighthouse, which for 120 years survived the storms that
sweep England’s Eddystone Rock.

SIR RICHARD ARKWRIGHT – English, 1732-1792:
Arkwright developed a water powered spinning machine, which
revolutionized the cotton industry.
So great was its influence in bringing workers out of their homes and into
factories, that Arkwright credited with fathering the modern factory system.

JAMES WATT – Scottish, 1736 – 1819.
Although Watt commonly believed to have invented the steam engine, his
principal contribution was developing a condenser, which made existing
engines more efficient.
Later, together with a manufacturer, Matthew Boulton, Watt opened a factory
where he continued to build and improve steam engines.
THOMAS TELFORD – Scottish, 1757 – 1834:
An extraordinarily versatile civil engineer, Telford is renowned for his bridges and for the highways with
which he laced Scotland, England and Wales.
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A pioneer in iron bridge construction, he built the first successful long-span suspension bridge, across the
Menai Strait in Wales.
The question here is, if these men achieved the impossible; why do you think that the Searl Technology
Limited cannot improve, not only on electrical generation but also on transportation systems.
ELI WHITNEY – American, 1765 – 1825:
Best known for his invention of the cotton gin, Whitney also pioneered
in the manufacture of the interchangeable parts, a concept that led to
modern mass production.
Clearly, he also has played a part in the S.E.G. technology.
HENRY MAUDSLAY – English, 1771 -1831:
Industrialization in the late 18th century created a pressing need for accurate machine tools.
Maudslay developed many of the tools, which the Searl Technology Limited shall use, including a
metalworking lathe and a micrometer accurate to an unprecedented 0.0001 inch.
GEORGE STEPHENSON, English, 1781 – 1848:
Stephenson generally credited with establishing the steam railway,
which dominated inland transportation for almost a century.
He built the first practical steam locomotives, the first general freight
and passenger railway and, with his son, designed many tracks and
bridges for his trains.
From my experience within the mental health sector: I can appreciate that non-educated people in the fields
are only far too keen to accept those who claim to be experts in this field when in fact they are not a part of
it. Today there are NO experts on the SEG outside of our organization – at most, gradually they being
trained here if they choose to pay attention. Indeed, the duties performed by engineers within the Searl
Technology are many.
They embrace research aimed at extending existing knowledge; the design of equipment and processes from
large or highly complex projects. Such as suspension bridges, aircraft, refineries and computers to relatively
simple but often equally ingenious domestic appliances, development or commissioning testing of new plant
or products, supervision of constructional work and routine maintenance to ensure reliability of operation.
In their duties within the Searl Technology, his / her work will often constrained by the resources at his / her
disposal, but he / she will frequently concerned with overcoming such limitations by, for example,
developing new man-made materials, or automation and control strategies to offset the deficiencies of
human operators.
The impact of the engineer is growing outside such areas where he / she have traditionally played the
leading part.
This is applies not only to Searl Technology but also to all large companies.
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ISAMBARD K. BRUNEL, English, 1806 – 1859:
Brunel designed the Great Western, the first steamship that made regular
Atlantic crossings, and the Great Eastern, the vessel that laid the Atlantic
telegraph cable of 1866.
Earlier in his career, Brunel worked on tunnels, railways and bridges.

Likewise Searl has done many similar work and many plus which Brunel never had the opportunity to even
see such technology that Searl has been employed in. Before so-call experts knock Searl, remember that you
are disgracing yourself and the education society with your knee jerk reaction; that all will sink like a stone
once the Searl Technology goes into production.
JOHN ROEBLING, German-American, 1806 – 1869:
One of the world’s greatest geniuses at bridge building, Roebling
developed and also manufactured the steel-wire cable to build safe,
long-span suspension bridges.

Death is life partner, always
Waiting for the opportunity

His outstanding projects included the Niagara Falls suspension bridge
and the Brooklyn bridge crossing the East river in New York; the latter,
also a suspension bridge, was his last work, for he was fatally injured
while supervising its construction.
His son finished the project.

To take command our task is to hold on to command as long as possible.
CYRUS McCORMICK – American, 1809 – 1884:
McCormick set off the mechanization of agriculture by developing and
manufacturing a successful reaping machine.
The horse-drawn device was widely used, which I am well acquainted
with as a young boy as I lived in the family community agrees that a
host of mechanical harvesters soon followed it.
JAMES B. EADS – American, 1820 – 1887:
Eads made many contributions to bridge engineering, but perhaps the most important was the development
of pneumatic caissons.
These were submersible chambers filled with compressed air, which enabled workers to sink the foundations
of a bridge below the river bottom to supporting bedrock.
You may wonder why I am quoting bridge experts – first they undertook what the experts of the day class as
being impossible. Secondly, the so-call experts of my time stated that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle could not
support itself, let alone fly and their claims were based upon bridge building.
Again, they proved to be wrong when it did support itself and furthermore, it was constructed with the
weakest of available materials.
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FREDERICK SIEMENS – German, 1826 – 1904:
Siemens and his brothers developed the regenerative furnace still widely used today in refining steel by the
economical open-hearth process.
Amazing, the furnace uses hot waste gases to preheat incoming fuel and air, thus conserving heat and
melting impurities so that they rise and can be separated from the steel.
Another sample of the impossible said the experts of the day; yet becoming possible by a man’s foresight in
a subject, which interested his mind.
To all these experts, let me state that if you are educated then it is far wiser to keep quiet and spread missinformation about claims made by those who give all they can in time and money to create a better
technology that helps this planet to survive whereby we all benefit from it.
NIKOLAUS A. OTTO – German, 1832 – 1891:
In 1876, Otto built the first entirely successful internal combustion gas
engine and thereby made possible the development of the motor car.
The machines gained immediate popularity, and Otto open a factory,
which turned out 50,000 engines within 17 years.
THERE IS NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE EXCEPT THAT THE STATE OF YOUR MIND MAKES IT SO.
WILLIAM LE BARON JENNEY – American, 1832 – 1907:
An architect as well as engineer, Jenney developed the steel and iron
frames that made skyscrapers a reality.
Previously, the height of a building was limited because its weight had
to be supported by heavy masonry walls.

Proving that there is nothing

However, Jenney’s frames, prototypes of those used in modern
skyscrapers, were light yet strong enough to support buildings of great
height.

Impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.
ERNEST SOLVAY – Belgian, 1838 – 1922:
A pioneer chemical engineer, Solvay devised a new way to produce washing soda – sodium carbonate –
from brine, limestone and ammonia.
Still in use today, the Solvay process is extremely economical because most of the materials it employed are
recovered for re-use.
Impossible said the experts of the day, not impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.
One of the most common words used by experts is IMPOSSIBLE – why because their education has placed
blinkers on their eyes to see only what their instructors wants them to see.
The image of the education society must be upheld at all cost; even when they know that they are wrong.
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Engineers within the SEARL TECHNOLOGY COMPLEX will find that his / her skills finding wide
applications in medicine, and techniques developed for the analysis and control of complex plant will be
applied in our business civil organization and planning.
Such applications are important for, when projects are unsuccessful, it is more often because they are ill
conceived or untimely than because the engineering design is at fault.
It is important that the activities of engineers operating within the Searl Technology should be understood,
not only so that the value and limitations of their work are appreciated, but also so that adequate numbers of
able young people will be attracted to the profession.
It is here that Searl Technology can play an important part.
To cover the ground comprehensively upon Searl Technology will be a massive undertaking, as our modern
engineers chosen to develop this technology progress is demonstrated not only some of our important
activities, but also the great achievements of engineers in the past, which often directly or indirectly play a
part of Searl Technology future and success.
The inclusion of this historical material shows how engineering developments have often anticipated a full
fundamental understanding of their scientific basis, and have sometimes inspired new scientific discoveries
– such as science owes more to the steam engine than the steam engine to science.
Although it may often be difficult today in Searl Technology to distinguish between the work of engineers
and scientists, but Searl Technology rightly stresses the urge to create useful devices, which is the main
motivation of the engineer.
THOMAS A. EDISON – American, 1847 – 1931:
Best known for inventing the incandescent light bulb, which Bradley
Lockerman took me to see the first building that was supplied with
such lighting to film me there, Edison, was also one of the first to apply
the techniques of system engineering.
His career marks the transition between trial-and-error engineering and
present-day scientific team efforts, which is the point that I keep
harping about with Searl Technology that success is teamwork that
counts.
Again one man proved that the impossible was possible, yes he was insulted just as I am, but like me he
carried on to success, and you should be grateful that he did so, or you would still be using oil lamps, oil
cookers and candles, no TV or computers to pass your time away.
The engineer typifies the twentieth century; to my understanding that without his / her genius; and the vast
contributions he / she has made in design, engineering, and production on the material side of our existence.
Our contemporary life could never have reached its present standard, and the Searl Effect Generator (S-EG); not been conceived to this concept stage, which it has achieved.
The proof of this statement is visible all around us, the systems that supply our food, water, fuel and power,
our networks of transportation, communication and defence, many of the devices that help to cure our
diseases and some that prolong lives, our push button home entertainment – these and countless other
necessities and conveniences are the products of engineering skill.
All that claimed to be impossible at that time by “experts” of the day – strange how you enjoy those
impossible device that you take for granted.
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FREDERICK W. TAYLOR – American, 1856 – 1915:
Taylor is the man who introduced efficiency, or scientific management methods, to industry, which is no
different to that of Searl Technology Complex plans.
While working in a Philadelphia steel plant, he performed the first time and motion studies of factory
workers, improved steel making techniques, developed new tools, and suggested the incentive pay system,
which no doubt you have read my condition about wages, which is the similar as Taylor was proposing.
Searl is neither dumb nor stupid, as some appear to think, for he is trained across various fields of
technology from which he can judge the route by which such technology can be created.
FRANK SPRAGUE – American, 1857 – 1934:
Sprague probably contributed more to the growth of electric rapid
transit systems than any other man did.
He developed electric trolley cars and built the first successful
trolley line in 1888.
Sprague worked out the system of motors that permits unified
either control of an entire train from the lead car or independent
operation of individual cars.
He was also instrumental in developing the electric lift.
LEO H. BAEKELAND – Belgian-American, 1863 – 1944:
In 1907, Baekeland initiated the modern age of plastics when he
heated phenol and formaldehyde under pressure to produce
Bakelite, the first truly synthetic plastic, which you know that I
used in my research late 40s early 50s.
The material has proven so versatile that it has been used for
everything from lacquer to motor car parts.
He never knew that he played a vital part in my research and development of the Searl Effect studies, as his
invention was employed within the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.).
Yet despite the essential part, the engineer plays in the progress and well-being of humanity, to many he /
she is a blurred figure, his / her exact role imperfectly understood.
This point well demonstrated on YouTube: statements in reference to video clips on display in reference to
this technology shown researched and developed.
Leaves the facts wide open; that education is lacking, what is missing is a simple solution that children
should be taken to factories to see how products are mass-produced and talk to the engineers involved.
This would then reduce the type of rubbish that presents itself on the web in respect to new products
undergoing research and development.
It is a sad state when those who give their time and money to help develop products by which all people on
the planet will benefit from actually tries to stop it from arriving on the market – it is like terrorists
indirectly, by not killing you but barring you from a better life then you have at this time.
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HENRY FORD – American, 1863 – 1947:
Ford put a whole nation on wheels by showing how to
manufacture durable, practical and inexpensive cars.
He developed simple designs that made repairs easy, sought
materials that would stand up on rutted wagon trails, and
pioneered assembly line production of standardized units.
Everything is possible except that your mind makes it impossible.
WRIGHT BROTHERS – American, Wilbur 1867 – 1912; Orville, 1871 – 1948:
The Wrights were among the first to use scientific experiments to solve an engineering problem.
Before they flew the first powered aeroplane, they spent years working out the laws of aerodynamics.
For your information, I too have spent years working out how to fly the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) in
reference to a commercial space business.

GUGLIELMO MARCONI – Italian, 1874 – 1937:
In 1901, Marconi astounded the world by sending the first
transatlantic wireless message.
Applying the theory of radio waves, which had been established a
few years earlier, he developed the apparatus to make wireless
telegraphy practical.
He spent the rest of his life promoting and improving
radiotelegraphy.

Yes, he made the impossible become possible, agree there is still one major impossible state that will take a
long time to solve if ever it is solve, and that issue is education.
CHARLES F. KETTERING – American, 1876 – 1958:
Kettering was among the outstanding figure in the development of the motor car.
Perhaps his most important invention was the self-starter, which ended the reliance on muscles to start a
heavy engine and thus opened driving to women.
There you go another impossible made possible by the brain of man.
So far, all those named here are directly or indirectly success plays a part in the Searl Technology.
To knock me is to knock them, who you have accepted and honoured for their work; such insanity I witness
from this seat and fork tongue of man.
When will the world wake up when someone comes up with a concept: assist to prove it is possible or not.
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One reason for the hazy impression left by the modern engineer is his / hers close association with the
scientists.
Both men and women look alike, talk alike, worry over similar mathematical equations; the guard at the
plant gate who checks their identification badges often cannot tell which is which.
In fact, in such industries as plastics and communications, it is difficult to determine, where the scientist’s
work ends and the engineer’s begins such a situation within the Searl Technology Limited complex will
bound to follow in a similar way.
In reality, the basic distinction between the linked professions of science and engineering lies in their goals.
The scientist aims to discover new knowledge, whether useful or not, thus I guess this band is where I fit in.
While the engineer strives to put knowledge, old or new, to work efficiently for the needs of Mankind, up to
now I have been struggling across both domains to keep this work moving to the market place.
FACTS: Thus a scientist, the German physicist Heinrich Hertz, discovered radio waves, but Guglielmo
Marconi developed wireless telegraphy, a feat of engineering.
In addition, after the scientific principles of nuclear fission were established, electrical, chemical and
mechanical engineers accomplished the hard work of creating atomic weapons and useful power plants.
In basic facts; the same applies to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-GV), precise requirements in staffing to achieve success.
This description of the engineer may make him seem dependent on the scientist, earning his living by
developing ideas produce in the scientist’s laboratory.
In reality, however, scientists are just as dependent upon the work of engineers as the other way round;
many great discoveries of science have stemmed from engineering.
For example, the fundamentals of thermodynamics, the science of heat, were established by Nicolas
Léonard sadi Carnot, a French physicist who studied the practical steam engines that had already been
developed by engineers who had no science to guide them.
There is another reason why it is difficult to bring the engineer into sharp focus.
He / she are a man / woman of many talents.
Some engineers – fewer now than in the past – are solitaries.
Others are narrow specialists; one consulting engineer, for instance, bases his practice entirely on a single
function, the installation of air-conditioning units in rooms for computers.
However, many of today’s engineers are broad area executives, managers skilled in several technologies and
able to combine and co-ordinate teams of specialists.
And a successful engineer must often be a successful salesman; unless he / she can convince non-engineers
to put his / her ideas or devices to work, his / her efforts will have been wasted.
One basic quality, however, is found in every engineer.
In addition, Searl is no exception to the rules, he or she is first of all a practical man / woman, a pragmatist
who shoulders the mundane problems of civilization – and solves them. He / she get the job done, efficiently
and economically, although he / she may reach his / her goal by any of a variety of paths.
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VLADIMIR ZWORYKIN – Russian-American 1889 –
Zworykin is largely responsible for making UK television a
practical reality.
Among his many contributions was the iconoscope, an
electronic scanner similar to those now used in television
cameras.
At this time, I do not know when he died.

EDWIN H. ARMSTRONG – American, 1890 – 1954.
Armstrong made many contributions to radio engineering, the most important of which was the invention of
FM radio.
He also worked out the super heterodyne circuit, the basic circuit used in AM radios today.
DONALD W. DOUGLAS SR. – American, 1892 –
In 1935, Douglas and a small group of engineers designed and
built the DC-3, the first aeroplane to earn a profit flying
passengers.
Setting new standards of safety and dependability, it made
commercial air travel practical.
At this date I do not know date he died.
Slowly we witness the few who made the impossible possible and thanks to them you can enjoy the benefits
from their devotion to win.
The Searl Technology is just one more impossible to become possible by a few of devoted engineers; but
one that will create a massive change in how we live and play, how we work and where we work, how we
travel and live
It represents a future of clean air, clean living, clean transportation, a greener world for all that depend upon
this planet to survive.
It will represent the death of pollution, death to bacteria and viruses, and the creation of a healthier state for
all beings regardless of what there are.
It will open up the commercial space exploration, in a way that rocketry could not complete with at an
economic standard.
It opens up high speed train networks at a much cheaper cost for those who travel every day; it will open up
minds to a new horizon of a better world for all humankind.
It represents cheap power to engineers in research upon disease, parts replacements of the human body that
gives hope to those who by misfortune are disfigure; it is our duty to help all such people to a better life, we
say we are human surely it is time to prove that is true.
For such a paradise to exist it needs your help to make it happen – it is far too massive for one man to do.
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PHILO T. FARNSWORTH – American, 1906 – 1971:
When he was 15 years old, Farnsworth invented a revolutionary
electronic scanning device for TV cameras.
You see age do not set conditions on when you can invent something,
which appears to be what these experts are saying.

JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL – English, 1932 – still kicking.
John landed on planet Earth six weeks early than expected in what
you commonly call a stable.
He was expected to depart within the hour, sadly to say that he like
the straw that he laid on and made up his mind to stay.
In addition, he intended to upset the experts, with new energy
concepts and transportation system including space exploration.
From a child he did what a normal child would not had done, took
WWII bombs apart that just happen drop by and made homemade
fireworks, and for that his headmaster Mr Ford used his cane like a
firework on his behind.
John was not a normal child as such, as his hearing and balance was damage within days of his birth, from
hospital tests they felt that his head had hit something hard with force to lose a bone from the right ear and
the balance system damaged at that time – termed imbalance.
Being move to a country area where farming was the only employment available: one never had to learn
much then for such jobs as cleaning out pig styles cow sheds, trimming hedges digging out ditches.
Agree his teacher tried hard to teach him by spanking his bare bottom, strange to think his brains were there,
nevertheless she appeared to be quite happy in her work, so Searl saw no reasons to complain.
It is true that by 12 years of age, Searl really knew nothing, which normal children should, had known, but
he saw what went on in nature around him and wonder why and the most amazing thing was he had two
different types of dreams in a precise order over six years period.
In reality, those dreams were his teacher, they contain information on a technology long forgotten and its
mathematics not used for well over 5,000 years now.
It was the maths involved: which made Searl accept that his dreams were work dreams, as he found that the
maths he could do with no trouble where teachers of maths could not even start them within an hour of
trying.
It was clear that time would complete the puzzle of the two classes of dreams, and it started with his first job
that his task was energy, transport and space. Searl will take us through his life step by step and his thinking
along the way.
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To bring this dream information into the world of reality calls for a sound massive structure that can develop
each stage of its research and development right through to the marketplace.
Therefore the SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED more then you expected to know here are some if its
departments to cope with this development:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Managers – under managers across all sections.
Office staff – secretaries – Personal manager – telephone operator
Wages – overhead cost – cleaners.
Material – products ordering goods – sale staff.
Dispatch of products.
Medical section – gate guards – security – fire section.
Engineers – energy – communication – structure designers – test engineers
Machine operators – fork lift drivers – machine setters
Inspectors.
Communication – data storage.

This is just a crude requirements list of what this section shall have to handle in setting up its functions of
operations.
Due to my training in both the mental section and industrial section, I can appreciate that you cannot
understand what engineers part has to do with this issue.
First, we are not talking about one man, but a company that is being developed as an International one due to
the FACT that planet Earth is just one planet; so the destruction you do to it affects the whole.
It is after years of study to identify the problems that energy shows up as a key problem; transportation is
just as damaging expansion of our knowledge base is in urgent needs. Expanding into the space domain on
commercial bases is indeed a major issue.
Searl is convince to every problem there is an solution, some are hard to find for a number of reasons such
as materials, tools, equipment needs to be invented first.
Inventors can only go as far as the tools available allows them; which was the same problems face each of
these who I have name above and the same that will face those who follow in the years to come.
Critical problem to the outsider is what an engineer is: that is the key issue here; as we shall be talking about
scientists as well confuses the viewer if you got engineers why do you want scientists.
To that question, the answer, which I have started in this document, and will continue from where I ended
before.
Paradoxically, this practical man / woman may be a visionary, who dreams of a better way to do the job that
uses his / her creative ingenuity to establish a very new system or applies an old method in a new and
imaginative way; unfortunate John Roy Robert Searl is clearly one of them.
Sometimes his solution is simple, a seemingly trivial bit of invention easily dismissed as tinkering – but the
engineer’s tinkering frequently reaches an inspired level; which as you have seen on our site meets with that
statement 100 percent.
Agree, no doubt to many outsiders inventors are just tinkering around just filling up their spare time and
adding fancy terms to confuse the watchers.
And likewise these so-call experts have to join in to give the impression they know all – agree it does fool
the masses for a time – but the day comes when the masses wake up to reality that there are no experts in
this domain of science.
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Practicality, vision, salesmanship and inventiveness – these and other characteristics of John Searl can best
be illustrated by the stories of this man himself, and others.
Some have displayed one trait more clearly than another has, but all have helped to make the world we live
in today.
I can go on and tell you about how these great men achieved what they did, but such stories are not really for
this section of the web, more suitable for the general public interest.
Here in the business world having some insight how Searl undertook such an unusual project to investigate,
research, and test is indeed an amazing story.
In reality, you can correctly say that it started at an age of 4 years, and developed until he entered the navy
school where there was a delay while he accustoms himself to the real world he never knew.
Like running water, flush toilets, lots of bare bums, hot showers, and in all strange codes to learn them
meanings, and strange ways to communicate from one ship to another.
But Searl it was hell because he had no hearing as such, no education, yet he enjoy in class sessions, but
after class there were those who bully him into parting with his earnings at the end of the week.
Two years later, he was attack with a bug that eats his tissue of his hands, legs and feet and head, the
medical section was unable to stop the spread, listed it as an unknown topic disease, and returned him home.
While he was home he strangle recovered slowly, but a strange event that happened reminded him of his
dreams which he had forgotten about, and things would not now be as it was before he was taken ill.
Now he would be AWL on three occasions the last one made him look like a hero that could not be allow to
happen so he was confined in sick bay isolation ward.
Therefore, only the nurse could see him, until they could find a way to dismiss him, it was a big problem
under the law he had to remain there until he completed his schooling still months away.
But they did find a way by changing his date of birth meant that he was almost completed his schooling,
thus he left now to become no longer just a number but a name – at last a human being instead of a machine.
Now he was place into digs and place into a training program as an apprentice to train as an electrical
engineer. He did well and had good work mates of course they had they fun moments being a boy and they
were all old men, but one of their jokes fired up Searl mind in reference to his first dream.
It was such a simple really a trivial thing which a normal person would not taken any notice of; but Searl did
take notice and wanted to know what it meant, the answer he got was to his mind negative and failed to
satisfy his brain.
At home he work on this problem, eventual he found that a three squares could be obtain, so why was it
impossible to have a one square or a two square to function in the same way.
Now he saw dream one as a mathematical concept as it always used squares in a precise order every time,
the action was precise every time.
Now did dream one said that square three starts the true squares but miss that and go to square four, so Searl
like a fool did just that, and behold soon he found that you could do the same effect, but was the dream
stating a particular line to use and how do he identify it.
Yes, it did tell him what to look for and what the stepping value was, no one else was involved in the study
work of his, as everyone thought he was mad, which is normal for all inventors, it’s a great union.
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A simple dream of a game he played each day on his way to the infant school in Thorndon that known as
hopscotch, so trivial that no one ever stopped and questioned it; that is where Searl is not normal, he stops
and thinks and questions what he thinks for solutions that makes logical answers.
Yes, he is a loner but that is because of his illness and deafness – which he replaces this lack to be able to
play physical games as you do – with a strange power of reasoning, to see things for what they are, and not
what others want you to see.
His whole attitude to life was such that he dare not ask question to his foster mother or teacher upon any
subject that he saw because the fear of being beaten for doing so, thus he was alone and this was how he saw
life:
It is not so much, how far you go, as what you see.
It is not so much, how much you see.
As, what you learn from what you see.
It is not so much, how much you learn,
As what you do with what you, learn,
From what you see, and hear as you go.
Searl knew that he just had to see and remember what he saw that one day he would know what it meant.
This was the layout of the game in question.
Square one is red not in use.
2 is green is where I have reached on the outward run.
Now square 3 is blue that is where my pebble lies.
Which, means that on the outward run you have to hop over it not
on to it?
Square 4 is green because that is where you land in the game.
I am standing in square 2 my left leg is up high over square 3, and
then the frame freezes.
Now it says go to square 4 and look for the answers and here is
where the information lies on instructions, which line to use and
what the difference must be between the values.
Can you see the answer – if you cannot see the answer that looks
you straight in the eye, and then you are not intended to make it.
It took me a few minutes turning the numbers around then I found it
precisely what the game says.
So perfect that the rest of the dream I accepted as being, correct as
shown.
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FACTS:
Look at the squares; is there something wrong with our education?
If any individual items can expand in sets, then it is a structure, and all structures contain functions.
In my dream one, square one, which I coloured red well back there in 1963 was because the first structure
possible is the DNA of that set of structures, from which I can undertake any value and create that square in
seconds.
Now I call each step up to infinitely as a level, thus, the DNA must be level one and being the DNA is not
used in any design or construction work.
LEVEL ONE cannot be used as it represents the DNA of that domain.
WHY am I always standing in square two?
Does that define some natural status in nature?

UNIFORM INPUT

RANDOM INPUT

Looking at the square three having a uniform input generates a random output, therefore it appears to have
no real subject about it – nothing exciting about it – yet from my dream one there must be something
exciting about it – BUT WHAT?
However, when I switch the values around in a random input I find that there is something exciting about it;
as it generates a uniform output – as such can create a value that can be harvested.
Therefore I have no option but to accept that dream one at least appears to be correct – there is nothing
wrong with the squares – yet you are taught that 32 is just nine empty spaces – but they are wrong – there are
nine fields, each one has a value.
I think so – I believe that dream one is stating that the squares are a LAW OF NATURE – use them and you
be rewarded by nature – fail to use them the results will be total death of this planet in a few years time.
What the squares instructs me as saying is that this universe is in random motion – therefore, no advance
intelligent source created it.
Already in my books, you should have spotted a number of statements: that clearly match these squares –
there is a LAW – Homo sapiens already use many parts thereof without them being aware of that FACT.
Does dream one state that Square two is important to Homo sapiens because it appears to state that there
must always be two prime states in all things regardless – I wonder if Sir Isaac Newton actually spotted that
condition also.
This point will be often witness in these Documents as I present my case for the Searl Effect that it is reality;
it’s a structure therefore has functions that can be tapped for our benefits.
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Why has Searl quote Sir Isaac Newton at this stage?
Because Searl’s brain functions different as it operates in logic, when he witness on the web idiots knocking
a man down who cannot reply back because he is dead, from his own experience of being knocked down
where he can reply to these idiots, his very nature makes him respond and stand up for that person.
Searl brain asks questions, such as:
When did Sir Isaac Newton live – important question?
I understand that he lived between 1643 – 1727, which clearly shows that he had no idea what technology
would be like in 2009, even if he were an English scientist.
Searl study of Newton’s work, he has never seen Newton stating that he had produce three laws; in reality he
makes three distinct assumptions that if this condition and that condition is present the results should be this.
Searl gives Newton credit because he had little information by which to base such assumptions upon, maybe
a load of papers presented to the university from various research members around the world.
The one thing he had was time, as the bubonic plague sweep Europe and Asia; universities close their doors
in the effort to halt the spread of the Black Death as it was termed in England.
His home was a farm.
Which I understand that Isaac hated farming, it is clear to Searl’s mind that Isaac would read these papers
and experimenting with ideas based on what he read.
From which he notice the results of various states: from which he draw up his assumptions, strangely his
predictions of events hold true across many situations, but not all conditions does it hold true, but Isaac
would not had known that during his lifetime.
Therefore, Sir Isaac Newton three laws are assumptions and therefore may not hold true in all cases.
If Sir Isaac Newton had the opportunity
to been sitting here he would had
extended his assumptions to include the
extra experiences he would had be
seeing.
Unfortunate, he could not be present to
undertake that objective.
Therefore, it is up to Searl Magnetic
Limited and Searl Technology limited
to finish his assumptions to include the
added effects of the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G).
Does the square three defined that there are only three prime conditions on this planet, and that Searl’s work
will relate to one of them, which relates to solid materials, indicated mainly by his stone, which has landed
in square three.
Is dream one stating that if Searl carry out these instructions to the dream he will achieve the promise
results, as indicated?
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Searl has been conditioned by dream one, as being a work dream of instructions impressing certain
information of the world of reality upon his sub-conscious that would play a major part conditioning him to
be conscious upon all issues.
Searl accepts the expert’s claims that all things created from atoms, because he has no other solution to
answer that question of what are things made of.
What dream one impress his subconscious mind is as follows:
1. NATURE:
Operates here on planet Earth in three prime states, which are:
(i) Gases
(ii) Liquids
(iii)Solids
There is a fourth state in NATURE; but it is not normally available on planet Earth.

2

It is called:
(iv) Plasma
3

Can the squares create identical results?
The answer is a positive YES.

4

Basic facts of the squares:

(i)

GROUP ONE ROTATE:
All odd numbers belong to this group, which means half of all numbers are of the group one class.

(ii)

GROUP TWO OSCILLATE:
Half of all even numbers belong to this group; they are the ones that divide exactly by four.

(iii)

GROUP THREE OSCILLATE:
EXCEPT FOR THE CENTRE CROSS, WHICH ROTATES:
Half of the even numbers belong to this group; they are the ones not dividable exactly by four.
These are the prime units.

In all groups, there are numbers which nature does not use in its building blocks and they are listed within
my books.
Do we have a relationship between NATURE and the SQUARES?
Do the SQUARES contain four states, which are known in NATURE?
Four has an important part to play in NATURE and the SQUARES.
Such issues, as this are dealt with; as we progress in how Searl was, able to do the impossible that the
experts of the time were and are unable to do; with all their education, they claim to have.
For now some basic facts will do, Searl had two dreams, twice a year for six years, which never changed in
any detail at any time. That makes four dreams per year: just two types, this must have some meaning.
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Other than waking you up, scaring yourself with fright, and receiving a jolly good spanking for waking up
the other sleepers in this house.
Even if we discount what the full dream one states and we just look at the mathematic presentation, this in
itself is extremely interesting.
Searl is playing a game of hopscotch, which in this version contains eight squares, Searl finds himself on
square two, his pebble is on square three and he is in the act of going to hop over square three into square
four.
However, Searl in that instant frozen with his right leg up in the air and his left leg still connected firmly to
the ground.
To translate this dream we need an analogy, which allows us to carry out an analysis of the key facts
presented to us.
First, we need to set out the key points, which are involved here.

KEY FACTS:
Two types of dreams, each are related.
There are always eight squares.
Searl always standing in square two, and his feet are always in the same position.
His pebble is always in square three.
Searl has four dreams a year, for six years generating twenty-four dreams in total.
On the result of analysis of Searl, dream one it appears clear that he shall have something to do with very
high energy levels of a solid structure whose action involves rotation in the generation of energy.
Because it is a solid structure, it belongs to the third state of nature.
Thus, in his dream one it is a pebble being a solid object and being in square three, which declares it as
being an object of the third state of nature.
Let us examine our fact one; two types of dreams we shall not ask at this time WHY.
Instead, we shall have to consider fact three that Searl is always standing in square two but now his both feet
are at different levels.
Therefore, the number two appears to represent some important statement – but what?
Let us look again at Searl’s feet - the right foot is high in relation to his left foot.
Let me do a translation here:
The right hand side is high in respect to the left hand side.
It could mean that the right side can be classed as a 1 while the left side can be classed as a 0.
Therefore, Searl accepts that it is stating that nature can only operate in two states that it can only be high or
low supported by him always standing in square two.
A very good point in Searl’s logical mind and that shows the way he process data.
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In plain talk, Searl understood that his dream one as he termed it, was teaching him about the world of
reality to which no other form of teaching had taken place by Earthlings except being spank or beating by a
handful of stinging nettles.
He understood that nature is binary in function because he is about to or at least trying to hop over square
three, which is a function.
Searl conscious mind is pressurising his subconscious mind as to why he cannot cross over square three.
To Searl conscious mind it was clear that the game has been operating quite normally until this reference
point is reach.
To help our readers to understand the points better I will now fill in a bit more detail about dream one.
Up to this stage all, the children who went to school with Searl are present and have been playing this game
of hopscotch with Searl.
However, at this point, all the children instantly vanish from sight, at the same instance an object appears at
the top end of the game, which should not be there, as it has no relationship to the game.
The object takes the form of the village steamroller – that being a large roller driven by a steam engine for
the benefits for those who have never been lucky to see one.
Only in this case the object is many times larger than the normal impression of it.
It is racing towards Searl, therefore, he only has a short time to save himself from being crushed to death, so
what did he do?
He quickly woke up screaming – which was not in his best interest – it would had been wiser to let the
steamroll crashed him, as the result were that his foster mother crushed his bum with her rubber hand strap a
few times; that most likely was more painful than being crushed by a steamroller.
Can we state that the reason why Searl cannot cross over square three is the fact that it is making an absolute
statement as follows:
(i)

STOP!

(ii)

THINK!

(iii)

ACT!

You may think that it is Searl, which is going to be crushed to death; in this case, you are wrong.
Re-cap again, at the instant in which Searl is frozen, all the children that Searl knew have vanished and he is
all alone to make a decision as to what to do to save him from the pending forces approaching him.
I do not think that it meant that Searl alone was just about to get his bum flatten with a strap – even if that
happen in this case.
Searl at first thought that it meant that not all the children of his generation would produce any children to
replace themselves, Searl appreciates that you may automatically reply that they have produced them and
Searl agrees with you.
Searl wonders if that is, the second generation of children will not produce any more children or they will
never draw their old age pension nor will their children – interesting issue, as today there are growing
concerns about the state of birthing; so many more problems appearing with babies births.
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In other words in Searl generation is the real end of the road insight unless we:
STOP:
THINK:
ACT.
In this trouble period, Searl is alone how true that has been over the years – WHY
Does this mean that Searl shall be the only person to be given the knowledge of what must be done to save
what life may be saved, if possible?
Does this mean that life as a whole has little chance to survive unless we prepare for the coming on
slaughter?
Does history hold any past traces of such events that answer is a positive YES.
Well-developed groups have appeared on planet Earth and have vanished without a trace as to where they
went and Searl is certain that they did not go to planet Mars.
All Searl can conclude is that they were wiping out completely by a natural event, as similar as we have
witnessed these last few years.
What Searl believe that this dream one seems to state that the human race will be wiped out by a pressure
force many times greater than normal crushing everything in its path, unless you ACT now to prevent it,
which is precise what we have witness in Asia and other parts of the world of late.
However, how is the question you may well ask?
What kind of pressure force could it be; Searl feels that it will be most likely refers to the wind, gales whose
forces will be extra high because they will be 200 to 300 miles an hour winds not normal 40 to 50 miles per
hour winds.
Strange that we have already witnessed over the last two years: the increase of high winds but Searl feel that
these are still nothing compared to what is coming.
You have witness the damage that has been done by these winds, which leaves the question as to what
chances have our present day homes got against the predicted winds?
On the surface not much of a chance so what are you going to do about it, Searl guess you will repeat
exactly what they did in the past when they were warned of pending dangers sit there, just fart and smile, as
usual let others do all the work.
Man is supposed to be:
(a) Intelligent.
(b) Educated.
However, in the world of reality the evidence to support these claims appear to be somewhat lacking.
In the past Searl can understand man’s lack of intelligence as he was brainwashed into believing in Gods, so
he naturally expected God to save them in a disaster, unfortunate for them their Gods were lazy and never
around when they needed help.
Strange indeed, but true many died that could have been saved if they had acted in good time be prepared.
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Agree Searl says that it is strange as it may seem, which is precisely what Searl witnesses today; still man
believes in God who will automatically save them in their hour of need.
With centuries of evidence that millions of real good people wiped out in less than a wink of an eye, so
where was their God who will save them in their hour of need – on a holiday?
Because the SEARL TECHNOLOGY intentions are to research and re-develop the Searl Effect Generator of
the past for mass production requirements.
Sole intent to mass-produce worldwide commercial bases, therefore, this organization will be complex to be
able to meet market requirements.
Take this section alone, it will have a number of divisions to specialise in various tasks that will be required,
as you will see listed shortly.
Searl Technology is responsible for design, construction and testing of all structures being planned or massproduced, whether domestic, industry, road or rail transportation, even space products to be.
It deals with metals, plastics all materials of which be discussed within this business site.
We undertake research and development: in new approaches to old problems of pollution: and our quest to
achieve success is now a matter of priority that urgently needed.

This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D human studies.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
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In this re-print of the 1968 newsletter, we wish to make clear that delay in this research is funding,
unfortunate time has shown that such technology changes a person to one of greed, greed is normally
associated with ignorance together there is no more dangerous combination that can kill new technology
from reaching the marketplace.
Searl has learnt over the years that education is a blocking stone to the future progress and money is the
other major problem.
Searl understands that the technology is not the problem but Earthlings are.
Success of any business is based upon ECONOMICS that is a major issue for Searl, as the free world
human rights needs for cleaner and better energy and transportation systems are vital and to this end he
must be fair from the business angle to all regardless and not to any one group.
As advised by the patent office if the planet is Searl concern then don’t patent it but keep one important
issue to himself, which is precisely what he has been doing all his life, as others have tried to force the
know-how from him, have failed to succeed.
Over the years hundreds believed, they could do the same without him, and not only wasted time but also
a lot of money at the same time; today, the same problem exists sadly to state. When will that every end no
one knows, only time can say.
Earthlings are strange animals when compared to the rest of the animal kingdom, Searl wonder when he
will have a team of individuals who understand the need of such technology its advantages across the
whole domain of existence and will work together to make it happen.
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ECONOMICS affect the research and development of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) which Searl has
no control over, but has to accept that is the world of reality created by man, being the only creature on
Earth that survives by money.
Funny you might find a person who can tell you that the first official land speed record was set at 39.24 mph
– 63.15 km/h – in 1898 using an electric car.
The internal combustion engine took the record in 1902, then in 1997 almost a century after the first record;
Andy Green broke the sound barrier in the jet-powered car – THRUST SSC.
Look hard at the FACTS – before you experts open your trap – STOP – THINK – ACT that you do not talk
crap on the internet.
FACT 1898:
Count Gaston de Chasseloup Laubat – FRANCE – sets the first official record at 39.24 mph – 63.15 km/hr
in a Jentaud electric car.
FACT 1899:
Camille Jenatzy – Belgium – becomes the first person to travel faster than 100 km/h – 62 mph – and the
first person to travel faster than one mile per minute.
I hope that you understand what Searl is really saying here: is it still takes time for records to be broken even
if work force, space, tools equipment backed up with funds are in place, only then can you win.
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Economics presents an interesting paradox, on the one hand, the media and political attention have
highlighted the importance of economic developments such as inflation, unemployment, taxation and
interest rates; this is quite natural since such factors impinge on all our living standards.
On the other hand, public awareness of the causes and significance of economic change seems no better
informed now than it has ever been; indeed, there even seems to be some strange and frightful mystery about
the subject, which acts as a barrier to people’s understanding or even to their will to understand.
From Searl point of view there appear to be two main factors seen to contribute to this unfortunate and
undesirable situation.
FIRST;
Traditional means of introducing the subject have been strongly biased to theoretical models, the relevance
of which to the real world has not been sufficiently explained,
SECOND:
Access to the subject has been hampered by an obscure terminology and the use of complex diagrammatical
representation.
Searl cannot claim that these documents completely overcome such difficulties, but a considerable effort he
has made to reduce these barriers.
Since business studies is determinedly practical in its approach, it has been possible to reduce the time spent
in developing theories, and Searl has to concentrate more on the significance of their conclusion.
Searl has to where appropriate, some elements of traditional theory have either been completely omitted as
unsuitable for a worldwide organisation or treated in a critical manner, as a basis for elaborating alternative
means of understanding a particular subject.
Terminology and diagrammatical representation are more demanding problems, since they form the bases of
concise and effective communication.
1968: Searl has press the issue that a
worldwide organisation for the
environmental issues based upon energy and
transportation systems requires to function
an international hub.
This, in reality is nothing more than a
League of Nations working as one unit to
create a better world for all humankind
regardless.
To research and develop new clean
generating systems and transportation
systems, to encourage groups to work to
improve their homeland from flooding,
develop strategies to cope with such events,
clean energy systems are vital now to reduce
global warming of the world and clean the
atmosphere and damage done by atomic
bomb testing that was done.
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Terms are, however, carefully explained and a detailed glossary is included where possible; Searl diagrams
have been kept as simple and informative as possible, and the use of a second colour in their printing is
intended to further clarify the diagrams and to ease understanding – well that is the intention.
This document has been written as one of a series, each considering different aspects of the business world
and decision making process.
Much of this particular document is concerned with what might be called the Searl International Space
Research Consortium complex environment: setting the scene within which its companies divisions
operate, and explaining the reasons for changes in that environment and their effects on the business sector.
This document is intended for those who wish to study economics for the first time, whether for a future job
with Searl Technology Limited or Searl Magnetic Limited, or even Swallow Command.
Any economics text requires careful reading, especially where ideas have been expressed as concisely as the
format of this series dictated.
One of the features of this series is the use of bold colour type to focus attention on the main points, and it is
hope that this will also be helpful when these documents are used as a revision aid.
Indeed, it is often helpful, before commencing a detailed study of a document, to flick through its pages
noting the main headings to get a better idea of the structure of the argument Searl is dealing on.
Searl states that the economic environment is a dynamic one and the pace of change is such that no text can
hope to be timeless therefore Searl advise those who are thinking of employment within the Searl
International Space Research Consortium complex to keep themselves informed of current developments
by regular reading the information on www.searlsolution.com and www.swallowcommand.com.
In many senses, the purpose of this introduction text such as this is to foster a critical understanding of the
economic principles that Searl has to understand to function.
So as to provide the means whereby everyone can understand and evaluate such contemporary developments
Searl is undertaking as a whole; Searl hope this document will go some way towards meeting his objective.
Searl thanks all who have helped in fostering his Technology that has kept it alive and thou it is not yet
operating, as he would have like to see it by now.
Much success of recovery of Searl past work has been achieved independently of Searl which proves
without doubt that the Searl Effect is feasible in to days mass production requirements.
The two years agreement with NST Limited has ended, and further two years agreement has failed to be sign
by NST, therefore I have recalled Searl Magnetic Limited from Thailand for the time being, so that by the
end of November, a new home will be discuss and contracts signed hopefully to get the second country
moving.
A new site in Thailand is not ruled out at this time, but needs to be considered with care, as there is the
university offer, which is hard for one to get in there, we have the means to accept that it could be of value
for our research and development program.
Searl is expecting Morris to arrive at his place to assist him for about three weeks from the end of October or
first week of November.
Where during November he hope that Morris will meet up with some of the past team he meet the last time
in Scotland, on that event his luggage went missing on his flight it took a couple of days to catch up with
him; hope that does not happen again.
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THE ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE:
Economics is the study of certain aspects of the consequences of scarcity; as Searl has stated so many times
that, it is apparent that man’s material desires far exceed his capacity to produce goods and services, and that
it is therefore necessary to make choices.
Searl accepts that decision-making is at the heart of economic studies; economists are concerned with the
implications of decisions about how society’s scarce resources are used to satisfy particular wants; Searl
agrees the earth is over populated and cannot meet the demand for all, many will die for want of food, need
of medication they cannot afford to buy.
CHOICE AND OPPORTUNITY COST:
In order to make choices, there is a need to determine priorities; once a choice has been made, there is an
inevitable sacrifice expressed in terms of what has been forgone.
For example, Searl Magnetic Limited may have some spare factory space, which it could use either to
extend its production line or to improve its despatch facilities; Searl agrees that there may be many other
options too.
When Searl Technology Limited has determine its priorities and decided on one use for the spare space, the
best alternative use forgone is described as the OPPORTUNITY COST of using the space as decided.
OPPORTUNITY COST:
Is the real cost of having something, measured in physical rather than money terms; as Searl operates that
health conditions are far better than money issues; but agree that today the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G)
cost has increased many times to the cost of 1946.
It results directly from the fact of scarcity: sacrifice is only necessary if you cannot have everything you
want; man appears to have an insatiable capacity to extend his wants: as soon as some are satisfied, new
aspirations are formed, and so the decision-making process continues.
SCARCE RESOURCES:
In economics, anything which has an opportunity cost, such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is
described as scarce in this case there are none in production.
So extremely scarce and it appears that this class of opportunity cost generates a mental condition termed
obsessive compulsive disorder, which translated into English means they own it and control the world
through it.
Which is a form of direct thief of another one’s life work without a proper market price paid to the rightful
owner; or even if the rightful owner wants to sell it or not; Searl has forever met this kind of human
behaviour, which in itself is a shame because such action normally ends up a dead duck.
There are a few resources or goods which do not have an opportunity cost; one example might be air – but
not fresh air -, which is therefore described as a FREE GOOD.
This is not to be confused with goods and services for which no price is charged directly to the consumer,
such as public libraries and parks; these obviously do have an opportunity cost, and so are termed ZEROPRICED GOODS.
The resources available to man for the purpose of satisfying wants are conventionally classified into four
groups, here we go again the law of the squares popping in this document, just amazing where it forever
keep popping up in everything Searl touches.
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LAND:
In economics, this has a wider meaning than in every day usage; it is best described as nature’s bounty – all
non human resources that occur naturally, from mineral deposits, forests and soil to gases in the air.
Searl points out that in many cases these resources are not available freely: other resources may be needed to
extract them for man’s use such as mining.

LABOUR:
This can be defined as the mental and physical effort of humans in the course of production.
Labour Searl see is his biggest problem as he found people cannot be trusted when they think they can make
millions by selling the know how to big boys, Searl records shows that is a major problem greed and
ignorance kills the future that is meant to be as its inbreed in them by the amount of brainwashing they
undergo.

CAPITAL:
This also has a precise economic meaning, which should not be confused with the everyday use of the word;
it may be defined as goods, which are not used for current consumption, and may be sub-divided into:

PRODUCER DURABLE USE GOODS:
Goods, which yield services over a period of time and are used to make other goods – factories and
machines.

PRODUCER SINGLE USE GOODS:
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Goods used to make other goods and services, which are used up in the course of production – or
transformed so that they may not be repeatedly used for the same purpose – bricks and mortar.

STOCKS:
These comprise holdings of raw materials, unsold consumer goods and part finished goods – or work in
progress.

ENTERPRISE:
Defined as the factor, which bears the risks of production, enterprise is the least readily quantified of the
factors of production and has the distinguishing characteristic that it is the only factor, which may earn
negative return – a loss.

ENTREPRENEURS:
Whilst many perform other functions, such as management, it is the risk-bearing element, which is the
defining characteristic; for example, a shareholder in I.C.I. may take no part at all in the day-to-day running
of the company but, in bearing part of the risks of production, is clearly an entrepreneur.
If Searl Technology limited spends more in hiring factor services than it receives from selling its output, the
company will make a loss and the shareholder will receive no dividend: in the event of the company’s
liquidation, he stands to lose his / her initial subscription to the company’s capital.

FACTOR MOBILITY:
The economy’s scarce resources have alternative uses; as has been seen, resources put to one particular use
have an opportunity cost – their forgone use elsewhere; however, in a dynamic economy, the priorities of
individuals, firms and the society as a whole are subject to change.
Factor mobility is the term used to describe the readiness with which factors may be redirected to alternative
uses the two main forms of factor mobility, which are referred to use:

OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY:
The ease with which a factor may be transferred from one productive capacity to another in a different
industry.
Searl agrees that this is an issue he must balance for the future requirements should such an event becomes
reality.
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GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY:

The ease with which factors geographical location may be changed, which Searl is well experience in such
problems – clearly, Searl has to make decisions that will affect the outcome of success.
Searl appreciate that these terms are most readily applied to labour, it should be apparent that they are
equally applicable to the other factors when correctly defined.
Searl points out that these issues are just basic issues that require a lot of planning before implementing.
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Wherever Searl construct a unit for research and development must also be able to mass-produce the goods
and sell them from that site; the one on the left cost to rent around £2,000 per month, which indeed is cheap.

Here Searl shows that one key point is moving machinery to the new site that there are sound grounds for
lorry has to cope with, so the choice of site has many problems to assess before implementing any action.
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PRODUCTION:
Production involves bringing together the different factor services needed to make available the different
goods and services which satisfy people’s wants, which is commonly divided into three stages there goes the
law of the squares again.

PRIMARY PRODUCTION:
Industries involved in extracting raw materials.
This variety of magnetite, known as lodestone, attracts
iron filings much as does a bar magnet.
Magnetite is a compound of iron – Fe 26 – and oxygen O
8 leaving the chemical formula Fe3O4 it is one of the
important iron-ore minerals in those few places where it
occurs in rich concentrations.
In granite, magnetite occurs as scattered black specks,
which are difficult to identify with the unaided eye.
In natural outcrops, granite exhibits various surface
forms, depending upon climate and other factors.
Searl just wanted you to know what raw materials are.

SECONDARY PRODUCTION:
Manufacturing industry.
They manufacture the materials and components,
which Searl Technology Limited, Searl Magnetics
Limited and Swallow Command require within their
research and development operations.
The raw materials are converted into tubes of various
diameter sizes that are supplied to these companies
who they machine them to precise size required.
One such element is manufacture into rod form for us
to finish the machining that is required.
Just to inform those experts what Searl means here.

The different tubes are machine to size by Searl Technology Limited as
shown here.
The magnetic layer segment after machining Searl Magnetic Limited
magnetises it with the correct waveform for it’s require function.
So simple yet so complex to create and costly to undertake.
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TERTIARY PRODUCTION:
The distribution of manufactured goods and the supply of services.

CONSUMPTION;
In economic terms, consumption is best defined as using up goods and services; Searl appreciate that from
the consumer’s viewpoint, a distinction can be made between:

CONSUMER DURABLES:
Goods used by households, which give repeated service over a period of time – cars and washing
machines.

CONSUMER SINGLE USE GOODS:
Those which, as the name suggests, are used only once and cannot be re-used, such as petrol and washing
powder; Searl knows you can add more on the list of such goods; consumption can also be applied to the use
of producer durable goods.

CAPITAL CONSUMPTION:
Alternatively, depreciation is the process of using up part of the productive life of a producer durable.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl Technology Limited
Head of R&D Human Studies.
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Robotics in manufacturing.

This upgrade of Searl’s newsletter is to expose these so-called experts of their lack of knowledge, as it is
evident on some internet forums and emails. Searl reply to them is that if they enjoy misinformation out
of ignorance, they are welcome to it as it is a free world; Searl is far too busy to be trouble by expert
idiots.
Strange, Searl on his first day of medical school had that issue presented to him, that people sooner
believe lies before the truth because lies are far more exciting than the truth – how true that is as Searl
have discovered over the years.
This report takes you back to 1984, agree it is some years back now, but Searl is still kicking and still
racking up miles on his clock.
Due to study of the Human Being in industry, Searl had no option but to study how robotic and
automation systems could function in mass production of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), as humans
clearly could not be trusted with such undertakings.
Searl noted how odd members in a workforce could have mental issues effecting the workforce and cause
disruption to the output which is what guarantees their wages; such action could not be allowed to take
place in the workplace and this is based upon what Searl has observed in the workplace.
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Searl components of his course fee of the PT615 carton.
Study guide

assignments book

videocassette

Three volumes of course texts

Experiment book

Audiocassette.

Case studies

Specimen examination paper

Order forms for robot & computer

The computer Searl had was the Hektor III from the Open University
The Open University robot with controller and experiment kit- the kit he still has or should have.
Compressed air Gun – Searl had the can of propellant to use with the miniature spray gun supplied as part of
the experimental kit – by the way, the propellant cans are available from model shops.
Battery – a 6V lantern battery or 12V car battery to power the electric drill supplied.
NOTES:
1

No one may take the course unless they have access to the Open University robot, which could be
brought from TecQuipment Ltd.

2

The robot is design to be program with a HEKTOR III.
Alternatively it can be used with an Acorn BBC model B to perform much of the experimental
work.
It cannot be use with any other type of computer.

3

Hektor III is specified for many of the Manufacturing programme modules, and for most modules
of the Industrial Applications of Computers programme.

4

Hektor III is design to work into the Open University computer systems.
This facility is required for some courses in the postgraduate programme.
The facility will not be available to users of the BBC computer.

OUTLINE OF THE COURSE:
Searl recalls that this course aims to provide professional engineers and managers in industry with skills in
robotics.
Throughout the development of the course, they have tried to ensure that the fundamental principles of
robots are covered adequately, while providing up-to-date at that time information which will be direct
relevance to engineers and managers in industry who are contemplating as Searl Technology Limited is the
introduction of robots to improve the effectiveness of our factories.
Today, Thursday 8th October 2009, Searl has no idea if they still run this course if so if any changes have
been made to it; as it was; it sure was a great subject to take onboard and you sure need a large front room
for the robot it was indeed a fantastic event to be sharing your living room with a monster robot.
One problem to remember: that it show no mercy to anything in its way; so one need to be certain that there
were enough space for it to manoeuvre in the task given it to do; which Searl had to give it two thirds of the
room space to it; an experience he glad to have had, sad it is not available today for him to retake photos
which has been lost.
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Today, Searl guess you can buy all kind of robots for the children to play with; Searl robot is not a toy for
children to play with, as it was an Industrial robot.
His photos of it in his room may not be available could be on a Jass drive but cannot at this time open all of
those even if he could dig them out at this time; but here are some images to give an example what he
means:

These are today offers: some are new and some are not, but shows what Earthlings can do that other animals
cannot do, Searl made these images available, as they will be most likely the types he will be using in Searl
Technology limited.
The course Searl undertook tackles three broad areas, as set out in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Structure of the course – this prepares you for what to expect from Searl.
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There is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.

This is the class of construction
equipment that makes possible
products to be mass-produced.
These are for the larger products
which Searl Technology Limited
and Searl Magnetic Limited will be
involved in, of course, for the 15KW
SEG much smaller robots will be
employed.
The choice may not be so large
today but Searl feels he will find
those, which are more suitable for
the tasks involved.
Tomorrow Technology being design
today.
As searl shows us what he is thinking and how he will implement it in the target which he sets to achieve.
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Awareness:
Is provided by the first volume; the broad coverage of Unit 1 sets industrial robotics in a wider context,
which was perfect for Searl interest.
A range of industrial robot applications, or tasks, is describe in Unit 2 as Searl recalls; this together with the
first band of the video tape, which Searl might still have hidden, provides an awareness of the subject which
would otherwise have to be gained by visiting representative robot installations around the UK and in other
parts of the world.

Insight:
As Searl recalls were provided by the second volume Units 3, 4 and 5, if he is wrong, you will have to give
him a good spanking to help him to remember.
Elements of manipulation, sensing and control was covered; to give Searl an informed understanding of the
fundamental limitations and engineering problems, which influence the design and choice of robots, their
control and their intelligence.
Searl can promise that robots employed by Searl Technology Limited and Searl Magnetic Limited will
contain intelligence far greater than those so-call experts on the websites show.
Searl agree that you cannot possible become a robot designer on the basis of the small amount of material
provided in his newsletters of the past, but you should gain sufficient skill to help you make a wise choices
of robots and sensors when solving manufacturing problems in Searl Technology Limited and Searl
Magnetic Limited.
Who knows, perhaps to influence future robot designs within Searl Technology Limited and Searl Magnetic
Limited and development?
Hands on experience of the problems of manipulation, control and programming is essential here, and this
was provided by the Open University robot and its associated experiment kit which Searl will photo once he
uncovers the parts so you see he has to time for crap.
Some insight into similar problems, and their solutions, with full-size industrial robots can be gained from
bands 2 and 3 of the video tape.
Great Searl have uncovered the video and two cassettes of his course clearly Peter and his merry band of
robbers left them behind when they stole all the equipment, or it was far too technical for their minds so they
left them behind, after all they were stealing all the equipment so Searl could not use them.
Searl has just taken the photo after all these years: still intact; of those three parts and will be inserted on the
next page, whether the video show the very robot Searl had is yet to be checked and then see how it can be
inserted in a later upgrade upon this subject.
Searl is indeed a strange man when compared to these so-call experts on the web, yet he never call himself
an expert just logic interest in all science and technology, that makes him so different to you, he sacrifice
everything that you would not give up to help this planet; unfortunate you are included in that effort.
Within this section of the business unit, you will see how he strived to obtain knowledge, not only to know it
but also to understand it, which represents two different states.
Many of us know much: but only a few understand that which they know, shame, as this world could have
been a paradise by now; alas that paradise remains a dream of a few who hold onto that dream and prayer
something will happen to wake up the world that if you want a paradise we all must work together as one.
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This photo was taken during late evening of Thursday 8th October 2009 much water has flow under the
bridge since that time, including a massive robbery of his equipment but for some strange reason they left
this evidence of the past behind them.
Searl has no doubts that in the years ahead special developed
robots will be constructed to meet specific tasks in his
research complex as it grows.
How they will appear to you: at this stage of planning we
cannot certified precisely, but much larger magnetisers
would be better serve if robots did the work of construction.
These images: presented here: only as a guideline to the
possibilities of their structure appearance, and are not same
as the one Searl train upon.
However, a robot can replace man in all tasks, which repeats
operations in a precise order of function and can take action
where a problem occurs to stop the machine to protect it, or
prevent scrape being generated whichever the case may be.

Implementation:
Is covered by the final volume, comprising Units 6, 7 and 8 and Searl says that it provides some answers to
the question: now Searl know what robots can do, and how they do it, how do he go about applying robots to
solve his manufacturing problems of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G)?
But Searl is never satisfied just knowing he wants to understand this knowing so you are warn there is much
to come before you understand just one thing: how does Searl function; for he is a complex logic machine
his thinking is free from education brainwash to take apart and study the problem before he acts.
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Those of you who have done
this course will know that the
package contained:
1 Case Studies 1 & 2.
2 Robotics and robot tasks.
3 Robot manipulation, sensing
and control, as shown here as
proof.
4 Robotic systems.
You people will know that each
booklet contains that same
photo on its cover regardless.
Therefore, this young boy with
no formal education is
incapable of knowing anything
scientific let alone understands
such technology – what Searl
see on websites clearly show
that these experts need to be
educated into the world of
reality.
Learning is related to the
persons interest in any subject
under discussion and it cannot
be forced in to any one’s mind,
if the subject not of interest to
that person.
In Searl case hearing was the
key problem, boredom in the
teaching mode played a major
part of his failings not
forgetting the massive long
break due to illness, which kept
him bed bound for three months
non-stop.
In addition, foster mother that
failed to help him to learn, who
with the teacher failed to notice
that he could not hear and had
serious health problems.

Reality, never judge a child on its failures unless you first look at your failures in helping that child to
succeed in learning, and if you have done what is possible for the child in cases where health problem exists
which is related to the childs handicap to learn, there are a number of causes which can exist.
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Searl show proof that he did undertake a course this is the package that came with the OU robot and all you
that have taken this course knows that this is true.
The course was interesting one, at least for Searl: at that time, he was divorced from his wife, and was trying
to recover from the massive destruction that his wife and her family did to stop his work.
As they burnt all the British Government data and NASA data, which he was supply with to assist him with
his research undertakings, in her case Searl can understand her actions of fear that once he was successful
she would no longer be required.
The actions she took to save herself actually did the opposite effect destroyed the life which she could have
had with his success, agree she had all his insurance money and tax refunds due to him, leaving him
penniless and on the road with no home – but he survive all his problems which were many on his own.
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Searl agrees that reading about the ways in which robots have been applied in industry, can be no substitute
for doing it yourself, but the examples described in these documents illustrate some general principles,
which should lead you, through a structured approach, to cost-effective solutions.
Searl agrees that the video supplied in this training course helped to complements the text, which Searl is
sorry he cannot add here for you to see what he is able to see.
Searl agree that the Open University did a great job in creating this course, as always you witness on
television many subjects being aired, all of which interest Searl, even if no one else are interested.
Of cause, it would do as he lives in the world of reality and functions in logic.
He is not saying that he accepts everything without question, but he takes note of their opinion upon the
subject matter being presented as their views, he will judge what appears to fit absolute and what he has
problems with to accept.
In reality, Searl cannot state that this person said this or that, or did this or that when they been dead over
thousands of years.
What Searl does is to try to understand what present day digs produce upon the past from which to judge
what might had happen in that time from whatever records remain from that time and what evidence turns
up in modern digs, therefore Searl may not agree with everything that is claimed by those involved.
Searl is without doubt a free thinker not tied by education or religion but completely free to take apart all
claims to see: what the reality really was and not what someone tries to brainwash you to believe.
Therefore, he like seeing digs likes to view what the experts in that field of science opinions are upon such
findings from which he accepts if they say the Romans were there during such period they could be correct
on that issue but how they lived and work can only be assumed, as they no longer exist.
In reference to Searl past, you are assuming far too much that is not precise to the reality of Searl life in
those days unless you hold a video taken of him in those days as proof of your claims; there were many such
films taken in those days by many including the media.
In these documents written by Searl over the years represents the reality of his world through time, his
opinions of what he observed not what he was told but to act as a tool in judging the truth of claims made to
him.
Likewise, with his study of this course through experimenting he can judge the reality of the robotic age that
would be coming on line, which may play a vital part of his future in the mass production of the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G).
Upon Searl registration, he received a tutor, for the following twelve months, whose name is not shown here
because it is not reverent to the article; the tutor was available for a limited amount of help, by telephone or
correspondence, on matters related to the course material.
To Searl memory, he does not recall having to use that help at any time, but that is Searl attitude in life not
to ask for help, even if he has the rights for such help,.
Searl is no different today he is entitle to help which he does not ask for on the grounds they know his state
of health and they should automatically offer such help without him asking for it.
The tutor: is also under contract to comment upon Searl solutions to the three assignments included in the
course pack, which intended to be formative meaning that the tutor’s comments should correct his errors and
help him learn the subject.
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Searl would be given a grade too, but note that is primarily to give him an indication of how well he has
done; this grade must be at least the bare pass level in each of the three assignments if he wish to obtain a
Statement of Course Participation.
However, continuous assessment will not be use in the final overall assessment, which will be base on the
examination alone.
Searl say that the one thing important to know if you take a robot into your family as part of your family you
may need a bigger bed for it then you require:

Some issues to think upon before buying are the space it will require performing the functions, which is
expected from it.
For Searl Technology Limited and Searl Magnetic Limited, these are important issues for the future
requirements, where New Space Technology Limited has to make their own choice what way they will
operate in the future.
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STUDY STRATEGY:
This update of Searl newsletter of the time is just to lay the ground of what was involved in the study of this
course which was not tied to a fixed timetable; Searl could study at his own pace; there were however two
constraints on this:
If Searl wish to submit assignments to his tutor, he could do this at any time, but only up to 10½ months
after registering on the course; this allows a further six weeks for their marking and return.
If Searl wish to set the examination, he could do so only in the May and October examination periods, and
only up to 24 months after registering on the course.
Apart from these constraints, Searl was free to study the various elements of the course whenever he wish; it
was probably advisable, however, to study certain elements of the course at about the same time as others;
this is what Figure 1 on page 3 illustrates: items on the same horizontal line are best study at about the same
time.
These were his orders:
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 form the core of the course, and the diagram shows the appropriate points at which to
use the PERA book, he was required to read the case studies, watch the video tape, listen to the audio tape
and use the robot.
If Searl intend to rent the robot, he was suggesting arranging a four-month rental period to coincide with, or
come just after, his study of the second volume.
If Searl of someone was buying the robot then this constraint is remove of course; as it happen in Searl case
his application was supported by the committee and it arrive together with the Hektor, of course it had to be
return at the end of the course period.
The robot was important to have, as Searl would be carrying out experiments based on the material in the
middle block.
Unfortunate Searl could not film his training with this robot but he had taken photos of it, which he feels are
no longer available, he might be wrong on that issue somewhere on the mass of jazz discs there might just
be some shots of it; if sometime in the future Searl uncovers such they will be updated in one of his
documents.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PASSING THE COURSE:
1. STATEMENT OF COURSE PARTICIPATION:
This statement provides evidence of Searl involvement in the course; to obtain it, he must submit the
three assignments to his tutor and obtain at least a bare pass in each of them.
2. CERTIFICATE OF SATISFACTORY COMPLETION:
A certificate is necessary if Searl wish to include the robotics module as one of the eight modules
required for the award of a postgraduate diploma or MSc; to obtain a course certificate, Searl must
first fulfil the conditions for the statement of course participation and then pass the written
examination.
Well this is the facts relating to what was required from Searl; if he wanted to obtain some form of official
receipt from them; he will give you an insight what he need to do for these various statements; also
remember he was also studying other subjects at the same time.
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Figure 2. The manufacturing programme.
The two insert photos just to remind you why Searl needed to study this course for his future plans of mass
production, Yes indeed Searl knew that such technology must be developed if Earthlings were to have a
better future than what he could see would be.
Remember that before Searl left Suffolk for the naval school his dreams had informed him that his work
would be knocking down by so-call experts; but he was to ignore such claims and carry on with his
instructions, so it was no surprise to him seeing these idiots on the website making such rubbish as fact
against him.
It is a free world; nature is not concern what you believe in, only in what you do to assist nature.
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Searl can only present the facts of his life as it was; not how you want to see it, but the reality in which he
lived.
This Open University course PT615 started with CASE STUDIES 1 &2 and was quoted as PMT606/PT615
CS he hope this has woke up some of you that have done that course to see that he is one of you.
The introduction had connection with THE BRSL VISUAL ORIENTATION DEVICE, which you experts
will agree is true.
Searl task was to study this case; which, presented to him and in this first, one case study describes an
application of visual sensing within a manufacturing environment.
A camera combined with a computer-controlled turntable (not a record player), to form a device for the
identification and orientation of circular parts like the segments of the roller sets and plates of the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G).
Figure E1.1.
The image acquisition station of the
visual orientation device.
Searl is sorry that the photo is of not
high quality but he is not responsible
for taking it, so he cannot be blame for
the quality of it.
Searl present it so you can bear witness
to what he actually studied, and what
you think he never studied; two
different domains.

This device: was design and implemented not by Searl but by British Robotic Systems Limited (BRSL), as a
part of the Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) built not by Searl but by SCAMP Systems Limited.
The FMS is capable of the automated production of a wide range of rotational parts, such as gears, shafts,
pulleys and our dear old Searl Effect roller segments and plates.
Amazing achievement by an animal called man which no other animal as yet has been able to match in
concept or construction – well done man – so there is hope that one day man will own one of these Searl
Effect Generators (S.E.G) as part of his / her environmental home.
Figures E1.1 and E1.2 show the visual orientation device which Searl include so you can see what he had to
learn from which stand out clear they were not taken by Searl; Searl trust that satisfy these expert nut cases
on the web, that these photos are not the standard Searl takes.
Although the device was design as a self-contained module, it is more informative to describe the device in
the context of the FMS.
For this purpose, the structure of the FMS is outline, together with the means by which the device interacts
with certain elements of the FMS: as Searl, study taught him so long ago.
The device itself will be describe in detail, well more precise, he will try to; and finally the performance of
the device within the FMS is assessed to the best of his knowledge.
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Figure E1.2
The control of the visual orientation device.
Again, Searl shows what this course
involved from which he gains his
knowledge, the truth, as it was not what
experts on websites claim it to be.
The quality of the photo is not up to the
Searl standards but then Searl never took
that photo.
Searl only show you what he had to learn
from as it was for him.

As you see no longer a young man but still
seek the truth in all things regardless, and
this course played a part of his learning.
Therefore, the Open University has without
doubt played a part technically in the Searl
effect Generator (S.E.G) whether it was
intentional or not does not matter.
The fact is they helped Searl to which he
thanks them sincerely.

THE SCAMP FMS:
The SCAMP FMS consists of a number of machine bays, which are connected by a sophisticated carry and
free conveyor system.
Each bay contains the appropriate machines for carrying out one particular type of operations, such as
turning, gear shaping or broaching; after the raw material to be machined has been loaded manually onto
pallets, all subsequent handling is carried out automatically by robots.
As one part may need several different machining operations, the conveyor system, under direct computer
control, must transfer the partially machine parts from one bay to the next in the correct sequence.
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Each machine is fed by a portion of the conveyor that acts as an input – output buffer station in order to
move parts between the pallets and the machine, each bay has a 600-FAQNUC M1 robot.
In addition to the input – output station, some bays have two extra buffer locations in the cell, which the
robot may use for temporary storage of the parts during the machining cycle.
In Searl requirements, speed is vital, therefore there will be machine lines feeding the conveyor:
One for Copper Cu 29 or Aluminium Al 13 whichever emitter material is selected:
Another for the Nylon or Teflon whichever is selected for the control gate:
Another line for the Neodymium Nd 60 rod: or whichever rare earth that is selected for the collector:
In addition, the fourth for whichever material is selected for the accelerator.
This accelerator layer is the only layer to be magnetised.
Searl understand that the design of the FMS allows for a high degree of flexibility in the machining of parts,
achieved in two ways.
FIRST:
A wide range of components can be manufactured which the current range covers circular components with
an outside diameter of 10 to 300 mm, which of cause the roller sets layers are ideal subject, by now robots
are much more developed and can meet Searl requirements regardless.
The machining operations that can be performed on the components are varied, as you engineers are aware
of such as turning, drilling, milling, gear cutting, spline hobbing and broaching.
Searl prefers the inside face of all layers to be broach to obtain a truly mirror image.
The range of components covers many of the parts typically used in the engineering industry.
SECOND:
For the flexibility is the ability to switch manufacture quickly from one component to another, especially if
the component is already known to the system, in Searl case it is from one size layer part to another larger or
smaller component part of a Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
In order to produce a different component, the individual machine bays must be set up to perform the new
machine operations, and the robots handling the parts must be loaded with new programs.
Searl understands that most of this is performed by computer, and takes at the most a couple of minutes;
however, Searl knows far too well that there are some manual setup of the machines, for example changing
the chuck jaws and the tool tips, or the partial opening setting of the fingers of the robot.
Searl understands that the flexibility of FMS leads to two main differences from a conventional production
line;
FIRST:
It is practical to manufacture small batches of components; batch sizes of 50 to 100 per month are ideal,
although four per month could be quite acceptable in exceptional cases.
This ability to handle small batches arises from the short setup time for a new component, which is about
equal to the machining time for a reasonably complex component.
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SECOND:
Complete components can be obtained very quickly; some components can be ready within an hour of the
initial request to the controlling computer system.
This compares very favourably with the 12 weeks that a conventional production line takes to produce the
same equivalent component; most of the latter time is taken up by the parts queuing between operations,
time that has been virtually eliminated in the SCAMP FMS.
These two characteristics – small batch production and a short production time Searl agrees allow the FMS
to be use in a demand-pull fashion; in other words, a component need only be manufacture when it is
required.
Searl accepts, this has the benefit of reducing both the stock and the work in progress, and hence reducing
the amount of capital tied up in Searl Magnetic Limited and Searl Technology Limited.

THE TURNING CENTRE BAY:

Figure E1.3 Simplified plan view of the turning bay.
The orientation device is used in one type of machining bay, funny, it is called the turning centre bay; and
Figure E1.3 shows a plan view of one of the two turning centre bays in the FMS.
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It is centred around a Colchester 650 turning centre, which can perform by Searl understanding a number of
operations under computer control, including turning, milling and drilling; in Searl requirements for the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) does not need drilling operations.
The other components of the bay are responsible for feeding of the parts into and out of the turning centre;
parts enter the bay via the input station of the conveyor, shown near the foot of Figure E1.3 page 16; the
parts are held on pallets, ensuring that the position of each part is fixed.
Parts are fed to the turning centre by the 600-FANUC M1 robot, which picks a part off the input pallet and
places it in the chuck of the turning centre,
After machining, pats are taken from the turning centre by the robot and placed on the output pallet at the
output station of the conveyor; the pallet are moved around the FMS by the main conveyor, part of which is
shown at the foot of Figure E1.3,
There are gates on the conveyor system that moves pallets between the main conveyor and the input and
output stations; in fact the movements of the parts within the bay are detailed description will be given later
in this section.

Tomorrow Technology has to be developed
today, for the future of our children the
earth cannot continue to be damaged as we
do today, it is time for change for the better
and the Searl Technology is one way
forward for that success.
Figure E1.4 Two parts prior to machining.
This update of Searl old newsletter has an importance for those who wish to join the team to make it happen,
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The orientation of the blank around its central axis is random, but in many cases, this is irrelevant to the
process performed in the turning bay; however, there are some operations that must be performed with the
blank in a specific orientation.
These operations involve the drilling of holes – NOTE this operation does not apply to the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G), but will for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) into blanks such as the ones shown in
Figure E1.4 on page 17.
The holes drilled at particular fixed locations, and therefore the orientation of the part around its centre must
be a known factor to an accuracy of 0.50; it was for this purpose that the BRSL visual orientation device
was designed.
Figure E1.5.
The three-jaw gripper.
Searl states that this photo is not at the
standard he shows, clearly, he never
took that.

The correct orientation is achieved by a combination of the robot and the visual orientation device; the robot
picks up the blank from the input pallet using a large gripper the centres it between three jaws, as shown in
Figure E1.5, strange how the law of the squares fits this absolute.
The robot then places the blank on a turntable on the orientation device; the design of the jaws, combined
with the precision of the robot, ensures that the centre of the part will positioned to within 2 mm of the
centre of the turntable.
This requires that there are no significant protuberances on the blank to push the blank off centre, this is vital
for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) layers; on other components however, it is acceptable for the part to
contain notches cut into the outer edge, as long as they are not larger than the size of the jaws.
The part in Figure E1.4(a) contains such notches; they are of the order of 20 mm; once the part is on the
turntable, the orientation device analyses the image of the part, identifies the part and turns it to the correct
position, leaving it in the required orientation.
This function is not required in the machining of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) layers, as all reference
points are equal in structure; the robot then picks up the part or layer from the turntable and places it in the
chuck of the turning machine, the robot has cylindrical geometry with a rotating central column, and
performs this operation without losing the accuracy of the orientation.
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The movements performed are: grip the part, raise the arm by raising the central column, rotate around the
central column, rotate the wrist through 90o, and extend the arm into the machine and onto the chuck; now
that was easy so after all the crap on the websites we see that the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) can be
manufacture.
There are two complications: that may add to the movements of the parts around the bay:
FIRST:
Both sides of the part need to be machined; thus, once the turning centre has machined one side of the part,
the robot name Morris reaches in to pick out the part, turns it over, and replaces it for further machining.
SECONDLY:
The robot name Morris movements are optimised to increase the throughput of the turning bay, which is
achieved by the use of two intermediate buffer points where parts can be stored temporarily.
One of these buffers, the input buffer, is the turntable of the orientation device, which is not required in the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); the other is the output buffer, is a platform constructed in the cell, as shown
in Figure E1.3 page 16.
This is Copper Cu 29 tubes: that will
arrive on the input table; the first
stage of operation will be to cut them
to width size.
This will apply to the other three
robotic lines materials, but the
lengths will be stacked not as seen
here.
The full sequence of operations is as follows, starting with a part – part 1 – being machined in the turning
centre.
1

The robot Morris moves the next part – part 2 – from the pallet on the input station to the input
buffer – the orientation device.

2

The orientation device starts to rotate part 2 to the required orientation.

3

When the machining of the first side of part 1 is finished, the robot removes this part from the
turning centre, turns it over – no not your wife – the part, and places it back in the turning centre.

4

The other side of part 1 is machined.

5

When machining is complete, the robot takes part 1 out of the turning centre and puts it onto the
output buffer.

6

The robot waits for the orientation of part 2 to be completed – if not already accomplished -, and
then moves the next part from the input buffer – the orientation device-, and puts it into the
turning centre.

7

Part 2 is machined; while this is happening, the robot moves part 1 from the output buffer to the
pallet on the output station.
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At this point, the cycle is repeated if there are further parts to be machined; of course, with the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) each layer has to be machined, not only the cut edge sides, but the ID and OD has to be
machined to size, the ID being better done by broaching.
In the broaching operation: we do not do one layer at a time; more like 12 layers done at time or even more
if such machine could be kept loaded.
Another interaction between the robot and the orientation device occurs when the correct orientation of a
new part is being taught to the device.
This is done on the FMS by first placing the part manually in the chuck of the turning centre in the correct
position for machining, and then effectively running the robot in reverse so that it picks the part from the
chuck and places it back on the turntable, leaving the part in the correct orientation.
This end the reprint of Searl newsletter of that time with update colour and photos; just to remind you why
Searl took this course with the Open University, the next newsletter that followed dealt with the operation of
the visual orientation device.

This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D Human Studies.
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Searl at the age of 14 years, two months and seven days old on the 9th July 1946, commenced his
apprenticeship to become an Electrical Engineer; his first job he was place in by Dr. Barnardo’s Homes.
It was on the second day of his training that the clue to his dream ones would appear to him, and he
would write many newsletters upon that subject he termed the law of the squares.
This document is to update all past newsletters and books upon this subject; thus the contracts now being
sign and implemented has the latest’s news available to the investors.
www.searlsolution.com is the open communication line for the public to study, and there is the business
side under developed as to how the company being set up and what the company can do or are doing.
Therefore, no one needs to write Searl unless it is a company wishing to invest or be a part of the action
now in place.
This first update deals with Searl understanding what is needed for motor control and protection, as the
power from the Searl Effect Generator is constant available as such is your mains supply.
Motors still require control and protection, and this is how Searl did it in the past during 1968 to 1978.
It is a brief update for your interest upon Searl knowledge.
Electrical Equipment has and always will be a major issue in the Searl Technology research and
development programs and as seen on this site as the years pass so does the equipment change with time,
that problem you witness in these documents.
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INTRODUCTION:
16th July 1946, Searl understood electric motors needed starters, and clearly, to Searl mind motor starters are,
without doubt, the muscle of every automation project.
This also hold true today that within all sections of SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL
MAGNETIC LIMITED electric motors are and will be in use.
They control the power that makes things happen.
However, that is not all – they also provide protection for the motors they control, and even for their users.
Starters can only perform these functions effectively, however, if the components from which they are built
are correctly chosen and used.
In addition, the choice today of these components is becoming ever wider, which also applies to the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G).
This update has been written to provide engineers, designers and users of motor starters within SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED and all their divisions a brief overview of
motor starter components, in general, and protection components, in particular.
This update is by no means, covers all aspects of motor starting and motor starter design but, nevertheless, it
provides information relating to the vast majority of practical applications.
It is not intended for one to proceed on this data as it is only a guideline to Searl understanding of the
subject, other repeats of past documents will be update and released that you can see Searl training from
which if you wish to copy give you the same results as he got.
Basic functions of a motor starter, as Searl understood it.
The motor starter includes all the components necessary to
switch and protect the motor.
Searl appreciates that it requires careful selection of these
components that ensures reliable operation and precise motor
protection.
Any electric motor can malfunction because of:
1. Over voltage.
2. Under voltage.
3. Phase imbalance.
4. Single phasing – phase loss.
5. Sort circuit.
A mechanical problem:
6. Stalled rotor.
7. Momentary or prolonged overload.
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Whether mechanical or electrical, these conditions can cause an increase in the current consumption of the
motor, potentially causing dangerous overheating of the motor windings, which in the case that the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) was powering would step up its supply to the faulty motor.
Once the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) reached its set safety limits it would cut off supply to that faulty
line. It would be in the best interest that the electric motor protected itself as the first line of action.

MOTOR STARTING COMPONENTS:
Searl understands that to provide convenient operation, to prevent motor damage, and to allow safe
maintenance, motor starters always incorporate:
1. An isolation device.
Which has contacts that open to cut off the supply to the control system and motor, thereby
ensuring safety?
2. A short circuit protection device.
Which is capable of detecting and breaking abnormal currents in excess of approximately ten
times the motor full load current.
3. A power-switching device.
Which allows the supply to be switch on and off, to start and stop the motor.
4. An over load protection device.
Which is capable of detecting abnormal currents up to ten times the motor full load current and,
in conjunction with a contactor, breaking this current.
The objective is to prevent undue heating in the motor windings, which could adversely affect their
insulation, which is not in the motor best interest.
When a system includes several motor starters, it may not be necessary to provide each with a separate
isolation device.
However, a main isolation device must always be installing to provide general isolation from the incoming
supply.
This is just one part of AV section
isolation units, with others that protected
each bit of equipment in use.
Such FACTS will be view in various
documents as they are updated; this
picture was taken at Grahame Park
Estate, London NW9.
On moving to Scotland, it was dismantle
and will not be re built until Searl moves
to a large enough house: to set up again to
restart his work to produce DVDs upon
this work.
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Switches provide on load operation only.
They DO NOT provide an isolating function.

SWITCH DISCONNECTORS:
If a switch also conforms to the isolation requirements of a disconnector, it is suitable for both on load
operation, and for providing the isolating function.
It then becomes a switch disconnectors.
Switch disconnectors are used in conjunction with a separate short circuit protective devices.

DISCONNECTOR FUSES:
Disconnector fuses are off load devices, which provide an isolation and, in addition, allow the fitting of
fuses.
A typical example is a tap off unit in a bus bar trunking system, which Searl will be employing when he
moves in his SWALLOW COMMAND AV sector.
Searl understands that equipment supplied via a disconnector fuse must be fitted with a separate on load
switching device which you witness Searl uses.

FUSE SWITCH DISCONNECTORS:
Fuse switch disconnectors are on load switching devices which provide an isolation function, and which
allow the fitting of fuses.
Searl accepts that they combine, in a single compact device, many of the functions needed in a motor starter.

SUMMARY:
EN 60947-3 defines nine principal types of isolation devices, which can be use in motor starters, five of
which are describe in this document.
These ranges from disconnectors, which only provide isolation, to fuse switch disconnectors, which combine
on load switching, isolation and fusing in a single device.

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION DEVICES:
Searl understand that an electrical short circuit occurs when two conductors, at different potentials become
connected together, which he found out on the evening of the 9th July 1946 as he demonstrated to his land
lady Mrs. Tregoning how to make a magnet with his penknife.
Well the demonstration fails to go according to expectation but did show a way to make saw blades cheap.
In AC systems, short circuits can take place between two phases, between a phase and neutral, or between a
phase and earth.
In DC systems, short circuits can occur between the negative and positive supply conductors, or between a
supply conductor and earth, when the other conductor is common to earth.
Clearly, these so-call fancy experts: who play on the issue that Searl had no formal education, appears Searl
had more knowledge than they had actually processed and appears still is the case today.
Remember that as you continue to read this document of a boy just 14 years old.
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Typical causes of short circuits are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Loose connections.
Cable damage.
Insulation failure.
Metallic foreign bodies.
Conductive deposits.
Component deterioration.
Cabling errors.

Shot circuits cause a very rapid rise in load current, which can reach several hundred times its normal value
in part in just a few milliseconds.
This fault current creates enormous mechanical and thermal stresses, which can easily destroy cables,
busbars, contactors and other equipment upstream of the fault location.
The job of the short circuit protection device (SCPD) is to prevent this damage.
To do so effectively, it must be capable of detecting and breaking the fault current. In a very short time,
before the current reaches its peak value.

STANDARD SCPDs:
The three most important standard types of SCPD are:
1

FUSES:
These have conductors, which melt under the influence of a fault current, breaking the current and
clearing the fault, just for the records Searl also added fuses to each unit being powered up as extra
protection as seen in his books photos.
When the fault has been repaired, they must be replaced.

2

CIRCUIT BREAKERS:
These detect a short circuit current, and open their main poles to break and clear it, as you have seen
Searl used then as his front line protection.
They only require resetting after the fault has been repaired.
2

MULTI-FUNCTION DEVICES:
It is now possible to build short circuit protection features into multi-function devices, such as motor
circuit breakers, or control and power switching (CPS) units.

BREAKING CAPACITY:
Whatever type of SCRD Searl chose, an overriding consideration is that its breaking capacity must be
suitable for the prospective short circuit current which can flow at the point where the device is fitted in the
circuit.
FUSES:
Fuses are compact, they have a very high breaking capacity, and they normally provide individual phase
protection.
Agree you know what fuses are; well maybe new homes of today may no longer have them.
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Fuses may be mounted in purpose-made carriers, fitted directly on to busbars, which Searl intends to use
when he moves into a house: or accommodated in a switchgear fuse combination unit.
Searl in these documents is informing us of his world: what was and how he learnt, and how he achieved his
progress.

UK FUSE CLASSIFICATION:
In the UK, fuses are manufactured to British Standard BS88.
The standards in this series are, however, currently being re-numbered as BS EN 60269.

FUSES FOR DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS B88 TYPE gG:
Why is Searl telling us this information – the answer is simple he has to make decisions on what he will
select for projects now being discussed for backing; to educate those who clearly lacking knowledge of the
reality involved around Searl.
Type gG fuses are suitable for protection against overload and short circuit fault currents in systems, which
are not normally subject to high peak currents.
These systems have resistive, non-reactive loads.
In general, the fuses should be rated just above the expected full load current of the installation or circuit to
be protected.

FUSES FOR MOTOR CIRCUITS – BS88 TYPE gG and gM.
These fuses are suitable for protection against short circuit currents in systems that are, in normal operation,
subject to high peak currents.
Examples include systems with loads that have high magnetising currents, such as motors, transformers and
solenoid valves.
When correctly selected, the design characteristics of these fuses allow them to carry the normal peak
currents of the system without degradation.
This does, however, mean that they are unsuitable for overload protection, which, in a motor starter, is a
necessity.
They must, therefore, be used in conjunction with an overload protection relay.
Type gG fuses are continuously rated.
Type gM fuses, however, have smaller bodies, which mean that their continuous current carrying capacity is
lower than that of an identically rated gG fuse.
The fusing characteristic of gG and gM fuses with the same rating is, however, identical.
Searl understands that a fuse with a motor rating of 63M100 HAS A 100A fusing characteristic, enabling it
to handle the starting current of the motor, but it is only suitable for a maximum continuous current of 63A,
That is the problem: that Searl must remember at all times that the Law of the Squares State THAT THERE
ARE ALWAYS TWO PRIME STATES; here is a good example of that law.
The starting current and the continuous current – the same current – but there are two independent prime
states; which must be respected if not you are in trouble as nature is binary in function.
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS:
As you have seen in Searl’s books that this is a key component that he employs from the 1946 to 1968 then
he used the GPO type relays, which when you have 144 of them mounted in a block you are talking about
weight and space.
We know that mid August 1968, Searl changed these replays for the following type, which you buy the
individual parts and assemble them to your requirements.
He wanted something simple mounted look neat, easy to maintain, and he found what he was looking for,
and these are what he has been using ever since:

Relay base Searl use in his development work.
Manufactured to standard EN 60947-2, circuit breakers incorporate a magnetic tripping device, which
detects and breaks short circuit currents in each phase provided that these do not exceed the breaker’s
breaking capacity.
Remember that so far in time Searl has been only using single phase for his research and development work,
agree in AC 240V since 1968.
Circuit breakers Searl were using in the days when the Electric Board Sub-headquarters at Toll-End Road
where he was employed bosses informed him that relays would never be use in power control, how wrong
they were.
Agree his accommodation at this time still covered my fuses, where in Barnet they were cover by relays and
not fuses.
Clearly, Searl is fully experienced in both fuses and relays; he employs both systems in his setup.
Searl a boy that had no formal education – WOW - thank God for that – or otherwise he would had ended up
just as stupid as those you see on YouTube.
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These are the replays, which Searl has been employing in his development research, and intends to continue
using this class of reply in his future research and development under takings.
Circuit breakers for distribution circuits also have a thermal trip.
The magnetic trip is usually set to operate at a current – Im – which is between twice and ten times the
thermal trip setting – Ith.
Im may be fixed, or it may be user adjustable.
Breakers of this type are unsuitable for use as SCPDs for motors.
A point, which has been miss on page 8, is that Searl selected this relay system on the merit that it was a
DIN Rail mount system, which was the selected option Searl, took in 1968 for all his future developments,
and intends to make that his prime construction system.
Sorry to break in here but Searl need to educate those so call experts on YouTube about reality, which
clearly they have no understanding whatsoever about Searl’s world, or his life, education and employment.
We have to make certain that the education level of the rest of the population is high enough to understand
what Searl’s world is truly about – creating you a better world for all humankind regardless is his prime
objective and those who are team members aimed to make it happen.
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,
This is the LED indicator unit, which mounts on the relay base as used by Searl in his research and
development studies, Searl intends to continue to use this class of clips.
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This is the components assembled, which you have seen the blocks of wired units Searl done at his Grahame
Park address mounted on DIN Rail, and will continue at his new place to be used in the same manner.

This is a typical motor circuit breakers, which Searl
has to use regardless wherever motors will be
employing in his development studies.
Agree, it may not appear so interesting to the eyes, but
it has functions that are suitable for large motors.
Searl will always strive to obtain appearance in his
workmanship that appears clean, neat well-planned and
executed structures throughout the whole of science
and technology he is studying.

The magnetic tripping threshold of a breaker used in motor starter applications is usually to Searl
understanding between 12 and 15 times the motor’s full load current.
The breakers incorporate no thermal overload to Searl understanding and must be used in conjunction with a
separate motor overload.
Searl understand that there are now motor circuit breakers that have a thermal overload, with a motor
characteristic, as well as a magnetic trip specially designed for use in motor starters.
Thus proving the experts in the 60s were wrong that man had reached his brain limit of inventing.
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SUMMARY:
Searl discuss his understanding on components, which he uses in his research and development activities
that short circuit protection devices – SCPDs – are design to prevent the damage caused by large currents,
which result from a short circuit fault.
Searl in his research and development studies use as his main types of SCPDA fuses, followed up by circuit
breakers and he is aware that there are multi-function devices.
Searl from his own hands on experience understands that an SCPD must always have a breaking capacity
suitable for the prospective short circuit current at its point of installation.

EARTH FAULT PROTECTION:
Protection against earth faults: normally considered by Searl fewer than three main headings:
1. Personnel;
2. Equipment;
3. Complete systems.
For motor starters, earth fault protection, which is sufficiently sensitive – 10 – 30 mA to protect personnel is,
in the majority of cases, likely to cause an unacceptable level of nuisance tripping.
Searl accepts that the main objective of earth fault protection in starters is therefore, to eliminate the fire
risk, which may result from electrical arcing to the motor casing or earth.
Searl understands this issue and to achieve this, he knows devices are needed, which offer protection against
the risks associated with insulation breakdown between the motor windings or supply lines and the motor
casing to earth, after all his training then was stripping such motors and rebuilding them to renew their
windings and insulation status.
Searl did understand that the sensitivity of these devices may be as low as 300mA, or as high as 30 -40% of
the motor full load current.
Searl also understood that there was a number of factors influence the time delay necessary to achieve
correct operation of the earth fault protection while minimising spurious operation.
Yes, Searl did understand that these factors include the capacitance of the motor cables, particularly when
long runs of armoured cable are used, and the leakage caused by filters used to achieve electromagnetic
compatibility.
Searl has always known that attention: must also be given to the device used to break the earth fault current.
When he has used in the past MCCB, no problems; has been encountered and from his viewpoint, no
problems should be encountered.
When a fuse is used; as the SCRD, however earth fault currents; will be broken by a contactor.
In this case, the time setting must be such that the contactor is not required to operate at a current exceeding
its normal breaking capacity.
Here you see Searl in the world of reality and not as these so call experts who live in the world of fantasy.
Searl has never considered himself an expert in any subject, because his interest crosses all boundaries of
science and technology, which only makes him more observant to details in nature than most others people
interest does.
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SUMMARY:
Searl understands the primary function of earth fault protection in starters is the elimination of fire risks.
This Searl accepts requires devices with a relatively low sensitivity.
The protection time delay must be carefully chosen to avoid spurious operation, and in fuse-based systems,
to ensure that the contactor breaking capacity is not exceeded, this is just one grain of sand on a beach,
which Searl has to balance in the task of getting his concept functions correct.

POWER SWITCHING:
Searl appreciate that power-switching devices are design to control the supply of power to a motor, in order
to permit normal stopping and starting.
The most widely used device is an electromagnetic contactor, manufactured to BS EN 60947-4-1.
On small machines, the contactor is likely to be house in, and controlled from, an enclosure mounted on the
machine.
In larger systems, the contactor is often switching remotely from a central plant control desk or panel, this
again Searl has to decide upon which route to take.
Searl is aware that the switching function may also be achieve with a solid-state contactor, manufactured to
BS EN 60947-4-2, or it can be incorporated in a multi-function product, such as a motor circuit breaker or a
control and power switching – CPS – unit.
All these issues within these documents Searl has to balance which route he will investigate to create his
concept by which through products created by other inventors can be associated in the structures required
whose functions individual sums up to the one output he seeks in his finished product.
WOW! What a project he created from all this knowledge gained – to have brought to light the lack of
understanding within the scientific community and that of those experts of science who live in the world of
fantasy.

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTACTOR:

Typical range of contactors as Searl knew
them.
This is a mechanical switching device
controlled by an electromagnet.
When the coil of the electromagnet is
energise, the main poles of the contactor
close, establishing a circuit between the
supply and the motor being controlled.

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF DETERIORATION IN CONTACTOR PERFORMANCE:
When Searl takes into account its operating rate, a contractor is found to be deteriorating more rapidly than
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Would normally be expected: the first step is to check that it is correctly rated for the load.
In particular, where the starter is designed for AC4 duty, attention should be given to ensuring that the
contactor is capable of breaking the motor’s stalled rotor current.
If these checks prove satisfactory, the deterioration is probably due to a control circuit problem, which is
causing poor performance of the contactor’s magnetic circuit – electromagnetic.
The most common control circuit problem is volt drop.

VOLT DROP ON THE POWER SUPPLY:

Possible causes of volt drop.
Searl understand that when a motor is started, the resulting current peak can cause a transient volt drop in the
supply to both the motor and contactor coil.
This occurs just as the main poles of the contactor are making.
The result is a reduction in the magnetic force, which is pulling the contacts together and, in extreme cases,
the contactor may even be prevented from fully closing.
Under these conditions, the pole pressures are nil.
Contact bounce is, therefore, almost inevitable, causing overheating and welding.
As the motor accelerates, its current demand falls, and the supply voltage recovers.
When it reaches 85% of its normal value, the contactor will close fully, but the damage will already been
done.
Searl was in the right place at the right time to know that this statement is correct.
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When volt drop on the power supply occurs, the installation is suspect.
Great care should be taken to verify that the motor cables are of sufficient cross section, particularly in the
case of long cable runs, and also that the supply transformer has sufficient capacity to cope with the motor
starting condition,

VOLT DROP IN THE CONTROL CIRCUIT:
When a contactor is operating on a low voltage supply – 110V or less - , with a large number of auxiliary
contacts in series and, possible, lengthy external cabling, the result may be a reduction in the voltage applied
to the coil while the contactor is closing.
This is due to the resistance of the contacts and cable acting in conjunction with the high inrush current to
the coil during the closing operation.
Searl appreciates: that a control circuit transformer, which has a rating insufficient to cope with the coil
inrush current, produces a similar effect.
In either case, the results of the control circuit volt drop are the same as those of power supply volt drop and,
in some instance, both types of volt drop may be present simultaneously.
When volt drop: is caused by contact and cable resistance, it can usually be remedied by fitting a relay,
which has a much lower inrush current, in place of the contactor in the control circuit.
The contactor: can then be driven directly from the control supply, via a contact on the relay.
If the volts drop is caused by too small a control transformer, the only remedy is to fit a larger transformer.

SUMMARY:
Searl appreciates that contactors are the most usual power switching devices in motor starters.
They give long, reliable service, provided that they are correctly rated, and care is taken to avoid volt drop in
the main supply and in the control circuit.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:
Searl understood from day one that overload conditions are the most likely faults to be encounter in
industrial motor applications.
They result in a rise in the motor running current, which produces an increase in the motor’s thermal
dissipation and temperature.
Searl understood that motors normally run at a design temperature, which depends upon their insulation
classification, but which is based upon an ambient temperature of 400C.
Any increase in the running temperature above the design temperature causes a degradation of the motor’s
insulating material, leading to premature failure.
To Searl’s understanding, the service life of a motor is reducing by 50% if it runs continuously at 100C
above the maximum rated temperature of its insulation classification.
Searl understands that this is a major problem of conventional motor technology.
Searl knows that a small continuous overload, or an intermittent overload, may not be immediately apparent,
since the motor continues to run normally, accordingly to our perception.
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Searl accepts as fact, that the long-term detrimental effects of the resulting increased running temperature
mean, however, that faults of this type must be detected as quickly as possible.
Searl agrees that fitting the correct type of protection eliminates the risk of overheating, and it ensures:
1
2
3
4

Long machine service life.
Minimum down time.
Rapid machine restarting after an overload.
Maximum personnel and machine safety.

OVERLOAD TYPES:
Searl also understands that the most common types of overload are:
1

Relays with bi-metal elements.

2

Electronic overload relays.

3

Electronic multi-function protection relays.

4

PTC thermistor relays.

Overload protection: may also be incorporated in multi-function products, such as motor circuit breakers and
contactor breakers; Searl has to balance all these options in his designing and planning of his concepts.

CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN DEVICES:
Co-ordination is essential to ensure that the overload device, the power-switching device and the short
circuit protection device – SCPD – all operate within their correct range of over currents.
Searl agrees that where overload and short circuit protection is combining in a single device, such as a motor
circuit breaker of contactor breaker, co-ordination is inherent in the design of the product.
Where separate devices are use, however, these must be chosen carefully to ensure correct co-ordination.

Correct co-ordination between devices.
For a standard DOL starter using a fuse, contactor and thermal overload, the thermal overload normally
operates at currents up to 8 or 10 times FLC, with the fuse operating at higher currents.
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Searl knows from experience that care must be taken to ensure that breaking capacity of the contactor is not
exceeded.

BI-METALLIC THERMAL OVERLOAD RELAYS:
Searl has experience with these relays that are the most commonly used in industry.
They provide a high level of protection against small-prolonged overloads.
A graduated scale, marked in current values, allows the relays to be set to the full load current shown on the
motor rating plate.
In addition Searl knows where current transformers – CTs – are used in conjunction with an overload relay,
they must be protection-class devices which do not saturate when subjected to overload currents, a type
Searl has used is the 5P1O.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE THREE-PHASE THERMAL OVERLOAD
RELAY:
For the record Searl stated that, he only had a single phase to develop his devices; this does not refer to an
issue that he had no three-phase experience, which he had over the years in employment, where his work
developing relates to after normal work hours.
From his first day of employment, he encountered three-phase system. His statements here come from that
time onwards.
Searl understood that the relay incorporates three bi-metallic strips – one per phase -, each of which is
surrounded by a heating coil carrying phase current.
As the motor draws current, the heating effects cause the bi-metals to bend, the amount of bending
depending upon the current.
The bending action of the bi-metals is transferred to the trip mechanism, which someone had to invent.

Principle of ambient temperature compensation.
If the current taken by the motor exceeds a pre-determined level, the bi-metals will bend to the tripping point
and activate an unlatching mechanism, which someone invented; causing one auxiliary contact on the relay
to open, and another to close.
The opening contact is normally wired into the contactor coil circuit, and so causes the contactor to open and
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Switch off the motor.
The closing contact may be use with a pilot light or alarm to signal the trip condition.
The relay: can only be reset, usually by hand, when the bi-metals have cooled.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION:

Positions when cold.

Positions when warm all phases intact.

The bi-metals within the relay are influence not only by the heating effect of the motor current, but also by
the ambient temperature.
Motor Contactor.
Just to remind
you that the
S.E.G
technology
involves many
inventors –
without their
input it would be
impossible to do.
Positions when warm – one phase lost.
In order for Searl to eliminate this influence, the relay is fitted with an extra bi-metal element, which works
in opposition according to the Law of the squares to the main elements.
An overload relay fitted with such compensation will operate reliably over a wide ambient temperature
range; Searl accepts that this condition will hold true.
Searl ought to know he has played with relays most of his working life one way or another and has not
experience any failures, either with the GPO ones of 1946 to 1968, or the Finder’s since which he still
employs.
It is a shame that these days of so-call education we still have these experts who know everything downing
another person’s work because it spoils his image just the same as those experts who claim you cannot ride a
two wheel bike – one would thought by now such fools would had been educated – but clearly I am wrong.
Maybe it is impossible to educate all earthlings to accept as reality that nothing stands still but continues to
develop and you are no exception of the rules of nature – you are on constant change likewise is science and
technology has to follow the same pathway forward into the unknown and make it reality of tomorrow.
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PHASE-LOSS DETECTION:
Yes you are right Searl did know about these issues in 1946 it is only naturally that he knew that many
overload relays incorporate a mechanism which causes a trip in the event of phase loss, a feature often
referred to as single-phasing protection, just quoted this so you understand what Searl is saying.
The mechanism, which Searl knew comprises two differential cams, which are designed by some inventor
naturally to move with the main bi-metal elements; who Searl guess had a task and a half to solve that
problem, but he did, which made Searl’s life much easy in his design work.
If a phase is lost, the associated bi-metal bends less than the other two, and blocks the movement of the
differential cams, that is what you call good thinking, Searl loves people with good thinking, he needs teams
of them to assist him to advance technology into the next century, but sooner would be greatly appreciated
by Searl.
This causes the relay to trip, which is in the best interest for the motor under operation.
For single-phase which covers Searl’s after work hours experimenting and DC applications, all three circuits
of the overload should be connected in series to ensure that the same current flows through each.

TRIPPING CLASSIFICATIONS:
Searl understands that although thermal overload relays are design to protect motors against overload
currents, they must be capable of handling large currents without tripping for short periods during motor
starting – run-up -.
They should however, trip quickly if the starting currents last too long.
Searl knows from experience that depending on the application, the run-up period, during the starting
current flows, can vary from a few seconds for a motor starting off-load, to several tens of seconds for
motors with high-inertia loads.
The tripping classification of the overload relay must be chosen to suit the run-up period.
Tripping classification to Searl’s understanding are:

1. Class 10:
This is suitable for normal applications where the run-up time does not exceed 10 seconds.

2. Class 20:
This is suitable for normal applications where the run-up time does not exceed 20 seconds.

3. Class 30:
This is suitable for normal applications where the run-up time does not exceed 30 seconds.
Searl not being interested in sport, which is clear to understand due to his severe handicap conditions: but he
replaced that world of fancy to the world of reality instead.
Surprise he truly enjoys that domain to which he fits in perfect he loves being with nature, watching how it
works, how all structures: are created and how they change over time.
Therefore creating objects is a natural function to him; to see that he can make atoms do what he wants them
to and not what they want to do; for him is excitement which equals yours when your football team wins.
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It is important to note that standard motors and overload relays are normally intended for Class 10 operation.

Inventors are those who give their lives to
create the world of tomorrow so you can
benefit from their efforts.
Tripping curves for thermal overload relays.
In applications with long run-ups times, the motor and all associated components – that is contactors,
protective devices, cables, must be suitable rated to handle the protracted starting current.

MULTI-FUNCTION DEVICES:
Searl understand that multi-function devices combine some or all of the functions required for motor starting
in a single product.
Their advantages are:
1. Simplification or elimination of the problems associated with product selection to achieve coordination.
2. Reduction in overall size of starter.
3. Easier cabling.
4. Simplified faultfinding.
5. Simplified maintenance.
6. Reduction in spares stock.
Searl understand from his hand on experience that there are two major types of multi-function device.
The motor circuit breaker is similar in design to a conventional circuit breaker, but it has a high breaking
capacity, together with thermal and magnetic characteristics matched to the needs of motor protection.
The control and power-switching device – CPS -, constitutes a complete motor starter.
It combines the functions of isolation and power switching with short circuit and overload protection.
Yes, Searl knows very well that from the people who conceive each component part takes a team to get that
to your hands, through mass production, warehouse, and shop and to you, it is not just one man or woman.
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THE INTEGRATED FEATURES OF A CRS DEVICE:
A contactor has a long service life Searl appreciates that as a FACT at a high operating frequency, but is
limited breaking capacity means that it is not capable of clearing large short circuit fault currents.
A circuit breaker Searl understands. However, can break large fault currents, but it has a limited service life
and a low operating frequency.
Searl also understand that CPS devices integrate the best aspects of performance from the individual
components in each category.

Short circuit operation of the integrated contactor breaker.
The devices are manufacture to standard ED 60947-6-2.
This requires test procedures to show that, under fault conditions, no contact welding will occur, and that
devices stall have a guaranteed operational life, even after being subject to several short circuits.
Searl in 1983, obtain one of the first CPS products, which was introduced, which provided the integrated
functions of isolation, power switching, short circuit protection and overload protection in a single device.
More precise, Searl did not buy one of, but actually four of, and they should still be in his position unless the
robbers took them amongst the mass of equipment and power tools they stole.
Unfortunate Searl is still unable to check all his goods, first overwork on this work, and lack of space to
work. He sincerely hopes that at least one of them; are still in his possession.
Motorised reset after a trip may also be available from some manufactures of this type of device, allowing
full remote operation.
All such products had to wait until someone came along and conceived such an idea then had to find funds,
materials, tools, equipment, and machinery before that concept could be released and manufactured for your
consumption.
Searl understand that millions of you have never seen such devices and he guess that you have never heard
of such devices. Searl was the same as you but strike lucky to be in the right place at the right time to come
face to face with such inventions that the minds of many men and women created over time.
Through their efforts Searl with his teams were able to extend upon their achievements to create tomorrow’s
world that meant to be but to win you have to help.
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE INTEGRATED CONTACTOR BREAKER:
1

OPEN POSITION:
When the coil is de-energised, the main poles are held open by their return springs
An intermediate level ensures that the poles open correctly.

2

CLOSED POSITION:
When the coil is energise, the electromagnet disengages the intermediate level, and the main
poles close.
A set of springs ensures the correct pole pressures.
Once closed, the main poles are no longer link directly to the electromagnet.

3

OPENING, WHEN USED AS A CONTACTOR:
When the coil is de-energised, the operating level ensures that the main poles open within
approximately 15nS.

4

OPENING, WHEN USED AS A CIRCUIT BREAKER:
When a short circuit occurs, the sequence of events is as shown in the diagram on page 21.
It is very high operating speed 2.5mS and the rapid voltage rise of the arc allow the device to
limit the fault current very effectively.

ELECTRONIC OVERLOAD PROTECTION RELAYS:
The basic function of these devices as Searl understands them is to protect motors against the effects of
overloads, single-phasing, and unbalanced loads.
Advantages as Searl see it over bi-metal relays include greater accuracy, absence of heat production, and
elimination of the need for ambient temperature compensation.

Typical electronic overload.
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The operation of these relays as Searl knows them is as follows:
1

OVERLOAD:
The relay calculates the average temperature within the motor by monitoring its starting and
running currents.
If the heating effect rises to the calculated equivalent of (1.11lr)2t, the relay provides a signal to
disconnect the motor supply.
It can only be reset: after a motor cooling period has elapsed.

2

SINGLE-PHASING AND PHASE LOSS:
If the imbalance is less than 30%, the relay calculates the additional heating effect within the
motor.
For higher levels of imbalance, or if a phase is lost, the relay provides a signal within four
seconds to disconnect the motor,
Amazing what earthlings can invent, to improve our capabilities to invent motors for our
industrial world we depend upon.

MULTI-FUNCTION ELECTRONIC OVERLOAD PROTECTION RELAYS:
Searl understands that these microprocessor-based relays protect motors against:
1

Overload;

2

Excessive temperature-rise – when used with a PTC thermistor probe -;

3

Single-phasing;

4

Unbalanced loads;

5

Phase reversal;

6

Earth leakage;

7

Over torque and stalling;

8

Under load.

Searl knows: that motor currents as small as 0.2A can be accommodate either directly or using current
transformers or transducers.
Independent output relays are provided to give remote alarm and trip signals.
These relays as Searl understands feature continual self-monitoring and, if an internal fault occurs, a trip
signal is generated immediately, for your information, Searl wants you to know that no Aliens taught the
American scientists on the backside of the Moon how to make them, just a simple Earthling invented them.
In addition, information about the thermal state of the motor is continuously available, and can be display on
a remote monitoring unit – sorry NO Aliens – just Earthlings were involved in this invention.
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Searl knowledge upon the operation of these relays is as follows:
1

OVERLOAD:
The relay continually calculates the temperature of the motor windings, based on the starting and
running currents.
The calculations use a double thermal image technique.
The first thermal image compares the calculated temperature rise within the motor with the
temperature limits for the class of insulating materials being used.
For temperature calculations, the relay accommodates normal running currents, small or
prolonged overloads and small phase current imbalances.
A pre-alarm warns the operator of a developing problem before the relays trip.
The second thermal image compares the temperature rises within the stator and rotor windings to
the critical levels.
This protects against overheating conditions caused, for example, by excessively frequent
starting, or by run-up times, which are too long.
Under fault conditions, the relay provides a signal to disconnect the motor.
It also calculates the motor cooling rate following the trip, and prevents restarting until the
correct period of time has elapsed.

2

SINGLE-PHASING AND PHASE LOSS:

Typical multi-function protection relay.
Not required here on this motor.
This unit may look sick then it old and has the rights to look sick but still works like me!
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Searl understands that if the phase imbalance is less than 30%, the relay calculates the additional equivalent
heating in the motor.
For higher levels of imbalance, or if a phase is lost, the relay Searl hopes will provide a signal to disconnect
the motor.
Searl says thank heaven that does not occur with the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) as it runs cold, and not
related to mains phases going on strike.
Agree this happens in less than four seconds during normal running, and in less than one second during
starting.
Searl like to make clear that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) does not need to be stop, there are no
reasons for it do so, no heating involved from its 66 phases, and certainly no phase can be lost and that is a
FACT!
3

PHASE REVERSAL:

When the relay detects phase reversal of the incoming supply, it provides a signal within 0.3.seconds to
disconnect the motor.
4

EARTH LEAKAGE:

This function offers general protection against the risks associated with insulation breakdown between the
motor windings or supply lines, and the motor casing or earth.
The main objective is to eliminate the fire risk often associated with faults of this type.
This function is effective with both TT- and TN- type earthing systems.
5

OVER TORQUE AND STALLING:

Searl: understanding from hand on experience: that this feature provides protection: at multiples of the
motor FLC setting.
The function is inhibiting during starting. Not invented by Aliens; instead by Earthlings.
6

UNDERLOAD:

Under load, protection detects when the motor, which is normally running on load, is suddenly unloaded.
This may occur, for example, if a pump runs dry.
The reduction in motor current is sense, and the tripping point can be set at 0.9 times FLC or less.

COMMUNICATIONS:
Searl agrees that the prime purpose of a multi-function relay is to protect the motor.
However, the information it stores, and can transmit via a communication system, Searl found is often useful
in other areas of the system.
It may be use, for example, in process control or in preventative maintenance procedures.

APPLICATIONS:
Do not forget these are Searl experience in the workplace: and what he learnt through life is surprising.
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Because of their many functions, and the sophisticated display systems, which allow rapid operator
intervention, these relays are ideal for protecting the motors in critical sections of Searl Technology Limited,
Searl Magnetic Limited and Swallow Command units.
They are also recommending by Searl for protecting large motors, which would be expensive to repair or
replace, and for special purpose motors for Searl Rail or Road Systems, including medium voltage types.

PTC THERMISTOR RELAYS:

PTC thermistor probe embedded in motor.
These relays are use to protect the motor by directly sensing the temperature of the windings.
The motor must have one or more positive temperature coefficient – PTC – thermistor probes embedded in
its windings.
When the normal operating temperature of the probe is reach, its resistance increases rapidly.
This increased is detected by a threshold circuit, which controls a set of contacts.
Depending upon the type of thermistors, these contacts may be use to signal a possible fault condition
without stopping the motor, or actually to stop the motor.
Searl understand that these relay will operate under the following conditions:
1
2
3
4

Nominal operating temperature exceeding;
Probe(s) or associated wiring open circuit;
Probe(s) or associated cabling short circuit;
Failure of the supply to the thermistor relay.

Since the probes are very small, their thermal inertia is low, and they have a very fast response.
They are also capable of detecting very small temperature changes.
In Searl’s world he seeks neat logic structures, well-manufactured components and a wonderful team that
can work together as one determined that they would produced the best in products that is possible upon our
knowledge, skills and equipment, he ask for nothing more from his staff.
You have knocked him, strange he can do things, which you cannot do even if your life depended on it.
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APPLICATIONS:
Since they monitor the stator winding temperature directly, thermistor relays are able to protect the motor,
irrespective of the reasons for the over load condition.
This type of protection can, however, only be use when thermistor probes have been embedded in the motor
windings during manufacture or doing a stator rewind.
Searl would like to point out that it is possible to fit additional probes to other parts of the installation, such
as bearing blocks, lubrication systems, refrigeration fluids, starter resistance banks and semiconductor heat
sinks.
These may then also be monitor for over temperature conditions.
The maximum number of probes to Searl’s knowledge, which may be connected in series, depends upon the
probe type – 100 or 250Ω at 250C – and the relay model.
The maximum input resistance to Searl’s knowledge for these relays is often 1,500Ω.

SUMMARY:
Searl understands that over load conditions are the most common faults in industry systems.
Bi-metallic thermal over load relays remain the most popular form of protection against over load, but
electronic over loads and multi-function electronic protection relays offer significant benefits.
Multi-function contactor breakers are another alternative, which completely eliminates problems of coordination.

ADDITIONAL MONITORING RELAYS:
Motor starters should always incorporate over load and short circuit protection.
Some applications may require additional protection, but the costs of a sophisticated multifunction relay
may even so, not be justified.
Separate monitoring relays provide a solution.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE MONITORING:
To ensure reliable operation of electrical equipment, it is important that the supply voltage stays within a
specified range.
Voltage monitoring relays guard against:
1

UNDER VOLTAGE:

The reduction in motor torque cause by a reduction in supply voltage will ultimately cause the motor to stall,
producing an over load situation.
The over load device will eventually cause the motor to be disconnected from the supply.
2

OVER VOLTAGE:

The increase in motor current caused by over voltage will be seen by the over load device, which will
eventually cause the motor to be disconnected from the supply.
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Typical monitoring relays.
MOTOR CURRENT MONITORING:
For reliable system operation and long motor life, it is important that the motor current stay within its
normal operating range.
Current monitoring relays guard against:
1

UNDERCURRENT:

This can be used to detect, for example, a pump running dry, or breakage of drive belt.
While not dangerous for the motor, such malfunctions are often significant in other ways.
2

OVERCURRENT:

In applications where jamming may occur, an over current relay brought into operation after the motor has
started can provide instantaneous protection.
My HP DeskJet 1280 sure needs one of them, it never stops when the paper jams up because it got greedy
and tries to take a dozen sheets at a time when you only wanted one sheet at a time.
Which reduces motor overheating: and allows faster restarting.
Wish that were the case with this 1280, it took so much time trying to free the paper to be able to restart it.
PHASE MONITORING:
Phase imbalance or loss can occur in the motor itself, or elsewhere in the system, and their effects depend
upon the sensitivity of each item of equipment.
Phase monitoring relays immediately detect these conditions, and the resulting signal can be use as required.
PHASE ROTATION MONITORING:
In almost every installation, phase rotation is important, and its reversal can have serious consequences.
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For safety reasons it is, therefore, useful to provide phase rotation monitoring.
Phase rotation faults normally occur only after maintenance or faultfinding, when the original cabling has
been disturbed.
Searl will now do the summing up for the last time in this document.

SUMMARY:
When additional protection to that provided by a standard overload and SCPD is needed, monitoring relays
can provide an inexpensive solution.
They are available in a wide variety of types, each of which usually provides one specific form of protection.
This document covers Searl first job and its first month of training to which he has added updates upon the
subject, which he has learnt about along the road, which he travelled.
Agree, Searl training to become an electrical engineer is indeed a massive task, but unknown to Searl then
was he had not started his job he expected but that all his life he will be learning and applying that which he
has learnt to his plan objectives in business.
Today, you can witness; what his objectives are, and the progress of knowledge he has gained through life.
Even today approaching 78 years of age, he still is learning about the atom, magnetism and you; to which he
is applying that knowledge to his objectives in which his companies will become known for its
achievements in science and technology.
Searl wish to inform all those so call experts on the internet that it would be in their best interest for them to
return to school and learn to be educated, than the world would be a far better place for all humankind
regardless.
This document released by the authority of:
Here is the photo of that boy on his first day at work,
which had no idea what the future had install for him,
14 years 2 months and 7 days old.
Upon that day, he will start to carry out his dreams
instructions without even knowing that they were
related until later.
Going to become something other than a number made
him feel great – the future appear to be changing for
him – or was it.
On this website, you will see what actually happened to
him that things did not go according to expectation –
but as always, he undertook his tasks with heart and
soul.

The boy who became to be known as Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
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Searl started apprenticeship to become an Electrical engineer: which entail lots of home work, though he
was only 14 years old he really worked hard to achieve the skills needed.
In these early newsletters of his he presents, what he was studying in detail so all can see how he learnt as
he went on his way.
The reason we are reprinting those newsletters: is in answer to slanderous remarks about his lack of
education so he could not had invented the S.E.G. upon websites.

DC ELECTRONICS:
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
When Searl have completed this course, he will or should be able to do the following:
1

Searl will be able to solve basic electronic problems involving current, voltage, resistance, and
power.

2

Searl will be able to explain the relationship between current, voltage, resistance, and power.

3

Searl will be able to discuss the relationship between electricity and magnetism.

4

Using a schematic diagram as a guide, Searl will be able to construct D.C. circuits with components
such as resistors, relays, switches, lamps, batteries and capacitors.

5

Given a wiring diagram of a circuit containing components such as resistors, relays, switches, lamps,
batteries, and capacitors, Searl will be able to draw an equivalent schematic diagram.

6

Searl will be able to use a multimeter to measure current, voltage and resistance.
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7

Searl will be able to convert from one metric prefix to another and to work with powers of ten.

8

Searl will be able to explain the construction, operation, and purpose of resistors, potentiometers,
switches, fuses, relays, capacitors, inductors, and batteries.

9

Searl will be able to demonstrate basic safety procedures designed to protect Searl and his test
equipment.

10

Searl will be able to build and experiment with basic D.C. circuits of his own design.

Just to remind you that Searl is 14 years old and in his world you could not go into a shop and buy a light
display unit the best you could get was 12 blub set string up on the window and plug on the power and
you thought that was great.
In Searl logic mind that was not good enough, he made up his light system: which most entail around 100
or more blubs, by taking a kitchen cabinet door off he would mount 25 or more insulating blocks to
which he would wire up these blocks to act as a brain.
Using two or more of these 21 stepping relays he produce fantastic light displays they called his window
Blackpool illuminations. Yes he has somewhere photos of some of his work.
Today, there is no fun you just select what kind of light pattern you want just plug in and you feel great
just one blub and colour gel slowly rotating, yes it is a different world to that Searl lived in; the real fun to
create light effects has gone.
Agree, it was hard work time consuming and you had to think very hard as to where you were wiring,
agree when switch on Searl was lucky they always came on and never went out with a bang and puff of
smoke.
In any case even as a young boy he was always a dare devil doing things which other boys would not dare
do, funny world adults call them normal, and Searl abnormal only because Searl wants to know the
absolute truth and determine to find it.
At Christmas time he want to test his skills in creating Christmas light display that no one else had to
match, to his mind it was a challenge to see just what he could do to give pleasure and excitement to
people living around him.
Even in the military, he was no different, he operated the camp cinema and always had some made up
display representing the feature film they would be watching, he got the nickname Butlins holiday camp.
It is only natural that his learning would be put to the test, at the same time it was to give strength to his
dream, as he too was toying with that issue; again the homes officials had place him in the right place at
the right time that would bring all parts of that jigsaw together.
Step by step both the S.E.G and the I.G.V concept would materialise; but far beyond the point that one
would expect it to be, every issue fell into place automatic that gave him hands on experience which so
few boys have ever had such luck.
As each document is reprinted and update with photos if possible and colour; you will see how Searl was
able to create what so call experts said that he could not had done it.
Maybe Searl is a strange person as they claim, only because he stops and thinks before he acts, so that
makes him strange and abnormal; that sure says a lot for education who do not stop and think before
they act.
In this document, we see what he stated in his newsletter of that time that deals with CURRENT.
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COMPOSITION OF MATTER:
Controlling the behaviour of electrons which is the objective within the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is
what electronics is all about; therefore it should appear clear to all intelligent people that Searl needs an
understanding of the electron is vitally important to his understanding of electronic fundamentals.
Electrons are tiny particles, which carry the energy to light our homes, cook our food, and do much of our
work; for Searl to understand what an electron is he must investigate the make-up of matter; or otherwise
there will be no Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) to help you with your work.
To Searl understanding, matter is generally described as anything, which has weight and occupies space,
which includes idiots who show their lack of education on websites; thus, the Earth and everything on it is
classified as matter.
Searl understands that matter exists in three different states, which for the records is precisely what his
dream one inform him as a schoolboy who had no formal education, which are SOLID – LIQUID – GAS –
representing square three in that game of hopscotch.
For the benefits of these so call experts on websites, Searl will give you examples of solid matter what he
means by solid matter: Gold Au 79, sand and wood, and now Searl give them example what he means by
liquid such as water, milk, and gasoline.
Now Searl give them his acceptance of gases by examples of Helium He 2, hydrogen H 1, Oxygen O 8, and
the demonstration of a man bending letting rip to inject a new supply of gases into the over contaminated
atmosphere for all to enjoy; which are all forms of matter.

ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS:
Searl understands that the basic building materials from which all matter is constructed, as the Searl Effect
generator (S.E.G) included are called ELEMENTS; hence, all matter is composed of elements regardless.
Searl gives some examples what elements to him are, carbon C 6, iron Fe 26, hydrogen H 1, and gold Au
79, and he is aware that just over one hundred elements are presently known; of these, only 92 occur in
nature, which are call natural elements.
These 92 elements names will be listed in table 1.1a on the next page 4. Searl remind you that in addition,
there are about a dozen man-made elements, which he will list in table 1.1b on next page 4.
As Searl looked around it becomes obvious that there are many more types of matter than there are
elements, Searl look at substances like salt, steel, water and protein which he notice do not appear in the list
of elements; why he wonder, there have to be a reason why.
Searl was no fool and his logic mind search for an answer and found that the reasons was elementary that
these substances are not elements just one small step that creates a massive step for mankind, so what are
they.
Instead, Searl found that they are called compounds and he understood that a compound is a substance,
which is composed of two or more elements, like these:
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Yes, atoms they are indeed looking for male atoms to please, but I am not included on their list – what a
shame?
Searl see them just as the letters of the alphabet that can be arranged in various combinations to form
millions of different words as in female Homo sapiens appears, as women the elements can be arranged in
various combinations to form millions of different compounds.
For example: water is a compound; which is made up of the elements hydrogen H 1 and oxygen O 8; how
is that possible as they are both gases of high flammable nature. In addition, your brain contains a lot of it
top that with what your body contains you ought to go with a loud bang if you lay in the sun on a hot day, or
go airborne.
Searl points out that in addition, these experts proudly tell you with their insane knowledge that the Searl
Effect generator (S.E.G) is impossible to be – really.
Searl also like to point out that on the other hand, sugar is composed of hydrogen H 1 a high flammable gas,
carbon C 6, and oxygen O 8 another flammable gas, impossible the evidence says not impossible, so how
can one state that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is impossible; only fools can make such claims.

Figure 1.1a

The Natural elements known to Searl.

Sorry the next list will have to appear on the next page, well Searl cannot be right all the time he is only
human after all, not one of these super aliens we hear so much about.
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Figure 1.1b, The artificial elements as Searl knows – table of the elements to Searl knowledge.
Searl like to quote another issue being salt, which is composed of sodium Na 11 and chlorine Cl 17, in
these samples Searl presented what you actually put into your gut.
For Searl logic mind requires a better understanding how the compound is related to its elements; the only
options are to investigate the structure of a compound with which we all are familiar – WATER – which we
are constructed from a large amount of it.

Yes, Searl is determined to understand about every molecule that creates these impress images on his mind
and water is a key compound of them.
Suppose that Searl actually divide a drop of water into two parts, unfortunate his logic mind is still not
happy so he divide each part again and after a few dozen divisions, he has a drop so small that he can only
see it with a microscope.
If Searl could divide it even further into smaller and smaller particles, he would eventually get a particle so
small that it could not be divided further and still be water; and this particle of water which still retains the
characteristics of water is called a molecule.
Searl of course knows that the water molecule can be broken into still
smaller pieces but the pieces will not be water; thus, if Searl break up the
water molecule, he fined that the pieces are the elements Hydrogen H 1
and oxygen O 8

I am watching you watching me.
Therefore, who are stupid enough still to say that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is impossible, if you
are possible: being far more complex and therefore more likely to be impossible, then the S.E.G is also
possible?
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ATOMS:
Searl understands that the smallest particle to which an element can be reduce is called an atom; where
molecules are made up of atoms, which are bound together; the water molecule was shown on page 5 as
having three atoms; the two smaller atoms representing hydrogen H 1 while the large one represents oxygen
O 8.
Therefore, a molecule of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen H 1 and one atom of oxygen O 8; and
Searl is please to state that this is the reason that the chemical formula for water is H2O.

ELECTRONS, PROTONS AND NEUTRONS:
September 1946 Searl understood no matter how small as the atom is, it can be broken up into even smaller
particles; as Searl investigated the structure of the atom, he find that it is composed of three elementary
particles; more precise his dream one has instructed him upon these facts.
By that month, Searl became aware that these particles are call electrons, protons, and neutrons, which
were the missing information of his dream one: as to what they were known by in the scientific community;
which due to his employment understood these are the three basic building blocks, which make up all atoms
and, therefore, all matter.
It should be clear that Searl must have understood that electrons, protons, and neutrons have very different
characteristics; however, as far as Searl understands, all electrons are exactly alike; by the same token, Searl
understand that all protons are exactly alike; and finally, all neutrons are exactly alike.

BOHR MODEL OF ATOM:
Figure 1.3 shows how electrons, protons, and neutrons are
combining to form an atom that is how Searl was taught; this
particular one is helium He 2 atom.
Two protons and two neutrons are bunch together near the centre
of the atom; the centre part of the atom, which is composed of
protons and neutrons, is calling the nucleus.
A young boy was learning and at the same time found so many
points, which agree with the law of the squares in the process of
his studies.

Figure 1.3

Bohr model of the helium He 2 atom.

Searl understands that depending on the type of atom, the nucleus will contain from one to about 100
protons; also, in all atoms except hydrogen H 1, the nucleus contains neutrons and protons have
approximately the same weight and size.
Searl understands that the overall weight of the atom is determined primarily: by the number of protons and
neutrons in the nucleus, Searl just stated this to educate those so call experts on website who think everyone
is unintelligent as they are.
It is sad when a boy of 14 years has to educate men over twice his age about the world of reality, which they
show that they are not with it, lack understanding or too lazy to learn whichever is the case.
Searl was always knocked down instead of being encouraged, he had problems to handle but he won.
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Searl fully understands that the scientific views of his time was that rotating around the nucleus are the
electrons; as you have notice that the helium He 2 atom has two electrons and Searl accepts that the
electrons are extremely light and they travel at fantastic speeds.
To Searl logic, mind the atom he has compared it to the solar systems with the nucleus representing the Sun
and the electrons representing the planets; Searl argument is if everything constructed of atoms; then the
whole universe and everything in it must also be structure in the same concepts.
To Searl logic mind he understand that the scientific world claims that electrons orbit the nucleus in much
the same way that the planets orbit the Sun, which is precisely Searl acceptance of the atom based upon what
he observes around him which appears to be the correct order of nature.
Searl dream one only inform him that atoms oscillate and can switched from one state to another instant,
being a mass or being energy it has no problem to switch states; and what interest Searl which he noted that
no one has ever seen an atom because of its small size.
To Searl logic, mind it means that it can either be a particle or a wave, interesting issue, more so, when Searl
talks about the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and its functions; thus Searl accepts that any picture of the
atom must be base on assumptions rather than actual observations – that is a FACT.
Searl Figure 1-3 shown on page 6 represents a very simple picture of the atom based on these assumptions in
1946, Searl is very pleases to confirm that today, much more complex models of the atom have been
proposed.
Yet Searl confirm that they all assume that the basic structure is that of electrons orbiting about a nucleus,
which is composed largely of protons and neutrons; Searl has no problems with that assumption as the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) supports such assumptions as FACT.
Searl agrees that all these models have several things in common; as they, all assume that the basic structure
is that of electrons orbiting about a nucleus, which is composed largely of protons and neutrons; similar to
that of the roller sets orbiting the plate as witness in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
As Searl states that the model shown in Figure 1-3 is adequate for the purposes of this document even
though it may be somewhat simplified, Searl understand that this model of the atom is called the Bohr model
after the man who proposed it.

Hydrogen H 1 atom
One electron 1 proton

Carbon C 6 atom
6 electrons 6 protons 6 neutrons

Copper Cu 29
29 electrons 29 protons 35 neutrons

Figure 1-4 the difference between atoms is the number of electrons, protons and neutrons that they have.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ELEMENTS:
Searl that shows in Figure 1-4 shows the Bohr model: as Searl understood it of three different atoms, the
first is hydrogen H 1 Searl agree that it is the simplest atom of all because it consists of a single electron
orbiting a nucleus, which is composed of s single proton.
Searl understood: that this is the only atom, which does not contain a neutron: as to why this is Searl can
only accept that his dream one says that the first square is not used as all others are; in plain language
Hydrogen H 1, is the first square of the hopscotch pattern of his dream; which was never occupied by him.
Clearly, Searl needs to forget Hydrogen H 1, as a component of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); Searl
understood that it was the lightest of all atoms, which is unsuitable for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G)
as it requires weight in its construction.
Searl also shows in Figure 1-4 is the Bohr model of the carbon C 6 atom that it contains 6 electrons orbiting
a nucleus of 6 protons and 6 neutrons; if carbon C 6 can actually exist then who can say that the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) can also exists.
Finally, Searl shows the copper Cu 29; as seen it contains 29 electrons and a nucleus composed of 29
protons and 35 neutrons; naturally Searl is going wonder why it is different, and if there is some effects that
makes it useful for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); it interested him to experiment with it.
Although Searl have not shown in Figure 1-4, the most complex atom found in nature to his knowledge is
the uranium U 92; Searl understand that it contains 92 electrons, 92 protons and 146 neutrons; this interest
Searl logic mind why so many neutrons.
Base upon the evidence that Searl found with copper Cu 29, which is vital for the design of the Searl Effect
generator (S.E.G), he wonder: if it was these extra neutrons, which create that effect which he employs
within the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
As Searl can guessed, the difference between the various elements is that each is made up of atoms which
contain a unique number of electrons, protons and neutrons; since Searl knows that there are only 92 natural
elements, there are only 92 different types of atoms normally found in nature.
Searl knowing that the simplest atom is hydrogen H 1 with a single proton and the most complex is
uranium U 92 protons that somewhere between these ends there have to be the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G), concept.

THE BALANCED ATOM:
In the examples Searl shown, you may have noticed that the number of electrons is always equal to the
number of protons and Searl understands that this normally true of any atom; and Searl understands when
this is the case, the atom is said to be in its normal, balanced, or neutral state.
Searl will show later that this state; can be upset; by an external force: however, Searl normally think of the
atom as containing equal numbers of electrons and protons

PROGRAMMED REVIEW:
This review: is presented in the hope that it will enhance your understanding on Searl education; by the
materials, which have been presented in this document: the questions, which is presented on the next page;
are not in any particular order.
In addition, Searl had to fill in the missing words; at the age of 14 years would you have been able to do
similar.
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Questions and Answers:
1

The smallest particle of a compound is called a molecule; a molecule is composed of atoms of two
or more different elements; for example, a molecule of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen H
1 and one of oxygen O 8.
Thus, the smallest particle of water which is still water is a -------------------

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Molecule.
2

All the compounds found in nature consist of different combinations of only 92 different
elements; these basic elements can be combined in millions of different combinations to form all
the ---------------- known to men.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Compounds,
3

Other examples of compounds are salt, steel, and sugar; all these substances are compounds
because they are composed of two or more ----------------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Elements.
4

A substance which is composed of two or more elements is called a compound; since water is
composed of the elements hydrogen H 1 and oxygen O 8, water is a ---------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Compound.
5

Matter may exist as a gas, liquid, or solid; all matter is composed of one or more elements; for
example, water is composed of two ------------- called hydrogen H 1 and oxygen O 8.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Elements.
6

Matter is anything, which has weight and occupies space; thus, air, metal, and water are examples
of ----------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Matter.
7

A molecule consists of two or more atoms bound together; thus, while the molecule is the smallest
particle of a compound, the atom is the smallest particle of an --------------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Element.
Searl was 14 years 5 months old when he took this test in 1946; a boy with no formal education based on
expert’s claims on websites, Searl wonders how many of them at that age would have got those answers
correct.
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It is interesting to note that atoms normally have the same number of electrons and protons; thus,
a hydrogen H 1 atom has one proton and one electron; on the other hand, a uranium U 92 atom
has 92 protons and ------------------- electrons.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
92.
9

The nucleus of the hydrogen H 1 atom consists of a single proton; however, all other atoms have
both protons and ---------------- in their nucleus.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Neutrons.
10

The protons and neutrons form the centre or nucleus of the atom; the electrons rotate around the
nucleus in much the same way that the planets rotate around the Sun; thus, if we compare the
atom to our solar system, the Sun is equivalent to the ----------------- of the atom.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Nucleus.
11

One type of atom differs from another type by the number of protons, electrons, and neutrons
which it contains; these are the three basic building blocks from which all atoms are made; that is,
all atoms are made up of different combinations of -------------, ---------------, and -------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Protons, electrons, neutrons.
12

The atom is the smallest particle into which an element can be divided; since there are only 92
natural elements there are only 92 different types of ------------------ found in nature.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Atoms.
13

That is, just as a compound is made up of molecules, an element is made up of ------------.

SEARL ANSWER WAS:
Atoms.
This completes Searl test at the age of 14 years who had no formal education to the likes of these experts on
websites had, which to Searl impressed image appears rather lacking in knowledge and understanding;
clearly gives a bad image to education as a whole.
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ELECTROSTATICS:
Electrostatics is the branch of physics dealing with electrical charges at rest dear son Friedrich, we call static
electricity. On the other hand, electronics deals largely with moving electrical charges. However, before I
can fully understand the action of electrical charges in motion, I must first have some basic knowledge of
their behaviour at rest.

THE ELECTRICAL CHARGE:
I have examined the structure of the atom and discussed some of the characteristics of the ELECTRON,
PROTON, and NEUTRON. However, I have not yet discussed the most important characteristic of these
particles. Do you know what that is Friedrich Bauer?
To educate Friedrich Bauer what it is – this characteristic is their electrical charge. An electrical charge is a
property associated with the ELECTRON and the PROTON. It is the electrical charge which makes the
ELECTRON useful in electrical and electronic work.
The electrical charge is difficult to visualise because it is not a thing, like a molecule or an atom. Rather, it is
a property which ELECTRONS and PROTONS have that causes these particles to behave in certain
predictable ways and that is why the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G) works.
There are as the LAW OF THE SQUARES states two distinct types of electrical charges. And again
because these two types of charges have opposite characteristics, they have been given the names
POSITIVE and NEGATIVE, as Sir Isaac Newton, between 1643 – 1727 must had known that issue and
others made more use of it since. Ancient China I feel they also knew this and used it but at a low voltage
level.
The electrical charge associated with the ELECTRON has been arbitrarily given the name NEGATIVE. On
the other hand, the electrical charge associated with the PROTON is considered POSITIVE. The
NEUTRON has no electrical charge at all. Therefore, it is electrically neutral and, therefore, plays no
known role in electricity.
The electron revolves around the nucleus of the atom in much the same way that the Earth orbits the Sun.
Let me compare this action to that of a ball which is attached to the end of a string and twirled in a circle. If
the string breaks, the ball will fly off in a straight line; which is precisely what happens in the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G); at the top of the roller sets the electrons are forced to break away from the copper Cu
29 and continue in a straight line to the collector Nd 60 to be absorbed into the material in a uniform way.
Thus, it is the restraining action of the string which holds the path of the ball to a circle. Agree, that in the
case of the Earth rotating around the Sun, it is the gravitational attraction of the Sun which prevents the
Earth from flying off into space; likewise it is the gravitational force of the plates which prevents the roller
sets from flying off into space. The gravitational attraction of the Sun exactly balances the centrifugal force
of each planet, likewise, the plates exactly balances the centrifugal forces of each roller set. Thus, the planets
travel in more or less circular paths around the Sun, which is precisely what the roller sets do around the
plate.
The electron orbits around the nucleus at a fantastic speed. What force keeps the electrons from flying off
into space; do you know Friedrich Bauer? It is not gravity because the gravitational force exerted by the
nucleus is much too weak. Well Friedrich Bauer I guess you do not have the brain capacity to answer that
question as its loaded with faeces; as you are bent on displaying that matter to everyone. While everyone
else keep their faeces in their colon for release via the rectum and not on YouTube like you do Friedrich. I
will explain to Friedrich that in this case, instead, the force at work here is caused by the charge on the
electron in orbit and the charge on the proton in the nucleus.
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I shall now let Friedrich Bauer to enjoy living in his cesspit; clearly is where he belongs and carry on with
my early days of learning.
The negative charge of the electron is attracted by the positive charge of the proton. I call this force of
attraction an electrostatic force, to explain this force; science has adopted the concept of an electrostatic
static field. Searl agrees that is better than nothing in trying to understand that which the eye cannot see.
Every charged particle is assumed to be surrounded by an electrostatic field which extends for a distance
outside the particle itself. It is the interaction of these fields which causes the electron and proton to attract
each other.
SEARL STATES:
Well what can I say; here the experts have been stating this long before my grandma was born and she
has been dead for a long time now. Surly that is what I have been stating all these years; surely when I
stated that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) collects its output from all forms of energy within the
surrounding fabric, which includes electrostatic fields.
Just stop and think all those billions of electrons being transform from a random motion in to a uniform
motion which increases that force of action.

Figure 1-5a

Figure 1-5b

fields associated with protons and electrons.

Searl states: let us assume that the plates are protons and the roller sets are electrons that there are within
a powerful electrostatic fields simply generated by the function of the roller sets rotation and spinning
around those plates. After all, the plates are far more positive then the roller sets are. STOP AND
THINK.
FIGURE 1-5A: shows a diagram of a proton. This plus sign represents the positive electrical charge. The
arrows which extend outwards represent the lines of force which make up the electrostatic field.
NOTICE: that the lines are arbitrarily assumed to extend outward away from the positive charge.
FIGURE 1-5B: compare this to the electron shown here. The minus sign represents the negative charge
while the arrows which point inward represent the lines of the electric field. Now let me see how these two
fields interact with one another.
SEARL STATES:
There will always be those who questions if that motion is real or is it faked!
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LAW OF ELECTRICAL CHARGES:
There is a basic law which describes the action of electrical charges. It is called Coulomb’s Law after
Charles A.de Coulomb who discovered this relationship..
QUITE SIMPLY: COULOMB’S LAW STATES THAT:
1. Like charges repel;
2. Unlike charges attract.

Figure 1-6A Electrons repel
attract:

Figure 1-6B Protons repel
Figure 1-6C Electron & proton
Representing action of like and unlike charges.

Because like changes repel, two electrons repel each other as do two protons
FIGURE 1-6A illustrates how the lines of force interact between two electrons. The directions of the lines
are such that the two fields cannot interconnect. The net effect is that the electrons attempt to
move apart. That is, they repel each other.
FIGURE 1-6B illustrates that the same is true of two protons.
FIGURE 1-6C an electron and a proton are shown. Here the two fields do interconnect. As a result, the two
charges attract and tend to move together.
These examples show only individual charged particles. However, Coulomb’s Law holds true for
concentrations of charges as well. In fact, it holds true for any two charged bodies. An important part of
Coulomb’s Law is an equation which allows me to determine the force of attraction or repulsion between
charged bodies. The equation states that:
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It is deeply regretted that in electrical and electronics mathematics are involved but I will try to keep the
amount down at this stage; for the non-mathematical viewers. Another reason why is that most mathematics
can be done in Excel which has been removed from this PC.
While I need not work actual problems to determine the force between charges, I can see some interesting
relationships by examining the equation. If I experiment as I did at that time with the equation by
substituting some simple arbitrary numbers for:

I can determine how the force changes as the quantities change.
To help those who want to understand basically what is just been stated above.
Let the first body charge = 10

10 x 10 = 100

Let the second body charge = 10
Let distance = 82

8 x 8 = 64

Force =

100
64 = 1.5625

If the value of either charge doubles, the force also doubles:
Let the first body charge = 20

20 x 10 = 200

Let the second body charge = 10
Let distance = 82

8 x 8 = 64

Force =

200
64 = 3.125

If both charges double, then the force increases by a factor of four:
Let the first body charge = 20

20 x 20 = 400

Let the second body charge = 20
Let the distance = 82

8 x 8 = 64

Force =

400
64 = 6.25

The space available here is insufficient to complete the next sample without breaking it up so will carry on
the nest page for it.
Well it leaves you to STOP – THINK – ACT what part the force acts within the Searl Effect Generator?
Already you should have spotted issues relating not only to the Law of the Squares but materials too.
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On the other hand, increasing the distance between charges decrease the force:
If the distance between charges is double, the force is reduced to one fourth its former value.
Let the first body charge = 20

20 x 20 = 400

Let the second body charge = 20
Let distance = 162

16 x16 = 256

Force =

400
256 = 1.5625

If the value of either charges doubles and the distance is doubled:
Let the first body charge = 20

20 x 30 = 600

Figure 1-7 Hydrogen H 1 atom

Let the second body charge = 30
Let distance = 322

32 x 32 = 1,024

Force =

600
1,024 = 0.5859375

The magnitude of the negative charge on the electron is exactly equal to the magnitude of the positive
charge on the proton. Figure 1-7 is a diagram of a Hydrogen H.1. Atom consisting of one electron in orbit
around one proton. Notice that the negative charge of the electron is exactly offset by the positive charge of
the proton. Thus, the atom as a whole has no charge at all. That is, overall, this atom has neither a negative
nor a positive charge. It is electrically neutral.
SEARL STATES:
From 1946, he released copies of his training progress relating to three different schools of learning, as
newsletters. What you are reading in this book covers only one of those schools, but NOTE after 1968 he
undertook university courses, including two flying schools training and kept employed across a vast band
of science and technology.
Searl accepts that he was exceptional lucky as that was something most people never get an opportunity to
have. But at a price that brought evil minded people towards him like a magnet to metal. It cost him love
and happiness from those who would had benefited most of all, rejection, gang fights and treats. Became
homeless to being robbed to stop his research work, and know what it is like to be hungry, even today in
the year 2010 he still does not eat a cook meal a day: once in while he may get a cook meal, but it is rare.
All this in the name of technology to give the world a better lease of life for all humankind regardless, yet
it appears very few want it, the rest of the population is happy about the cost and global warming and
pollution which is making them ill.
Late November 1946: Searl knowledge base on the Hydrogen H.1. Atom was limited to the following
information as shown here:
Atomic weight = 1.00797

Year discovered = 1766

It was a element belonging to the gas group.

At least that made a start in his learning curve which had to overcome his clinical deafness and imbalance
problem which caused his Ménière’s disease which he suffered since a few days of birth.
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Searl agree that his former education never existed. But that was not his fault; but from 12 years old at the
navy training school he had started to progress forward against all odds, top that with his training in the air
cadets, his mind was gearing up against all officials claims that he would never make it.
Here on public records are the facts on how he did the impossible, for all to see and learn that sometimes it
is better to take no notice of these experts’ statements and make the effort to prove them wrong – like Searl
has done and many more before him and many more will do in the future.
Searl employment was the cause of why he really studied so hard to catch up with those who had a far better
start in life than he had. He brought ex-government equipment for cheapness mainly to take it apart to see
how things were made and how they work; people sold him cheap; electrical products they no longer wanted
so he could find out how they work.
But all this are subjects of other books in the past he has written and released, so he will return to this book
now being re-written for public records.
Atoms which are electrically neutral have no charge. Therefore, they neither attract nor repel each other. By
the same token they are neither attracted nor repelled by charged particles such as electrons and protons. I
have seen that atoms normally contain the same number of electrons (negative charges) as protons (positive
charges) proving yet again that the Law of the squares hold true.
And, since the neutrons add no charge, all atoms are normally neutral as far as their electrical charges are
concern. However, this normal condition can be easily upset by external forces which Searl only to aware of
from experience.

THE ION:

Figure 1-8

Carbon C. 6 atom and ions.

1946 late November Searl only knew the following FACTS on Carbon:
Atomic weight = 12.01115

Year discovered = BC.

Which is a key atom of the human body?

Atoms are affected by many outside forces such as heat, light, electrostatic fields, chemical reactions and
magnetic fields. Quite often the balanced state of the atom is upset by one or more of these forces. As a
result, an atom can lose or gain an electron. When this happens, the number of negative charges is no longer
exactly offset by the number of positive charges. Thus, the atom ends up with a net charge. An atom is no
longer in its neutral state is called an ion. The process of changing an atom to an ion is called ionization.
There are both negative and positive ions. Figure 1-8 compares a neutral atom of carbon C. 6. With negative
and positive ions of carbon C. 6.
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Figure 1-8A: Shows the balanced or neutral atom. Notice that the six negative charges (electrons) are
exactly offset by the six positive charges (protons). The neutrons are ignored in this example since they
contribute nothing to the electrical charge.
Figure 1-8B: Shows the condition which exists when the carbon C. 6 atom loses an electron. There are many
forces in nature which can dislodge an electron and cause it to wander away from the atom. I will discuss
this in more detail later. Notice that the carbon C. 6 atom now has one more proton than electrons. Thus,
there is one positive charge which is not cancelled by a corresponding negative charge. Therefore, the atom
has a net positive charge. We call this a positive ion.
Figure 1-8C: Shows a carbon C. 6. Atom: This has picked up a stray electron. In this case, there is one
negative charge which is not offset by a corresponding positive charge. Hence, the atom has a negative
charge. This is called a negative ion.
The ion still has all the basic characteristics of carbon C. 6, because the nucleus of the atom has not been
disturbed. Therefore, an atom can give up or pick up electrons without changing its basic characteristics.
Changing atoms to ions is an easy thing to do and everything you see around you contains ions as well as
atoms. The material around you also contains a large number of free or stray electrons. These are electrons
which have escaped from atoms leaving behind a positive ion. As I shall show later, the electrical
characteristics of different types of material are determined largely by the number of free electrons and ions
within the material.

ACTION OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES:
At one time or another we have all seen or felt the effects of electrostatic charges. A most spectacular effect
which we have all seen is lightning. Less spectacular examples are often witnessed when remove clothes
from a dryer, comb our hair, or touch a metal object after scuffing our feet on a rug. In each of these cases,
two different bodies receive opposite electrical charges. This is caused by one of the bodies giving up a large
number of electrons to the other. The body which gives up the electrons becomes positively charged while
the body receiving the electrons becomes negatively charged.
When we comb our hair vigorously with a hard rubber comb, our hair gives up electrons to the comb. Thus,
the comb becomes negatively charged while our hair becomes positively charged. That is, the comb collects
a large number of free electrons from our hair.
This is an example of charging by friction.
There are several other ways in which an object can be charged. For example, the charge on the comb can be
partially transferred by another body simply by touching the comb to the uncharged body. When the charged
comb comes into contact with the uncharged object, many of the excess electrons leave the comb and collect
on the other object. If I now remove the comb, the object will have a charge of its own.
This is called charging by contact.
Another method of charging is called charging by induction. This method takes advantage of the
electrostatic field which exists in the space surrounding a charged body. This allows me to charge an object
without actually touching it with a charged body as in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
FIGURE 1-9 shown at top of next page: shows the negatively charge comb placed close to an aluminium
Al. 13 rod.
The excess electrons in the comb repel the free electrons in the rod. Consequently, the free
electrons gather at the ends of the rod away from the charged comb.
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Figure 1-10 charging and discharging a glass rod.

This causes that end of the rod to acquire a negative charge. The opposite end acquires a positive charge
because of the deficiency of electrons. If I now touch the negative end of the rod with a neutral body, some
of the electrons leave the rod and enter the neutral body. This leaves the rod with a net positive charge.
Thus, I have induced a positive charge into the rod without touching it with a charge body.
That is a scientific FACT and that is precisely what is taking place with the roller sets of the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G):
THEY ARE CAUSED TO ROTATE DUE TO INDUCTION OF FREE ELECTRONS FROM THE
PLATE, WHICH THEN ARE REPEL TO THE NEXT PLATE, AND THE SYSTEM REPLEATS
AGAIN TO THE THIRD PLATE AND A CONTINUE CYCLE OF EVENTS TAKES PLACE
UNTIL YOU STOP IT; BY THE USE OF FORCE.
Now, let’s see how electrical charges can be neutralized. When a glass rod is rubbed with a silk cloth in the
manner of man masturbation, the glass gives up electrons to the silk. Therefore, the glass becomes positively
charged. This is shown in Figure 1-10A.
However, if the rod is now brought back into contact with the cloth, the negative electrons in the silk are
attracted by the positive charge in the glass. The force of attraction pulls the electrons back out of the silk so
that the charge is neutralized as shown in Figure 1-10B.
Thus, if two objects having equal but opposite charges are brought into contact, electrons flow from the
negatively charge object into the positively charged object. The flow of electrons continues until both
charges have been neutralized.
A scientific FACT Searl recognised that issue at the Great Bridge cinema: as a boy asked how did they get
still film shots to move on screen; when the governor took him up to the projection room to ask the
projectionist to explain how the film motion seen on the screen was achieved. The proof was in the light
source which was carbon rods inside an envelope of copper, positive being a long thick one and the negative
one a short thin one.
The projectionists was explaining that the power went from the positive one to the negative one, but Searl
brain said he was wrong, it was the opposite way round; as the boss witnessed Searl telling his operator what
was taking place and insisting he was wrong, the boss offered him a job immediately which is just another
subject in his learning cycle belonging to another book.
Just to remain you that Searl wrote 100 large books and 200 newsletters some odd ones were more the size
of a book over the years. But they were done in extremely small print to get as much information on a page
possible. These reprints and updated where possible are being done in larger print size and larger photos and
drawings, I trust now that will pleases everyone except that idiot Flowerbower.
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A programmed Review of questions Searl had to answer.
Q

Normally an atom contains the same number of electrons as protons. Thus, the positive
charges in the nucleus are exactly offset by the negative charges in orbit around the nucleus.
An atom has no net charge when it has the same number of protons as ...?

A

Electrons.

Q

Once the glass rod is positively charged, this charge can be partially transferred to a neutral
body by touching the two objects together. When the two objects touch, electrons are drawn
from the neutral body by the positive charge on the rod. Thus, the charge on the rod is
partially neutralized. However, because the neutral body gave up electrons, it now has a ...
charge.

A

Positive.

Q

Electricity is a property that electrons and protons have which causes them to behave in
certain predictable ways. Each has a tiny electrical charge. However, the electron’s charge is
opposite to that of a proton. This agrees with the Law of the Squares. The proton is said to
have a positive charge, while the electron has a .... charge.

A

Negative.

Q

However, a negatively charged body should be attached by a ... charged body.

A

Positively.

Q

Although the two charges are opposite, they have exactly the same magnitude. Thus, the
positive charge on the proton has the same strength as the negative charge on the ....

A

Electron.

Q

Also, any two positively charged bodies should ....

A

Repel.

Q

While the electron and proton have electrical charges, the third particle found in the atom does
not. That is, the ....... has no electrical charge.

A

Neutron.

Q

According to Coulomb’s Law, two electrons should ...... each other.

A

Repel.

Q

The negatively charged electrons are held in orbit around the nucleus by the attraction of the
positively charged ....... in the nucleus of the atom.

A

Proton.

Q

A law which describes how charged particles behave is called Coulomb’s Law. The action
described in above question is summarized by one part of Coulomb’s Law which states that
unlike charges ....

A

Attract.

Short of room for the nest question and Searl answer.
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Q

This Law goes on to say that like charges behave in the opposite manner. It states that like
charges ....

A

Repel.

Q

An atom which has a net electrical charge is called an ion. Ions are formed when an atom loses
one or more electrons or picks up one or more extra electrons. Since electrons have negative
charges, an atom which ricks up an extra electron becomes a .............. ion.

A

Negative.

Q

On the other hand, an atom which loses an electron becomes ..... ION.

A

Positive.

Q

One way to produce free electrons and positive ions, is to rub a glass rod with a silk cloth. The
glass rod gives up many electrons to the silk cloth. Thus, the glass rod becomes ...... charged.

A

Positively.

Q

Simultaneously, the silk cloth becomes ...... charged.

A

Negatively.

I agree those were simple questions, then why is it shown on YouTube that these simple basics conditions
are unknown to these experts, that is what they are stating that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) cannot
work; if it did it would break all the Laws of physics – HOW STRANGE TALK – WHAT LAWS OF
PHYSICS? So far none has been broken: if anything; the Laws of physics so far agrees with the Searl
Effect Generator S.E.G. findings which are and have been demonstration at public shows.

CURRENT FLOW:
In electronics, current is defined as the flow of electrical charge from one point to another. I have already
shown some examples of this. I have shown that when a negative charged is touched to a positively charged
body, electrons flow from the negative object to the positive object. Since electrons carry a negative charge,
this is an example of electrical charges flowing. Before an electron can flow from one point to another, it
must first be freed from the atom. Therefore, let me take a closer look at the mechanism by which electrons
are dislodged from the atom.

FREEING ELECTRONS:
I have shown that electrons revolve around the nucleus at very high speeds, to my mind at least; there is no
reason whatsoever that a roller set of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) should not be capable of
performing in the similar manner around the plates; as if the plates in relation to the roller sets are the
nucleus of that power system.
Two forces as the Law of the Squares states hold the electron in a precarious balance. The centrifugal force
of the electron is exactly offset by the attraction of the nucleus. No different to that of the SEARL EFFECT
GENERATOR (S.E.G) in its functions. The balanced condition can be upset very easily so that the electron
is dislodged, which is clearly not understood by the masses which they clearly expose; by the way they are
treating this planet in which the result are clearly on display; yet they have eyes but cannot see damage they
are doing.
Not all electrons can be freed from the atom with the same ease. Some are dislodged more easily than
others. To see why, I must discuss the concept of orbital shells. Searl believe that the orbits of the electrons
in an atom fall in a certain pattern that his dream one appears to be suggesting to him.
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Fact: everything is made from atoms. Figure 1-11 arrangements of orbital shells in atom.
For example, in all atoms which have two or more electrons, two of the electrons orbit relatively close to the
nucleus. The area in which these electrons rotate is called a shell. In the work out of the Law of the Squares I
also present them as shells because in many ways they are similar in structure. The shell closet to the
nucleus contains two electrons. This area can support only two electrons and all other electrons must orbit in
shells further from the nucleus.
Likewise in the Law of the Squares in which the centre is the nucleus of all levels from its absolute to
infinity of all squares constructed; each shell must be offset by that value times the shell step.
A second shell of the atom which is somewhat further from the nucleus can contain up to eight electrons.
Yes, that was all in my dream one, First Square of that dream states that the first shell of the atom can only
hold 2 electrons and the second shell can only hold 8 electrons.
Also in some atoms there are third shells which can contain up to 18 electrons and there can be a fourth shell
which can hold up to 32 electrons. The first four shells are illustrated above in Figure 1-11. Although not
shown, there are also additional shells in the heavier atoms. This also applies to the Law of the Squares.
Of particular importance to electronics is the outer electron shell of the atom. Hydrogen H.1 and Helium
He.2 atoms are gases, which has one and two electrons respectively. In this case, the outer shell is the first
(and only) shell. With atoms which have three to ten electrons, the outer shell is the second shell. Regardless
of which shell it happens to be, the outer shell is called the valence shell. Electrons in this shell are called
valence electrons.
Electrons are arranged in such a way that the valence shells never has more than eight electrons. This may
be confusing since I have shown that the third shell can contain up to 18 electrons. This no doubt also
applies to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle which I have stated uses 64 struts in its construction which are subdivided by 8 to generate 8 units, Which is another book of the past.
An example shows why both statements are true. An atom of argon Ar 18 a gas contains 18 electrons – 2 in
the first shell, 8 in the second shell, and 8 in the third shell. As I appreciate how nature designs its products
which I try to copy in my products the same concepts of nature uses, but target a uniform system against the
random system nature uses.
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Figure 1-12 Freeing an electron from a copper Cu 29. SM Headquarters to be R&D USA.
It might seem that the next heavier element, potassium K 19, would have 9 electrons in its third shell.
However, this would violate the valence rule stated above. Actually, what happens is that extra electron is
placed in a fourth shell.
Thus, the 19 electrons are distributed in this manner:
K shell = 2 in the first shell:
L shell = 8 in the second shell:
M shell = 8 in the third shell:
N shell = 1 in the fourth shell.
NOTICE: that the outer or valance shell becomes the fourth shell rather than the third. Once the fourth shell
is established as the valence shell, the third shell can fill to its full capacity of 18 electrons.
The valence electrons are extremely important in electronics. These are the electrons which can be easily
freed to perform useful functions. To see why the valence electrons are more easily freed, let’s consider the
structure of an atom of copper Cu 29.
Figure 1-12A shows how the electrons are distributed in the various shells.
NOTICE: that the valence shell contains only one electron. This electron is further from the nucleus than
any of the other electrons. From Coulomb’s Law I know that the force of attraction between charged
particles decreases as the distance increases.
Therefore the valence electrons experience less attraction from the nucleus. For this reason, these electrons
can be easily dislodged from the atom.
Do not forget that I was studying vast numbers of subjects from 1946 to 1968; this one of 1946 was more for
the work side of my life, others subjects were about my dreams to prove that they were real products yet to
be created, today, it is clear they were work dreams of a future that is meant to be, you either like them or
hate them, depending if you are making a fat profit you will hate this technology,
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Since I am concerned primarily with the valence electrons, I need not show the inner electrons. Instead, I
can show the atom in the simplified form in Figure 1-12B.
FIGURES 1-12C and D use this simplified form to illustrate one way in which a valence electron can be
freed. Here two copper Cu 29 atoms are shown as they might appear in a copper Cu 29 wire. Each valence
electron is held in orbit by the attraction of the nucleus. However, the force of attraction is quite weak
because the orbits are so far from the nucleus.
If these two atoms are close together, the valence shells may be closer together than either electron either
electron is to the nucleus. At certain points in their orbits the two electrons may come very close together.
When this happens the force of repulsion between the two electrons is stronger than the force of attraction
exerted by the nucleus.
Thus, one or both of the electrons may be forced out of orbit to wander as a free electron. Notice that when
the electron leaves, the atom becomes a positive ion.
As the free electron wanders around through the atomic structure, it may be eventually captured by another
positive ion. Or, it may come close enough to other valence electrons to force them from orbit. The point is
that events like these occur frequently in many types of material. Thus, in a piece of copper Cu 29 wire
containing billions and billions of atoms, there are bound to be billions of free electrons wandering around
the atomic structure.
In some elements, the valence shell is half filled. That is, there are four valence electrons. Two examples of
elements of this type are silicon Si 14 and germanium Ge 32. We call these elements semiconductors
because they are neither good conductors nor good insulators.
Later in this course will be dealing with semiconductors as they were in the process of reaching the
marketplace. Semiconductors will become important in electronics because transistors and future integrated
circuits are composed of these elements.
However, in this course, I will be concerned primarily with conductors and insulators, this statement is for
the benefits of expert idiots, such as FB – Flowerbower – Friedrich Bauer – Martin Colborne – Kenneth
Gibbs – Peter King who claim to know everything but expose themselves as poison pen writers and the last
three are criminals; that they know nothing of worth, except the desperate need to stop my progress as the
last three are under an illusion that they own my technology – which I hereby state they do not own it and
never will own it AMEN! To that list an ancient 1968 evil mind that went by the name of Omar Fowler who
played a major part of stopping me getting this technology to the marketplace.
A photo just in from our first official Lab and HQ in the USA will be shown on the next page as an update
of progress and proof that these evil minds have been unsuccessful to stop this technology from getting to
the marketplace.
CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS:
In itself represents a major subject in the Searl Technology requirements, and under present day laws, makes
it an even harder task to comply with them; in reference to my days of past R&D which were much simple.
In fact, today it takes much longer and far more costly to obtain the goods which you need; then back in the
1946 to 1968 time slot. Where companies were excited about supplying their products to you and would go
to any lengths to create the product you want. Only China appears today to be chasing products to
manufacture; who now supply me with most of the products required.
The people of the world should know the truth of the reality relating to my life and work, the problems that
held up this technology reaching the marketplace; which today still exists but fortunate tools are now in
place where I can fight back for a change – now I am back again after all these years, in control.
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Saturday 16th October 2010: update, equipment arriving at Searl Magnetics INC, CA USA, which has been
delayed since 1968 by evil minded people, as named in this document. Which now clearly expose
themselves for what they are: and at this time they are sitting on dangerous grounds legally as poison pen
writers, robbers, conmen; time will come soon to sue them for compensation in the Supreme Court,
Washington DC.
Richard Balding please take note that is what you could have done if you had listen to my advice; instead of
conning me for my signature for Martin Colborne and Kenneth Gibbs; the con photographs that they used to
con you out of money have been shown in my books and should have been seen on the websites.
Richard Balding you owe me £380.000.00 plus the interest to date as the agree fee was never paid due to the
fact that equipment stolen by your team was purchased by those payments and the taxes and delivery
charges which also included much of my pension money. The world did not know these facts, but they do
now.
That ends the update here as the websites will keep you up to date.
1946: The importance of the valence electrons cannot be emphasised too strongly. Both the electrical and
chemical characteristics of the elements depend on the action of the valence electrons; as does the Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V). An element’s electrical and chemical
stability are determined largely by the number of electrons in the valence shell. I have shown that the
valence shell can contain up to eight electrons precisely as my dream one stated. I see no problem there nor
can I see any laws of physics’ being broken but some new FACTS have now been added to them.
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For the benefit of the criminals who stole my equipment to stop me, on the websites use the letters FB
or Flowerbower real names Peter King – Martin Colborne – Ken Gibbs – Friedrich Bauer these nine
drums of wire which I have just purchased from my pension money to replace that lost in London
which is for the Swallow Command audio – vision Division with another nine I have to order to
complete what will be needed for the job; when the suitable site is obtained to re-construct that section
again for making documentaries and testing of all components being mass produced so they can be
released to the marketplace.
Yes, Martin Colborne you truly believe you could stop me by stealing my property – you better
rethink quick as you are now standing on dangerous grounds, because I shall release the film on how
you con vast sums of money out of Richard Balding and the crap which you gave him to control his
mind, as you have tried to control the minds of many on the web not to help me and for a time you
were winning – but evil will always get beaten by the good people regardless.
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Dear beloved FB – Flowerbower – Peter King – Martin Colborne – Ken Gibbs – Friedrich Bauer and
any other names which you used: take note of this photo just taken on Sunday 17th October 2010 at
09:45 BST at my home - and this was my 5th time I have had to buy this amount of wire; still another
9 drums to buy for the re-building again that section of the work.
Because of evil minds: like you tired to stop me getting this technology to the marketplace. Dr Robert
Lipman and Dr Terry Moore can certified and Richard Balding that there were such a number of
drums of wire being used at my home in Grahame Part London. Likewise, this photo can be certified
as my office here in Scotland by Morris and Bradley Lockerman both from California USA.
That is not all I have struggled to buy from my pension money to replace my property which you stole
on Monday 25th August 2003 on the UK public holiday; hoping no one would see you carry out this 5
hour robbery – but there was a witness Martin who watch everything you did while I was in hospital
due to you getting Peter to fix my drink so I would be out of the way for you to rob me.
The two monitors shown here, I brought to replace those costly ones which you stole, from my pension
money: the laser printer shown here Morris brought me while he was here helping me, as he felt that
they do better printing than the type I was using and would be cheaper to run.
Martin your evil days like Peter King and your mate Ken Gibbs are almost over, this photo above
confirms what I show on page 25 of this document as being TRUE and is not like those cons you did to
obtain funds from Richard. I play along with your claims on YouTube to obtain enough proof for the
courts that you are a poison pen writer. You blindly walked into the trap.
Dear Martin please informs your employed Peter King who masterminded that robbery that if anyone
is going to write a book: it is I who is writing it straight to the website.
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Continue with Searl education 1946:
Those elements which have valence shells that are filled or nearly filled tend to be stable.
For example, the elements neon Ne 10 a gas; argon Ar 18 an gas, which I always used, likewise so did Geon
in Germany used the same; Krypton Kr 36 a gas; xenon Xe 54 a gas, and radon Rn 86 a gas have 8 electrons
in their valence shell. Thus, the valence shell is completely filled. As a result, these elements are so stable
that they resist any sort of chemical activity. They will not even combine with other elements to form
compounds under conventional process systems that are used today.
Also, atoms of these elements are very reluctant to give up electrons; surely that is what my dream one
clearly states to me. All these elements have similar characteristics in that they are all inert gases. Which FB,
I understood that issue at a tender age of 14 years that I doubt you understood that at 14 years; I might be
correct to state I doubt if you even know that now until you have read it here.
Elements which have their valence shells almost filled tend to be stable also, although they are not as stable
as those whose valence shells is completely filled. These elements will strive to fill heir valence shell by
capturing free electrons. Consequently, elements of this type have very free electrons wandering around
through the atomic structure.
Substances which have very few free electrons are called insulators; which I knew and understood. And that
is why they are employed in the structure of the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G): for those very
reasons. They naturally form a control gate in the function of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); clearly no
physical Laws are being broken here.
In addition to certain elements which act as insulations, there are many compounds which have few free
electrons. Thus, they act as insulators also. By opposing the production of free electrons, these substances
resist certain electrical actions. Insulators are important in electrical and electronics work for these reason
and therefore they also plays major role in the construction of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); for
similar reasons.
The plastic or rubber material on electric wires as shown in above photo is an insulator dear FB and its
function is to protect you from electric shock. Add this to your education training that elements in which the
valence shell is almost empty have the opposite characteristics precisely as my dream one states.
Those which have only one or two electrons tend to give up these electrons very easily, as demonstrated by
Fernando Morris with his copper Cu 29 plate at events; silver Ag 47, and gold Au 79 each have one valence
electron. In these elements, which I use in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) construction the valence
electrons are very easily dislodged.
Consequently, a bar of any one of these elements will have a very large number of free electrons. Substances
FB which have a large number of free electrons are called conductors. For your added education FB that in
addition to silver Ag 47; copper Cu 29 and gold A79, and some other good conductors are iron Fe 26; nickel
Ni 28, and aluminium Al 13, this last element I have used in the construction of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) when the price of copper Cu 29 short up high. Notice that all of these elements are metals.
Most metals are good conductors. Conductors are important because they are used to carry electrical current
from one place to another. Which is also important in the construction of both the: Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V). For without these elements neither the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) nor the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would be possible.
In some elements, the valence shell is half filled which means FB that it is half full. That is, there are four
valence electrons. Two examples of elements of this type are silicon Si 14 and germanium Ge 32. We call
these elements FB semiconductors because they are neither good conductors nor good insulators.
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Semiconductors are important in electronics because transistors and integrated circuits are composed of
these elements which I have added as an update upon my knowledge base. However, in this learning course,
I shall be concerned primarily with conductors and insulators.

THE BATTERY:
Current flow is the movement of free electrons from one place to another. Thus, to have current flow I must
first have free electrons. I have shown how valence electrons can be dislodged from atoms to form free
electrons and positive ions. This can be done by very simple means such as combing our hair or rubbing a
glass rod with silk cloth.
However, to perform a useful function, I must free very large numbers of electrons and concentrate them in
one area. This requires more sophisticated techniques like the Searl Effect Generator and Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V); but first we have to climb that ladder to reach that stage.
One device for doing this is the ordinary battery. Since 1946 the time period of the commencement of my
employment; there have been many different types of batteries invented.
Figure 1-13 shows two familiar examples. These are the dry cell – flash light battery – and wet cell –
normally for the automobile battery.

FIGURE 1-13 Types of battery.

Men have spent years dreaming how to create perfect energy systems.

While these two types of batteries are quite different in construction, they do have several points in
common, as does the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) regardless of the crap that you read on the internet.
FACT: Both have two terminals or poles to which an electrical circuit can be connected. The Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) is no different. Also, both employ a chemical reaction which produces an excess of
electrons at one terminal and a deficiency of electrons at the other; whereby, the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) do not employ an chemical reaction to produce an excess of electrons at one terminal.
The terminal at which the electrons congregate is called the negative terminal. It is indicated by the minus
sign as shown in Figure 1-13. The other terminal is indicated by a plus sign and has a deficiency of
electrons. Now let’s see how the battery affects the free electrons in a conductor.
Searl Effect Generator does not belong to the chemical domain construction system in common use today.
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RANDOM DRIFT and DIRECTED DRIFT:
FACT: A conductor is a substance which has a large number of free electrons. In a conductor, the free
electrons do not stand still. Instead they drift about in a random motion.

Figure 1-14A Random state.
Figure 1-14A represents a small section of a conductor containing many free electrons. At any instant, the
free electrons are drifting at random in all directions. In the scientific domain this is referred to as random
drift; whereas Searl terms it random motion in his newsletters and books.

Cu 20 copper rings whose free electrons are in random drift in this state as illustrated above being a part of
the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) construction system. This type of drift occurs in all conductors but it has
little use. To do useful work, the free electrons must be forced to drift in the same direction rather than at
random. For copper Cu 29 to reach this state of being lot of inventing had to take place to design, construct
the method to extract it from the surrounding fabric into this state by which the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) could be invented. It took many inventors to reach this stage of the product.
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I can influence the drift of electrons so that all or most electrons move in the same direction through the
conductor. This can be done by placing electrical charges at opposite ends of the conductor.

Figure 1-14B
FIGURE 1-14B shows directed drift; a negative charge placed at one end of the conductor while a positive
charge is place at the other. The negative charge repels the free electrons while the positive charge attracts
them. As a result all of the free electrons move or drift in the same general direction. The direction is from
the negative charge to the positive charge.
Here, the application of the electrical charges at the ends of the conductor has changed random drift to
directed drift – In the Searl Technology he uses the terms random drift as random motion and directed drift
as uniform motion and there is a reason why. Because more than electrons have to move in one direction
within the function of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); otherwise the Searl Effect Generator would
require an outside constant input source as all other conventional generators require for their operational
functions.
This directed drift of free electrons is called current flow and that is also true in the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) and applies to all devices that changes free electrons normal random drift to a directed drift. I say
that an electric current is following through the conductor. If the electrical charges shown in Figure 1-14B
are isolated from one another, the flow of electrons will quickly cancel both charges and only a momentary
current will flow.
However, if the two electric charges are caused by a battery, the chemical action of the battery can maintain
the two charges for some time. SCIENTIFIC FACT: therefore, a battery can maintain a continuous current
through a conductor for a long period.
A copper Cu 29 wire is a good example of a conductor.

Figure 1-15
Figure 1-15 Current flows from negative terminal to the positive terminal of the battery.
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Figure 1-15 shows a length of copper Cu 29 wire connected from one terminal to the other of a battery. A
heavy current will flow from the negative terminal of the battery to the positive terminal. Recall that the
negative terminal is a source of free electrons. An electron at this point is repelled by the negative charge
and is attracted by the positive charge at the opposite terminal.
Thus, the electrons flow through the wire as shown. When they enter the positive terminal of the battery,
they are captured by positive ions. The chemical reaction of the battery is constantly releasing new free
electrons and positive ions to make up for the ones lost by recombination.
NOTE: I inform you that in practice, I never connect a conductor directly across the terminals of the
battery as shown in Figure 1-15. The heavy current would quickly exhaust the battery. This is an example
of a short circuit and is normally avoided at all cost. This example is shown here merely to illustrate the
concept of current flow.

PROGRAMMED REVIEW:
Q.

Current is the flow of electrical charges from one point to another. Since electrons carry electrical
charges, current can also be defined as the flow of ....

A.

Electrons.

Q

A conductor is defined as a substance which has a large number of free electrons. Thus, elements
which have only one or two electrons in their valence shell normally are good ....

A.

Conductors.

Q.

Before electrons can participate in current flow; they must first be freed from the atom. When an
electron is dislodged from the atom, the atom becomes a positive ........

A.

Ion.

Q

If the valence shell contains one or two electrons: they can be easily dislodged. However, when the
shell is full or nearly full the electrons are very difficult to dislodge. Therefore, the ease with
which an electron can be dislodged depends largely on the ....... of electrons in the valence shell.

A.

Number.

Q

Electrons are distributed around the atom in shells. Of particular importance to electrons is the
outer shell. This shell is called the valence shell. Also, the electrons in this shell are called ..........
electrons.

A.

Valence.

Q.

These are the electrons which can be most easily freed from the atom. However, the valence
electrons in some elements are very difficult to dislodge while in other elements they are freed
easily. The difference stems from the number of electrons in the ...... shell.

A.

Valence.

Q.

Electrons which leave the negative terminal of the battery are replaced by other electrons which
are released by the chemical reaction within the battery. Thus, a battery can maintain a
continuous flow of electrons through a conductor for a long period of time. This flow of electrons
is called current. Electrons flow from a.... charge to a ..... charge.

A.

Negative, positive.
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Q.

Elements such as gold Au 79, silver Ag 47, and copper Cu 29 have only one valence electron.
Therefore, these elements are very good ..........

A.

Conductors.

Q.

If one end of a conductor is connected to a negative terminal and the other is connected to the
positive terminal, electrons will flow through the conductor. In the conductor, electrons will
always flow from the negative terminal to the .......... terminal.

A.

Positive.

Q.

On the other hand, an insulator is defined as a substance which has very few free electrons. This
situation occurs in elements which have their valence shells nearly full. For example, elements
with 6 or 7 valence electrons make good ......

A.

Insulators.

Q.

The free electrons within a conductor drift around at random. To do useful work these electrons
must be forced to drift in a desired direction. I can influence the drift of electrons by connecting
the conductor across a battery. A battery is a device which has an excess of electrons at one
terminal and a deficiency of electrons at the other. The terminal with an excess of electrons is
called the negative terminal. The terminal with the deficiency of electrons is called the ....
terminal.

A.

Positive.

END OF REVIEW:
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT:
In its simplest form, an electric circuit consists of a power source, a load, and conductors for connecting the
power source to the load. Often the power source is a battery. The purpose of the power source is to provide
the force necessary to direct the flow of electrons. As you will see in the next unit, this force is called
voltage - DCE 2 deals with Voltage. Power sources produce voltage by creating a positive charge at one
terminal and a negative charge at the other.
The load is generally some kind of electrical device which performs a useful function. It might be a lamp
which produces light, a motor which produces physical motion, a horn which produces sound, or a heating
element which produces heat. Regardless of the type of load used, the load performs its useful function only
when electric current flows through it.
The third part of the circuit is the conductors which connect the power source to the load. They provide a
path for current flow – which you have witness here in this first document the start to get the conductors in
to stock has started here. The conductor may be a length of copper Cu 29 wire – so far here there are 100
metres each drum – or a strip of aluminium Al 13, the metal frame of an automobile, just as a reference issue
at this date of re-writing this report October 2010, I do not yet have that section in operation as the company
in France failed to keep their appointment; also John Thomas Jr was appointed in charge of that section in
New York, so far it is still dead.
But the good news is that at last one section and an very important one is that the Searl Magnetics INC new
site is progressing in setting up to commence its operations in the United States. Which I sincerely thank all
who made it possible from investors, Broadcasts and TV stations and those who worked behind the scenes to
make things happen. And to Bradley Lockerman who is not only making the film clips of the progress but
has helped with the labour as well. You are a great team by which we have climb the first step to the
marketplace and shortly the next step will be seen on a film clip within the next day or two. Watch for it!
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Figure 1-16
Figure 1-16 Simple electric circuit just the first test I undertook in 1946 – the blub never went through the
ceiling.
FIGURE 1-16 shows a pictorial representation of an electric circuit consisting of a battery, a lamp, and
connection copper Cu 29 wires. The battery produces the force (voltage) necessary to cause the directed
flow of electrons. The force developed by the battery causes the free electrons in the conductor to flow
through the lamp in the direction shown. The free electrons are repelled by the negative charge and are
attracted by the positive charge.
Thus, the electrons flow from negative to positive. The negative and positive charges in the battery are
constantly being replenished by the chemical action of the battery. Therefore, the battery can maintain a
current flow for a long period of time. As the electrons flow through the lamp, they heat up the wire within
the lamp. As the wire becomes hotter, the lamp emits light. The lamp will glow as long as a fairly strong
current is maintained.
I know FB from my own experiences with flashlights that a battery cannot maintain a constant current flow
forever. As the battery is used, the chemical reaction within the battery slows down. Over a period of time,
the force produced by the battery becomes weaker and less current is provided. As a result the lamp emits
less light. It becomes dimmer and dimmer and eventually it emits no light at all. At this time the battery is
said to be dead, burned out, or run down. In this condition the battery cannot produce the force necessary to
push enough electrons through the lamp to cause the lamp to glow.
The circuit in Figure 1-16 can be made much more practical by adding one additional component. This
component is a switch in which provides a simple method of turning the lamp on and off.
Figure 1-17 shows the circuit after the switch has been added. For simplicity, a knife switch is shown. It
consists of two metal contacts to switch conductors may be connected, a metal arm which can be opened and
closed, and a base.
Current cannot flow through the base of the switch because an insulator material is used. Current can flow
only through the arm and then only if the arm is closed.
Well FB here I am educating you and company, of course that depends if your brain capacity is capable to
find space to store it – which I doubt it has – as it is full to maximum of evil crap. Nevertheless there is lot
more of my 1946 period of learning is coming up on my websites. But it is well above your brain capacity to
understand it: as it is base on the crap you push out on the websites to stop me. Now the hour has arrived
where I turn the tables on you and hammer you like hell so the world will know the truth about your evil
actions: because you cannot own this technology which you were sure that you did.
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Figure 1-17A
FIGURE 1-17A the switch is shown closed FB and company; there is a path for current flow from the
negative terminal of the battery through the switch and lamp to the positive terminal. The lamp lights
because current flows through it.

Figure 1-17B
FIGURE 1-17B shows the switch is open. Which shows the path for current flow is broken FB and
company. Thus, the lamp does not glow because FB there is no current flowing through it.
Searl agree that while he could understand that simple circuits can be drawn and Searl did construct them as
well in his education training, as shown in Figures 1-16 and 1-17, it would be very difficult to draw complex
circuits in this manner.
For this reason, the schematic diagram was developed. FB please note that a schematic diagram is a drawing
in which symbols are used to represent circuit components.
FB; thus, the first step to understanding the schematic diagram is to learn the symbols for the various
components used. Which makes sense to me that is why I learnt them; in reality I had no choice but to
understand them as my employment demanded it. Which also applies to all future employment demand from
me, without such understanding you have no value to any company in which you are employed.
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Figure 1-18

PICTORIAL
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FIGURE 1-18 compares the schematic symbol with the pictorial of the circuit components I have used up to
this point. The conductor is represented by a single line in the schematic. Also, the picture of the battery is
replaced by a series of long and short lines. The long line represents the positive terminal while the short line
represents the negative terminal. The same symbol can be used regardless of the type of battery. The
symbols for the lamp and switch are also shown.

Figure 1-19 schematic diagram of a simple circuit.
FIGURE 1-19 shows several of the symbols combined to form a schematic diagram.
FIGURE 1-19A is the schematic diagram for the pictorial drawing shown earlier in Figure 1-17A.
FIGURE 1-19B is a schematic diagram of the pictorial shown in Figure 1-17B.
The circuit shown in Figure 1-19 is the schematic diagram of a flashlight.
It is also the diagram for the headlight system in an automobile.
In fact FB it can represent any system which contains a battery, a lamp, and a switch.
If the lamp is replaced with a motor, the circuit becomes that of the starter system in a car.
In this case, the switch is operated by the ignition key. Other circuits which operate in a similar manner are
the doorbell and the automobile horn. In this case, the bell is the load while the switch is operated by a push
button at the door. In the second case, the horn is the load while the switch is located on the steering wheel.
FB please note for your book that I did not know about doorbells or car battery or car horn before I was 14
years: as I had never been in a place that used such devices, But kindly add that I am sure going to learn
about such devices pretty soon, and much; much more about people including you FB.

PROGRAMMED REVIEW:
Q.

Figure 1-19 shows a complete electrical circuit. When the switch is closed, electrons flow from the
...... terminal of the battery through the lamp to the ..... Terminal.

A.

Negative, positive.

Q.

An electric circuit consists of a power source connect to a load. The power source provides the
force which causes electrons to flow. This force is called voltage. In a flashlight the power source
is a .........

A.

Battery.

I doubt if my next question and answer will fit in this space; so let me state FB that you have to get up every
morning with determination like me, if you are going to bed with satisfaction son! Of course, if you are what
people are thinking you are, then I guess it is night time that is your determination to get satisfaction.
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Figure 1-20 identify these symbols.
Shown in Figure 1-20 are the schematic for four different components. Identify each one.
a. .....................

b. ............

c. .........................

d. ------------------

A

A = Battery

b = Lamp

Close switch

d = Open switch

Q.

The load is a device which performs some useful function. The load’s function may be to produce
light, sound or motion. Thus, lamps, horns, and motors are examples of ........

A.

Loads.

Q.

The symbol for the battery has a short line at one end and a long line at the other. The short line
represents the ............ terminal.

A.

Negative.

Q.

The load performs its function when current flows through it. Most loads do not perform
continuously. Instead the current is turned on and off by some kind of .........

A.

Switch.

Q.

Schematic diagrams are used as a shorthand method of drawing electric circuits. The schematic
diagram differs from a pictorial presentation in that the components are drawn as ..........

A.

Symbols.

MEASURING CURRENT:
Current is the flow of electrons from a negative to a positive charge. To measure current flow, I must
measure the number of electrons flowing past a point in a specific length of time. Before I discuss how
current is measured, I must first define the unit of electrical charge and the unit of current.
THE COULOMB:
I have shown that the charge on an object is determined by the number of electrons which the object loses or
gains. If the object loses electrons, the charge is positive. However, an object which gains electrons has a
negative charge. The unit of electrical charge is called the coulomb. The coulomb is equal to the charge of
6.25 x 1018 electrons. For those who are not used to expressing numbers in this way, the number is:
6.250,000,000, 000,000,000
An object which has gained 6.25 x 1018 electrons has a negative charge of one coulomb.
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On the other hand, an object which has given up 6.25 x 1018 electrons has a positive charge of one coulomb.
That is 6,250,000,000,000,000,000 electrons FB and company that is a scientific FACT!

POWERS OF TEN AND SCIENTIFIC NOTATION:
FB is a group who stole my equipment on Monday August 25th 2003 value £380,000.00 plus which contain
some of my pension money. Luis when you talk to educated people you gave away who you are: you talk
like an expert which I personally know you think that; but change subjects when the person ask you a simple
scientific question because you do not have any scientific knowledge accept what you read from UFO
magazines, books and internet; which is your fingerprint.
Peter King – notice I use your name known to many and not your real name; as I no longer and will never
accept you as my brother; as you master mined that robbery of my equipment and implement that robbery
knowing that the law would not accept that it was a criminal act but a civil one; therefore you were safe as
you knew that I only had small pension money and therefore would not be able to meet a cost of taking you
to court whereby I would be force to give you the secret how to make the S.E.G
One thing that evil mind of yours would not accept: that if you did carry out your threats you would cease to
be accepted as brother but a criminal – now you have learnt that is true – Peter I do not talk out of my arse
now you know that is a FACT!
So all this stuff these conmen Martin Colborne and Kenneth Gibbs brainwashed you with was to con you
into getting the secret from me; knowing that you were money mad – and could give the impression of being
scientific expert – which I know you are not: you proved that to me many times, agree I am certain Bradley
Lockerman who meet you way back agree that you are reasonable good with your hands, but not an experts
based on what he saw at by home that you did there.
That world these conmen presented to you was a world of imagination not reality; they had no intension to
honour them. I tried to get you to understand that, BUT LIKE OTHERS IN THE PAST YOU ACCEPT
THAT CRAP BEFORE MY FACTS and in so doing you lost everything and there is no turning back Peter
you made your bed now sleep in it.
Then Peter, Martin Colborne and Kenneth Gibbs both knew you were great in impressing people with your
crap about your life in the army, so you were an ideal candidate to carry out their duty work. You also forgot
that they also knew how the Judge played you in court over weeks making you work having to study legal
books for ways to present your case to win: where he knew you were giving him crap, and I warn you that
you will never win but you insisted you would.
When that day came you returned back crying; that big Peter had spent time and money believing you would
be getting thousands of pounds, but in reality you got nothing; exactly as I warn you would happen But of
course; as Luis stated you are an expert in Law – really – then why did you lose your case?
You are so dumb that you believe what Martin crap on how rich you will be if you steal my equipment and
get the secret from me on how to do it. Well Peter where is all these big riches – strange in reality others are
chasing you for the funds they gave you to make that SEG which you had impressed them you could do in 3
months and you have no idea how to do it.
There are many others in the past done the same mistake and on the run from the law. There is one already
in prison I guess for the rest of his life for the exact mistake, I too guess you will sooner or later join them in
prison; which will interest your mind to wonder why you are there. I know Pam your wife will be absolutely
confused as she was when I attack you for robbing me while I was in hospital and you called the police for
help – but the police thought it was funny they never seen a war using piss and shit as weapons before which
was something new on their list of weapons. Well that war which you started is not over until you are in
prison for your crimes against humanity.
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For the benefits of all those who want me to help them in learning and to try if possible to educate FB and
company: I shall give you a word about powers of ten and scientific notation which I sincerely hope will be
helpful at this point: and to all really who are experts to see where I am coming from that what you have
read about me on websites is no more than crap to turn you off supporting me for their benefits.
Agree, I am aware that you will need a lot of details of my education before you accept that what I state is
TRUE. Nevertheless, as I can find time that information will again appear in the marketplace but this time
on the web so all can witness it as a legal statement.
The number 6.250,000,000,000,000,000 can be expressed as 6.25 x 1018. This number is read “six point two
five times ten to the eighteenth power” it is up to you experts to say that I am wrong, that is not correct after
all I was only 14 years and 9 months old when I understood that was the way to write it and to state it: and
FB and company means that the decimal place in 6.25 should be moved 18 places to the right in order to
convert to the proper number.
FB and company please take note; the theory is that it is easier to write and remember 6.25 x 1018 than it is
to write and remember 6.250,000,000,000,000,000. This shorthand method of expressing numbers is known
as powers of ten or scientific notation no doubt invented by mathematicians and used by scientists long
before I appeared on planet Earth which means that I never invented it, so you cannot blame me for it.
It is often used in electronics to express very large and very small numbers: and for the education of FB and
company, very small numbers are expressed by using negative powers of ten.
For example, 3.2 x 10-8 is scientific notation for the number 0.000000032. Here, “ten to the minus eighth
power” means “move the decimal place in 3.2 eight places to the left” Is that correct after all I am just a
simple old Professor whose lost his marbles by FB statements, he and you are the experts.
I like to be sure you have the idea, let me look at some examples of both positive and negative powers of
ten:

POSITIVE POWER OF TEN:

NEGATIVE POWER OF TEN:

6.6 X 104= 66,000

6.6 X 10-4= 0.00066

7.9 X 104= 79,000

7.9 X 10-4= 0.00079

8.5 X 105= 850,000

8.5 X 10-5= 0.000085

5.1 X 108= 510,000,000

5.1 X 10-8= 0.000000051

2.0 X 1012= 2,000,000,000,000

2.0 X 10-12= 0.000000000002

To all those who have asked me for help with your education I sincerely hope that you are beginning to
understand the reality of my work involved in the creation of the Searl Technology.
I like to quote here before I forget it, that Luis Jarrio can discuss technology matters as long as he seen and
heard what is stated – for instance; following that Day Time live TV interview: the errors made by Dr. M
who was supposed to knock me out was discussed with me and filmed at the same time that event recording
should still be here, and should had gone on the website some time ago but it is not yet there – not my fault.
Study these examples until you got the idea of this system of writing numbers. If you feel you need
additional explanation, I shall try to remember to add appendix A at the end of this unit. Which you can
except as a programmed instruction sequence designed to teach the powers of ten and scientific notation in
much greater detail; as stated if I do not forget: at coming 79 years old and so many things to remember it is
easy to forget to add it in to this document.
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THE AMPERE:
The unit of current FB and company is the ampere. The ampere is the rate at which electrons move past a
given point. As mentioned above, 1 coulomb is equal to 6.25 x 1018 electrons, let me assure you that I have
never counted them nor intend to; for a simple reason before I got to 100; I would have miscounted those
which have passed that point of check. Therefore at this time I have no option but to assume that the experts
are right upon that assumed number.
To my mind sitting here in this chair makes me wonder how can scientists from 1946 make positive claims
that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) cannot possible work, if it did it would break all the laws of physics
where they are stating that in a given time of one second a total of 6.250,000,000,000,000,000 electrons has
passed a given reference point they term as a measurement of 1 coulomb. What is FACT; and what is not
is the question that time can only prove which is correct. So far, you have seen everything claim by the
scientists hold true in the proposed mass production model of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) being
demonstrated by Searl Magnetics INC USA.
Just stop and think: an ampere is equal to 1 coulomb per second. That is FB and company, if 1 coulomb 6.25 x 1018 electrons:- (6,250,000,000,000,000,000) flows past a given point in one second then the current
is equal to 1 ampere.
FB and company I shall attempt to simplify that for you: Coulombs indicate numbers of electrons: Whereby,
amperes indicate the rate of electron flow or coulombs per second.
This is the time period of late 1946 as my education learning curve started and developed over time. What
you see here is what I know and understood at that date.
When 6.25 x 1018 electrons flow through a wire each second, the current flow is 1 ampere. If twice this
number of electrons flows each second, the current flow is 2 amperes. That is hard to believe due to the fact
that you cannot see these electrons let alone see them moving, so we have to accept for the time being that
these assumptions by scientists are correct.
This relationship is expressed by equation:
Coulombs
Amperes =

---------------Seconds

If 10 coulombs flow past a point in two seconds, then the current flow is 5 amperes.
The name ampere is often shortened to amp and is abbreviated A. Many times the ampere is too large a unit.
In these cases metric prefixes are used to denote smaller units.
The milliampere (mA) is one thousandth (0.001 of an amp.
The micoampere (µA) is one millionth (0.000,001) of an amp.
FB and company for your education needs what I am station here for your education requirements that in
other words, there are 1000 milliamperes or 1,000,000 microamperes in an ampere.
I change from amperes to milliamperes by multiplying by 103. Thus 1.7 amperes is equal to 1.7 x 103
(1,700) milliamperes.
I change from amperes to microamperes by multiplying by 106. Therefore, 1.7 amperes is equal to 1.7 x 106
microamperes.
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Let me remind those who have requested my help in learning about this technology I shall try to remember
to add a more detail explanation of metric prefixes will be given in a appendix – A.

THE AMMETER:

Figure 1-21 ammeter.

This is the Avo meter I brought on my 21st birthday.

Figure 1-22 Measuring current.
The device for measuring current flow is the ammeter. The name ammeter is a shortened form of the name
ampere meter. Figure 1-21 shows a diagram of an ammeter. It has a pointer which moves in front of a
calibrated scale. In this figure, the scale is calibrated from 0 to 10 amperes. The movement of the pointer is
proportional to the amount of current flowing through the meter. Therefore, an accurate indication of the
amount of current flowing in a circuit is obtained by reading the pointer against the scale. This ammeter
reading shown here is presently displaying a reading of just over 6 amperes.
FIGURE1-22A shows a circuit in which an unknown amount of current is flowing. I can measure this
current by inserting an ammeter into the circuit as shown in Figure 1-22B. NOTICE that the schematic
symbol for the ammeter is a circle with the letter A. Before the ammeter can measure current, it must be
placed in the circuit in such a way that the current I wish to measure actually flows through the meter. I say
that I have connected the ammeter in series with the circuit elements. For the attention of FB and company:
incidentally, a circuit like the one shown in Figure 1-22B is called a series circuit. A series circuit FB is one
in which the same current flows through all the elements in one continuous loop.
Searl agrees that today, Wednesday 20th September 2010 your world is completely different to my world of
1946, where life was slower, learning was easier as companies offer me help – that do not exists today in
your world in which I am now living,
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The maximum current that an ammeter can safely measure is indicated by the highest number on the scale.
The highest current that the ammeter in Figure 1-21 can safely measure is 10 amperes. This is called its full
scale reading. Many current meters are much more sensitive. Some have a scale reading of 1 milliampere.
Others provide a full scale reading with only 50 microamperes flowing through them.
Ammeters are delicate instruments and can be destroyed if the current applied greatly exceeds the full scale
reading of the meter. For this reason FB and company, I must exercise certain precautions when using the
ammeter.
To protect myself and the ammeter, there is a definite procedure which must be followed when using an
ammeter. The first step is to insure that the ammeter I am using is heavy enough for the job. As I have
mentioned above, if the current rating is exceeded, the meter may be damaged.
The second step is to remove power from the circuit to be tested. In battery powered circuits this can be
done by removing the battery or by disconnecting one of the battery leads. Do you know why FB and
company? No don’t, in that case I will be please to tell you that the purpose of this step is to protect myself
from electrical shock as I connect the ammeter; that was elementary FB.

Figure 1-23 Procedure for measuring current.
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The third step is to break the circuit at the point where the current is to be measured. The circuit must be
broken because the ammeter must be placed in series with the circuit.
Fourth, the ammeter is connected to the circuit while observing polarity. The ammeter has two terminals
labelled negative and positive. Current must flow through the ammeter from the negative terminal to the
positive terminal.
Thus, the wire from the negative terminal of the battery must lead to the negative terminal of ammeter. If the
ammeter is connected backwards, the pointer will attempt to deflect backwards and may end up bent or
broken. Observing polarity simply means that the negative terminal of the ammeter is connected to the wire
that leads to the negative terminal of the battery. Naturally FB and company, the positive terminal of the
ammeter is connected to the wire that leads to the positive side of the battery.
Finally, power is reapplied to the circuit and the current read from the ammeter scale. Figure 1-23 illustrates
this step-by-step procedure.

PROGRAMMED REVIEW:
Q.

The unit of current is the ampere. The ampere is a measure of the rate at which electrons pass a
point in a specific length of time. The ampere can be thought of as 1 coulomb per second. If one
coulomb per second flows through a wire the current in the wire is one .......

A.

Ampere.

Q.

In addition, I must observe polarity when connecting the ammeter in a circuit. This means that the
negative lead of the ammeter is connected to the wire which leads to the negative side of the
battery. Also, the positive lead must be connected to the wire that leads to the ........ Side of the
battery.

A.

Positive.

Q.

The unit of electrical charge is the coulomb. The coulomb is equal to the charge of 6.25 X 1018
electrons. Thus, if an object as an excess of 6.25 X 1018 electrons, it has a negative charge of one
......

A.

Coulomb.

Q.

A device for measuring current is the ammeter. The ammeter must be placed in the circuit so that
the current to be measured through it. That is the .......... must be connected in series with the
circuit.

A.

Ammeter.

Q.

On the other hand, an object which has given up 6.25 X 1018 electrons has a ......... charge of one
coulomb.

A.

Positive.

Q.

The abbreviation for ampere is A. Smaller units of current are the milliampere (mA) and the
microampere (µA). The milliampere is equal to 10-3 or 0.001 amperes while the microampere is
equal to 10−6or 0.000,001 amperes. Stated another way the milliampere is one-thousandth of an
ampere while the microampere is one ........... Of an ampere.

A.

Millionth.

There is not enough room here for the next subject to start.
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Dear FB and company – do you know what these are – I doubt it: based upon the facts of the excrement you
are so keen to empty on YouTube and other sites suggest you are full of it. I will try to educate you – these
are term as two drums of wire – some would say drums of cable.
Now FB the tricky question – why is one red and the other blue? Well I tell you even if your brain is
incapable to understand what I am stating. This wire will be used: as in the past to connect power distributer
output to the bank of cut outs in both the Swallow Command Audio – Vision communication Division and
the Swallow Command Aviation Division; the blue one will be used as the Negative feed and the red one
will be used for the positive feed. The other colours will be used for precise functions; so from maintenance
point of view it is easy to find the feed line you want during servicing.
These are just two of the drums of wire now in stock ready to move, but got to get a suitable flight case for
18 drums. FB and company you have not seen anything yet: when we show you what we have; I feel certain
that your balls will hit the floor in shock as the real world see what an evil men you are – the crap which you
got them to believe you: amazes me. All I can think is that your excrement must have a very high stink to it
pooh!

SUMMARY:
The following is a summary of the important points discussed in this document 1 of Searl Education 1946
with update facts inserted. If you have a question on any point presented here, reread that portion of the text
which covered this point:
Electronics is that science which controls the behaviour of electrons so that useful function is performed.
Matter is anything which has weight and occupies space. All matter is composed of one or more of the
elements. A compound is a substance composed of two or more elements. The smallest particle of a
compound is a molecule. A molecule consists of two or more atoms bound together.
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The atom is the smallest particle into which an element can be divided. There are 92 different types of
atoms occurring in nature. Another dozen or more have been artificially made by man. Atoms are
composed of electrons, protons, and neutrons. Electrons orbit the nucleus. The type of atom is determined
by the number of electrons, protons, and neutrons.
Electricity is a property that electrons and protons have which causes them to behave in certain
predictable ways. The electron has a negative electrical charge. The proton has a positive electrical
charge. An electrostatic field surrounds every charged particle. Coulomb’s Law describes the action of
charged particles. It states that like charges repel, while unlike charges attract.
An atom has a neutral charge when it contains the same number of electrons and protons. An atom
which has a net electrical charge is called an ion. Electrical charges can be produced in certain materials
by friction. An electrical charge can be partially transferred from a charged object to an uncharged object
by touching the two objects together. The electric charge can be induced into a neutral object by bringing
a charged object near it.
In electronics, current is defined as the flow of electrical charge from one point to another. Before an
electron can participate in current flow, it must be freed from its atom. The centrifugal force of the
orbiting electron is exactly offset by the attraction of the positive charge in the nucleus. Electrons are
distributed in shells. The outer shell is called the valence shell. Valence electrons are the ones important
in electronics because they are the ones which can be freed to contribute to current flow. The number of
valence electrons determines if an element is a conductor or an insulator.
A conductor is a substance which has a large number of free electrons. An insulator is a substance which
has very few free electrons. Most metals are good conductors. A battery is a two-terminal device which
produces an excess of electrons at one terminal and a deficiency of electrons at the other. Free electrons
normally drift around in random pattern. However, they can be forced to flow in a directed direction.
Current flow is the directed drift of free electrons. A schematic diagram uses symbols to represent
electronic components.
The unit of electrical charge is the coulomb. The coulomb is equal to 6.25 X 1018 electrons. Current is the
rate at which electrons flow past a point. The ampere is the unit of current. The ampere is equal to one
coulomb per second. A milliampere is one thousandth of an ampere. A microampere is one millionth of
an ampere. A device to measure current is the ammeter. The ammeter must be connected in series with
the circuit under test. Polarity must be observed when connecting an ammeter to a circuit.
This concludes the summary of chapter 1. When you are certain that you understand all of these points:
complete the unit examination.

APPENDIX – A: SCIENTIFIC NOTATION:
In electronics, it is common to deal with both very large and very small numbers. An example of a very
large number is the speed at which electricity travels. It travels at the speed of light which is
approximately based on my understanding in 1946 as 1,000,000,000 feet per second or about 300,000,000
meters per second.
As for very small numbers, consider the size and weight of an electron. It is believed that the electron has
a diameter of approximately 0.000,000,000,0022 inch and a weight of about
0.000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0009 gram. Sometimes, I do have to perform arithmetic with numbers
such as these. To simplify such arithmetic, a shorthand method has been developed to express numbers.
This shorthand method is called scientific notation.
The following programmed instruction sequences will serve as an introduction to scientific notation.
There is no room here to start the next section, so will pass that over to the next page.
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1. As mentioned above, scientific notation is a shorthand method of expressing numbers. While any
number can be expressed in scientific notation, this technique is particularly helpful in expressing
very large and very ...... numbers.
A
2.

Scientific notation is based on a concept called powers of ten. Thus, in order to understand
scientific notation I should first learn what is meant by powers of .........
A

3.

7.

125,

Thus, 5 can be raised to any power simply by multiplying it times itself the required number of
times. For example, 5 X 5 X 5 X 5 = 625, consequently, 5 raised to the ---------- power is equal to
625.
A=

6.

25.

Also, 5 to the third power is the same as saying 5 x 5 x 5 = -----------A=

5.

Ten.

In mathematics, a number is raised to a power by multiplying the number times itself one or more
times. Thus, I raise 5 to the second power by multiplying 5 times itself. That is, 5 to the second
power 5 x 5 = ........
A

4.

Small.

Fourth.

The above examples use powers of five. However, any number can be raised to a power by the
technique of multiplying it times itself the required number of times. Thus, the powers of two
would like this:
2 to the second power equal

2x2=4

2 to the third power equal

2x2x2=8

2 to the fourth power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16

2 to the fifth power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 32

2 to the sixth power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 64

2 to the seventh power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 128

2 to the eight power equal

2 x 2 x2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 256

2 to the ninth power equal

2 x 2x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 512

2 to the tenth power equals

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 1,024

2 to the eleventh power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 2,046

2 to the twelfth power equal

2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 4,096

In mathematics, the number which is raised to a power is called the base. If 5 is raised to the third
power, 5 is considered the --------A=
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The power to which the number is raised is called the exponent. If 4 is raised to the third power,
then the exponent is 3. In the same way, if 4 is raised to the sixth power, then 4 is the base while 6
is the -------------A=

9.
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Exponent.

There is a shorthand method for writing “4 raised to the sixth power.” It is
46
Notice that the exponent is written as a small number at the top right of the base. Remember that
the 4 is the base while the small number is the exponent. Therefore in the example 412, 4 is the ------ while 12 is the -----------------A=

10.

base,

Exponent.

The number 46 is read “4 raised to the sixth power.” It is equal to:
4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 = 4,096
The number 4 is read -------------------------A=

11.

4 raised to the sixth power.

Scientific notation uses powers of ten. Several powers of ten are listed below:
102=

10 x 10 = 100

103=

10 x 10 x 10 = 1,000

104=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10,000

105=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 100,000

106=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 1,000,000

107=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10,000,000

108=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 100,000,000

109=

10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x10 = 1,000,000,000

1010= 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 10,000,000,000
1011= 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = 100,000,000,000
1012= 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 = ---------------A=
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Multiplication by 10 is extremely easy since all we have to do is add one zero for each
multiplication. Another way to look at it is that multiplication by 10 is the same as moving the
decimal point one place to the right. Thus, I can find the equivalent of 102by multiplying 10 x 10
= 100; or, simply by adding a 0 after 10 to form a 100; or moving the decimal point one place to
the right to form 10.0 = 100.In any event, 102is equal to ----------A=

13.

1010.

To be sure you have the right idea, study each of the groups below. Which group contains an
error? -----------

A=
17.

100.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000

In the above examples, I converted a number expressed in powers of ten to its equivalent number.
Now let’s see how I convert in the opposite direction. Remember the number must be expressed
using 10 as the base with appropriate exponent. The exponent is determined simply by counting
the zeros which fall on the right side of the 1. Thus, 1,000,000 become 106 because there are 6
zeros in the number. In the same way 10,000,000,000 is expressed as ---------A=

16.

20.

This illustrates one of the advantages of power of ten. It is easier to write and remember 1021 than
its equivalent number1.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 Why not try it for yourself and see if it isn’t
easier to write 1038 than to write its equivalent number of: -------------A=

15.

100.

There is a simple procedure for converting a number expressed as a power of ten to its equivalent
number. I simply write down a 1and after it writes the number of zeros indicated by the exponent.
For example, 1012 is equal to 1 with 12 zeros after it. In the same way 1020 is equal to 1 with -------- zeros after it.
A=

14,
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Group C.

There are two special cases of powers of ten which require some additional explanation. The first
is 101. Here the exponent of 10 is 1. If I follow the procedure developed in statement 13 I find that
101 = 10. That is, I put down a 1and add the number of zeros indicated by the exponent. Thus 101
= -----------------A=

10.

I do not think that there is enough space here to include another block of scientific FACTS which you need
to understand before you can say you know how the Searl Effect (S.E.G) works, but I sincerely trust all of
you who ask me to help to understand the maths are able to follow these instructions and samples presented
here to help you the way I taught myself.
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The other special case is 100. Here the exponent is 0. Once again I follow the procedure outline in
block 13. Here again I write down a 1 and add the number of zeros indicated by the exponent.
However, since the exponent is 0, I add no zeros. Thus, the equivalent number of 100 is 1. That is
100= ----------A=

19.

Positive.

Numbers smaller than 1 and are indicated by negative exponents. Thus, numbers like 0.01,
0.0001, and 0.00001 are expressed as negative powers of ten because these numbers are less than ---------A=

23.

10+6.

Positive exponents represent numbers larger than 1. Thus, numbers such as 102, 108, and 1012 are
greater than 1 and require ----------- exponents.
A=

22.

X, 1.

In the examples given above, the exponents have been positive numbers. For simplicity the plus
sign has been omitted. Therefore, 102 is the same as 10+2. Also, 10+6 is the same as ----------A=

21.

1.

Any base number with an exponent of 1 is equal to the base number. Any base number with n
exponent of 0 is equal to 1. Thus, X1 = ----------- and X0 = -------A=

20.
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1.

Some of the negative powers of ten are listed below:
10-1= 0.1
10-2= 0.01
10-3= 0.001
10-4= 0.0001
10-5= 0.00001
10-6= 0.000001
10-7= 0.0000001
10-8= 0.00000001
10-9= 0.000000001
10-10= 0.0000000001
10-11= 0.00000000001
10-12= -------------------A=

0.000000000001.

There is not enough room for the next block to fit in here, so will hope that all of you who have asked me for
help are truly studying all this FACTS present here.
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A brief study of this list will show that this is simple a continuation of the list shown earlier in
block 11. If the two lists are combined in a descending order, the results will look like this.
1012= 1,000,000,000,000.
1011= 100,000,000,000.
1010= 10,000,000,000.
109=

1,000,000,000.

108=

100,000,000.

107=

10,000,000.

106=

1,000,000.

105=

100,000.

104=

10,000.

103=

1,000.

102=

100.

101=

10.

100=

1.

10-1= 0.1
10-2= 0.01
10-3= 0.001
10-4= 0.0001
10-5= 0.00001
10-6= 0.000001
10-7= 0.0000001
10-8= 0.00000001
10-9= 0.000000001
10-10= 0.0000000001
10-11= 0.00000000001
10-12= -------------------A=

0.000000000001

Again, I am out of space for the next point of the subject. Inserts are FACTS from our first site in the USA
section Searl Magnetics INC: showing the steady progress from a factory to a Laboratory for the Magnetic
research and development for the attention of FB and company the others are components used in 1946 test.
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I can think of the negative exponent as an indication of how far the decimal point should be
moved to the left to obtain the equivalent number. Thus, the procedure for converting a negative
power of ten to its equivalent number can be developed. The procedure is to write down the
number 1 and move the decimal point to the left the number of places indicated by the negative
exponent. For example, 10-22 becomes:
A=

0.0000000000000000000001

NOTICE: that the -22 exponent indicates that the decimal point should be moved ------- places to
the -------A=
26.

Number.

The technique by which this is done can be shown by an example. If 1,000,000 can be represented
by 106, then 2,000,000 can be represented by 2 X 106. That is, I express the quantity as a number
multiplied by the appropriate power of ten. As another example: 2,500,000 = 2.5 X 106. Also,
3,000,000 = ---------------A=

28.

Left.

Up to now, I have used powers of ten to express only those numbers which are exact multiples of
10 such as 100, 1000, 10.000, etc. Obviously, if these were the only numbers which could be
expressed as powers of ten, this method of writing numbers would be of little use. Actually, any ------- can be expressed in powers of ten notation.
A=

27.

22,

3 X 106.

In the same way, I can write 5,000 as 5 X 103. Some other examples are:
100

=

1 x 102

200

=

2 x 102

1500

=

15 x 102

22,000

=

22 x 103

120,000

=

12 x 104

1,800,000

=

18 x 105

38,000,000

=

38 x 106

220,000,000 =
A=
29.

-------------

22 X 107

By the same token, I can convert in the opposite direction. Thus, 2 x 105 becomes 2 x 100,000 0r
200,000. Also: 2.2 x 103= 2.2 x 1000 = 2.200. And, 73 x 104= --------A=

730,000.

Again I am out of space for my next example: The photo inserted is our first Laboratory in the USA slowly
being loaded with some of the heavy equipment needed for the research and development of magnetisers for
the construction of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G); Shown here left to right are Bradley Lockerman,
Christine and Fernando Morris, I guess that Stephanie was there who took this photo. How is that FB?
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You may have notice that when I use powers of ten there are several different ways to write a
number as there are for different faces:

For Example, 25,000 can be written as 25 x 103because 25 x 1000 equals 25,000. However; it can
be written as 2.5 x 104 because 2.5 x 10,000 equals 25,000. It can be written as 250 x 102 since 250
x 100 = 25,000. In the same way, 4.7 x 104, 47x 103, and 470 x 102 are three different ways of
writing the number -------------. In the same relationship the 5 images above can be recognise as
female faces regardless, except the last face images which is impress upon your minds is I, FB but
I can confirm that I am a male face and not a female one.
A=
31

Numbers smaller than one is expressed as negative powers of ten in much the same way. Thus,
0039 can be expressed as 3.9 x 10-3, 39 x 10-4, or 0.39 x 10-2. Those five images above can be
presented as negative images. Also: 6.8 x 10-5; 68 x 10-6 and 0.68 x 10-4are three different ways of
expressing the number -----------------.
A=

32.

47,000.

0.000068.

As you can see there are several different ways in which a number can be written as a power of
ten. Scientific notation is a way of using powers of ten so that all numbers can be expressed in a
uniform way. To see exactly what scientific notation is, consider the following examples of
numbers written as scientific notation:
8.12

x 1022

8.25

x 1018

12.0

x 1020

3.7

x 106

4.0

x 102

6.7

x 10-4

8.0

x 10-6

12.0

x 10-8

2.2

x 10-12

NOTICE: that the numbers range from very large numbers to an extremely small number. And
yet, all these numbers are written in a uniform way. This method of writing numbers is called
scientific ----------.
A=
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The rules for writing a number in scientific notation are quite simple. First, the decimal point is
always placed after the first digit on the left which is not zero. Therefore, the final number will
appear in this form: 6.25, 7.3, 9.65, 8.31, 2.0 and so forth. It must never appear in a form such as:
625, 73, 96.5, 831 or 20. Thus, there is always one and only one digit on the ---------- side of the
decimal point.
A=

34.

10-4.

To be sure you have the idea look at the groups of numbers below. Which of the following groups
contains a number that is not expressed properly in scientific notation?

A=
38.

109.

The number 0.00648 is expressed as 6.48 x 10-3. Here the decimal point is moved 3 places in order
to have one digit which is not zero to the left of the decimal. Likewise 0.00064 is expressed as 6.4 x
x --------.
A=

37.

Negative.

Finally, the magnitude of the exponent is determined by the number of places that the decimal
point is moved. For example, 39.000.0 is expressed as 3.9 x104 because the decimal point must be
moved 4 places in order to have only one digit to the left of it. Using this rule, 6,700,000,000 iws
expressed as 6.7 x ----------.
A=

36.

Left.

The second rule involves the sign of the exponent. If the original number is greater than 1, the
exponent must be positive. If the number is less than 1, the exponent must be negative. Thus,
67,000 require a positive exponent but 0.00327 requires a ------------ exponent.
A=

35.
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Group C.

The number 39.5 x 102 is not written in scientific notation because there are two digits on the left
side of the decimal point. The minus signs in Group B may have confused you. Although, it has
not been mentioned, negative numbers can also be expressed in scientific notation. Thus, a
number like -6,400,000 becomes -6.4 x 106. All the rules previously stated by me hold true except
that now a ----------- sign is placed before the number.
A=

Minus.

Sorry there is no room to complete the next block here – so will continue on the next page.
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Small negative numbers are handled in the same way. Thus -0.0092 becomes -9.2 x 10-3. Thus
minus sign before the number indicates that this si a negative number. The minus sign before the
exponent indicates that this number is less than ----------.
A=

40.

1.

Listed below are numbers which are converted to scientific notation. Which one of these groups
contains an error?

A=
41.
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Group B.

864,000 convert to 8.64 x 105 and not to 8.64 x 104. Which of the groups below contains an error?

A=

Group A.

5
14
8
3

11
0
6
13

2
9
15
4

Law of the squares space frame mode

12
7
1
10

12
30
18
8

24
2
14
28

6
20
32
10

26
16
4
22

Law of the squares Time frame mode.

The Law of the squares are similar as scientific notation; they have also rules to follow for the design
of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). Unfortunate, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is far
more complicated than Scientific Notations. Due to its various complex characteristics it takes only
one small mistake to fail the system of design and therefore the construction of the unit.
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7
16
10
5

13
2
8
15

4
11
17
6

14
9
3
12

3. Law of the Squares Space Frame Mode.

10
28
16
6

DOC-SISRC-ST-DCE-IT-1.

22
0
12
26

4
18
30
8

24
14
2
20

4. Law of the Squares Time Frame Mode.

Did you notice what I have done here? I took the above 2 samples and witched them over so the
Sample 1 is now showing sample 2 levels so in sample three here you can see there is a big
difference in the values: The same with sample two switch to sample one level here in sample 4.
This distraction was to break up your concentration on Scientific Notation to check if you have
forgotten how to do them.
43.

The final number in group A requires a negative exponent. Which of the groups below contains
an error? ---------------.

A=

1 = d, 2 = a, 3 = f, 4 = c, 5 = e, 6 = b.

If we just close our eyes and instead open up our mind eye we see that there are similarities in the
Law of the Squares to that of Scientific Notation.
Law of the Squares: Space Frame is equal to Scientific Negative Notation.
Law of the Squares: Time Frame is equal to Scientific Positive Notation.
Are you now confused at a much higher level, don’t let that worry you as my mum was also very confused
at a much higher level when I popped in to the world six weeks early. You know the saying the early bird
catches the worms. But thinking on that issue I do not recall catching any worms, just piles.
But that is another book subject; how am I doing here FB and company? This is only chapter one, many
more chapters yet to come and this one are not yet finished. So when you tell people that you are writing a
book about me as a conman, remember that I am an expert in writing books as you have seen on my web
and its all free to the world – what are you charging the public for your book? I give you a great title for it –
THE BOOK OF CRAP BY FLOWERBOWER and it will sell in millions as the masses loves bullshit it is
that rich smell: like flies use to attract them to it. Here again I am trying to take your mind off scientific
notation for a few moments, before I hit you with the next test question.
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I forgot to add this block which I had intended, so here it is: The final number in group A requires
a negative exponent. Which of the groups below contains an error?

A=
44.

106.

Often it is convenient to convert from one prefix to another. For example, since a megaton is
106tons and a kiloton is 103tons, a megaton equals 1000 kilotons. And, since a megaton is one
thousand times greater than a kiloton, the kiloton is equal to .001 megaton. Now, consider the
quantity of Neodymium Nd 60 equal to 100,000 tons per day. This is equal to 100 kilotons or ----megatons.
A=

49.

Megawatt.

A kilowatt is equal to 103 watts while a megawatt is equal to --------- watts.
A=

48.

Mega.

So I can say that one thousand watts can be called a kilowatt. Also I can state that one million
watts can be called a -------.
A=

47.

1,000.

Since kilo means 1,000 I can think of it as multiplying any quantity times 1,000 or 103. Thus, kilo
means 103. Another popular metric prefix is mega. Mega means million. Thus a mega ton is one
million tons or 106 which I know too well that the Searl Effect Generator S.E.G manufacture will
use each year far more than that. In the same way one million volts is referred to as a -------- volt.
A=

46.

Group B.

Another concept that goes hand in hand with powers of ten and scientific notation is metric
prefixes. These are prefixes such as mega and kilo which when placed before a word change the
meaning of the word. For example, the prefix kilo means thousand. When kilo and metre are
combined the work kilometre is formed. This word means 1,000 metres. In the same way, the word
kilogram means ------------ grams.
A=

45.
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0.1.

Kilo is often abbreviated K; did you know that FB, if you do know that you are a cleaver boy. But I
doubt it; as there cannot be any pace in your brain to store anything intelligent. Thus, 100
Kilowatts may be expressed as 100 K watt. Mega is abbreviated M. Therefore 10 megawatts may be
expressed as ---------- watts.
A=
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The quantity 5 K Volts or 5,000 volts. Also, 5 M volts is 5 megavolts or ------------- volts
A=

51.
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5,000,000.

There are also prefixes which have a value less than one. The most used are:
Milli:

which means thousandth (.001) or 10-3.

Micro:

which means millionth (.000.001) or 10-6.

One thousandth of an ampere is called a milliampere. Also, one thousandth of a volt is called a -----.
A=
52.

If a second is divided into one million equal parts each part is called a microsecond. Also, the
millionth part of a volt is called a ------------.
A=

53.

10-6.

Powers of ten allow us to express a quantity using whichever metric prefix I prefer. For example, I
can express 50 millivolts as 50 x 10-3 volts simply by replacing the prefix milli with its equivalent
power of ten. In the same way 50 microvolts is equal to 50 x -------------- volts.
A=

55.

Microvolt.

One volt is equal to 1,000 millivolts or 1,000,000 microvolts. Or 1 volt equals 103 millivolts and 106
microvolts. Expressed another way, 1 millivolt equals .001 volt while 1 microvolt equals .000001
volt. Thus, 1 milliwolt equals 10-3 volts while 1 microvolt equals -------- volt.
A=

54.

Millivolt.

10-6.

When writing abbreviation for the prefix milli the letter small m is used to distinguish it from
mega which used a capital M. Obviously, the abbreviation for micro cannot also be m. To
represent micro the Greek letter µ (pronounced mu) is used. Thus, 10 millivolts is abbreviated 10
m volts while 10 microvolts is abbreviated 10 µ volts. As a matter of fact let us look at one of the
medications which I have to take each day: Folic Acid µ 400 which I need not discuss here as that
belongs to another book of the past. Remember, m means 10-3 while µ means ------------.
A=

10-6.

Block 56 information intended is far too large for this remaining space, as I hate breaking blocks up when
teaching others how things were done by me on the road to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) story. For
those expert idiots who think all this is crap, let me assure you that everything created by man would not had
been possible without this crap as you call it.
Neither the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) nor the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) would have been
possible to have been brought out of the world of impossible into the domain of possibility. Which includes
your house, car, bike, telephone, Trains, electricity, electronics, flight with space being the most complex
after you are taken into consideration. Dear friends and idiots all this and much more is needed to create the
tomorrows for the generations yet to come.
Only a very few have the ability to see the future that could be if we only would work together to make it
happen. That is the problem – you will not work together to make it happen – but that does not give you the
rights to say it is impossible because your mind makes it so; that is insanity of the highest order. It also takes
away the rights of individuals of a better environment and a better lease of life.
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Match the following:
1.

M watt

a.

10-3 watts

2.

k watt

b.

10-6 watts

3.

m watt

c.

500 x 10-3 watts

4.

µ watt

d.

106 watts

5.

.5 watt

e.

.5k watts

6.

500 watts

f.

103 watts

7.

500,000 watts

g.

.5 M watts

8.

.00005 watts

h.

.05 k watts

9.

50 watts

I.

5 m watts

10.

.005 watts

j.

50 µ watts

A=

1 = d, 2 = f, 3 = a, 4 = b, 5 = c, 6 = e, 7 = g, 8 = j, 9 = h, 10 = i.

Additional aspects of powers of ten, scientific notation, and metric prefixes will be discussed later, which
plays an important issues in my past, present and future undertakings. This page will close Chapter 1.
Section one.
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This reprint of Searl old newsletters cover materials he tested in his concepts as they are faded somewhat
as they are done on a 9 pin dot printer on roll paper system.
The complaints that the text was too small to read, pictures were too small to see what was there – this
repeat clears those problems and better pictures now will update it.
Materials mean atoms – atoms mean elements and
molecules – structure and function – being part of
all things, including you and me regardless.
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1946:
Searl cease being just a number and became a civilian, no longer training to be a fighting machine but
an electrical engineer, here he will have his dream one become a step closer reality as to why that dream
was always in squares.
Searl a young boy of fourteen years will seek answers why – indeed that one word can be an endless run
of answers, and Searl will be hit with that word a million times, because his brain is not contaminated by
formal education or religion but functions within logic mode.
This update is a reprint of time long gone now showing what he did in rather basic investigation;
unfortunate most of his early magnets are no longer available though in the past John Thomas did
witness some of them for himself, but before his time many others witness his magnetic experiments,
What is today available just dug out of 1948 – 1956 are the following:

Searl wanted to know if there was any difference to a fully solid roller of a given weight to one of the same
weight but had a hollow centre.
Searl discover that there was a big difference between the two states, from the evidence he choose the solid
system for his concept.
The above photo just been taken shows some of the many such parts that had a hollow centre which he
carried out research on in those days so long ago, Searl know that will upset some of his expert nut cases
which makes him feel good.
Searl understand that one photo does not give you much education as to what, problem here is there are no
one to hold parts for him to take photos, but he see if there is some other way to present the part.
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That is proof that these segments
all have holes in them, and they are
catching up on Searl age too.
We are looking at a moment in
time frozen so you can see what he
did during the time he was tinkling
around so long ago, lucky the
criminals never stole them too.
In relation to the solid ones, many
of them walked during the ten hour
lectures he gave.
They did not walk because they
were bored with Searl lecture; no
evil minds found that he was too
busy to notice them taking them so
they walked off with them like
many of the large press photos
likewise did, one of which German
reporter stole while Searl was too
busy to notice them walking off it.
Evil minds stopping the progress.

These photos Searl just taken rough, as no one was available to help him.
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Searl is disappointed that these photos had to be taken quick without help to actually holding them.
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This concludes the magnetic side on the early day’s study of Searl that by shear chance still remain with
him.
Let us move forward in time to the 1960s, here Searl is searching for materials for his new programs, here
are just a few he has uncovered today still remain with him from the past:
Searl appreciate that you know he created the Demo 1 with 3-ply because he needed to prove that the
material was not the key issue in a space craft but its structure concept was more important issue, as
scientists claim in 1964 such a concept would not fly let alone support itself.
However, Searl prove they were wrong it did support itself, and supplied a lot of knowledge towards future
designs.
During that time Searl under took his driving test and his flying test at the same time was working 5 nights a
week at around 16 hours and one night at 12 hours in engineering, that 12 hour one he was completely in
charge.
On top of that, he had a family robbing him, treating him like muck in the effort to stop this work, it was not
a world suitable for him and the work he was trying to achieve, but he never gave up dreaming of success,
On top of that at work he took insults from idiots even was punched in the face on the bus returning home a
day after he had undergone an operation on his face to insert a tube and cut a channel for it so fluid which
could not escape could do so.
Yet, instead of sleeping on Sunday on arriving home from night work he took his team to Star port Earth
One to work on Demo one which became a massive media publicity event for two years when he had to call
a halt to the filming and press meetings.
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1968:

Extren, this was claim to the eight times stronger than Steele was for the same size at around half the cost in
those days; wonderful stuff, insulation claims were great company assure Searl that it would be OK for his
space craft under development.
This material was tested on some of the media interviews upon Searl, and reporters even stood on this
material to show it was strong.
Much of the products developed for his research and development in the past work have long vanished only
press and film interviews contain the facts that were present when they interview Searl.
Sad that all that effort by so few have been either stolen or destroyed to stop him from success, the last
attempt to stop him took place on Monday August 25th 2003 at a cost of £380,000.00 and a home he was
working for was taken from him.
While he was in hospital suffering from effects of some drug, the ringleader had put in his drink to get him
out of the way to rob him, that ringleader was his brother – no greater evil than your own kind robs you.
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EXTREN sample of the material Searl used that still remain in his hands strange the robbers never stole
it – photo taken yesterday.
On some internet forums, you may have seen idiots claiming to be some kind of an expert in these subjects,
which is only just beginning to be release to the world by those who are developing it; Searl accept that they
are experts but not in the category, they claim.
Searl being a Gentleman will not present the correct term of their rank but agree they are professor of the
brown stuff, which pours out for the benefit of anyone who will simply believe in their faecal matter.
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Extren rods Searl used back in the 60s,
now so long ago, still in his hands,
strange that the robbers failed to steal
them while they were at it.
In this document you are seeing Searl
past, which these so-call experts on
websites appear to know nothing about,
yet make insane statements that Searl
got nothing, could represent that they
were one of those who stole his
property thinking they had stopped him
and believe that they have so they can
present themselves as experts.
Firms who believe this crap out there
and not the FACTS presented on this
site leaves Searl wondering what good
is education, if it blinds investors and
skill personnel.
It is 2009 rushing out of steam soon,
and he gets e mails from firms who
believe that crap out there,
Education has gone out of the world of
reality, into some domain of fantasy,
which is not the route it should be
taking as it slows down or even stop
man’s progress to create a better world
for all humankind regardless.
From where Searl sits, it appears that
there are only a few true members left
in the world of reality on planet earth,
the rest are simple mutants, incapable
to judge what is being stated and
assisting it with sound input to
strengthen and speed up its arrival in
our daily lives.
One man cannot on his own possible
change the world, it has taken millions
to bugger it up, it will take millions to
un-bugger it and time.
However, together, things can change
for the better – but it needs your help to
make it so – time is rushing forward
fast – do not let it win to end life.
Photo taken yesterday Sunday 11th October 2009, presented as proof he still holds sample of the material he
used in the 60s, now so log ago.
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Searl presents here the tubing and
connectors, which he used back in
the 60s on the hydraulic systems,
which Searl was experimenting with
for the 64 flight cells and 8 landing
legs and service bays.
From these experiments he choose
that system as the primary system in
the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V),
and his newsletters on his learning
will be reprinted soon and will be
released in this business section
under hydraulic systems.
These so-call experts on the web
have no idea what Searl has done or
what Searl has studied or been
employed in or what that
employment entailed yet their
insanity makes them so important as
experts to voice their great
knowledge of absolute nothing as
actual FACT – REALLY – a very
sick world indeed.

Yes, Searl agree there are sure are
expert idiots of the highest order, to
that he can certify as absolute.
Tomorrow Technology in research
and development.
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Photo on page 9, the two photos on page 10 plus this one were taken Sunday 11 October 2009, as proof what
Searl had to use in 1968, being remains that the robbers failed to take when robbing Searl.
These images: If someone was here to open them, they form a disc shape structure, created by a company in
Hawaii who operated water ski units for holidaymakers – sorry I forgotten your names maybe if you are
watching please get in touch so your name can be correct as the inventor of that structure and concept.
Might find another shot to add on next page, I think you will agree over all these years and all the moving
from place to place they have kept the shape well, again surprised the robbers never took them, maybe they
had no more room in the vans to carry more goods.
Searl; has been knocked down by people on web: who would not go without food, holidays to help this
planet or you to survive, their minds are sick with greed and personality complex, but cannot stand others
gaining peoples interest in what they are attempting to achieve, if such takes away the shine off their image.
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Searl wonder if that company can identify the
images that they supply Searl when he lived in
Mortimer with a number of such cutouts in card
that he requested, after you watch a television
news flash on Searl UFO as they called it.
Which in those days were termed as the Levity
Disc because it could levitate in all weather
conditions.
The days of the Levity Disc are gone and though
it is just the same concept, it been renamed by
request to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V).
If you recognise these photos as your products let
me confirm that they are still great structure wise
and certain still good for lecture purposes.
Well done, whomever you are, Searl trust that
time has been good for your company, and hope
he may be able to make touch again, don’t be shy
mum won’t know send Searl a call he would like
to meet again.
As you know Searl says nothing impossible
except that the state of your mind makes it so, I
guess that you agree with that based upon the
structures here that seem impossible to be true.
Tomorrow Technology in the development of
tomorrow’s world yet to come; and the future
children that will benefit from this success.
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These two photo plus those two on page 12 were taken on Sunday 11th October 2009 showing what Searl
had in 1968, which is strange he still have then in his possession; the robbers of his equipment failed to steal
them. These last two photos show they have gone under a lot of testing and show wear and tear.
Searl does not worry about that issue, as it is FACT that Searl did have this material in his research studies
so long ago and still got the real proof that is true; thus these experts statement that he had nothing is just
like a wet fart, smelly puff of wind nothing solid in its contents.

These two photos taken way back in time by John Thomas secretly behind his back of cause with only intent
to file a record that they did exist at the time he stay with Searl to assist him at his Mill Hill Girls school day
lecture where Brad Lockerman the DVD film producer also attended: that were produced late 1946.
You can see the break in the bar produced at Sussex university when they were testing it to prove if it
contain what Searl had been claiming; their test prove positive what they did not believe was contained
within that bar showed it was there.
Each component was magnetised, bear in mind that Searl is only carrying out research to see what happens
if you did this or that – commonly known as try and error system – you get surprises sometimes the
unexpected happens, leaves one feeling like a fool.
Let us face it NASA must understand that feeling, when they said it would go up but instead it went down.
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This photo taken on Sunday 11th October 2009 was miss out when dealing with it on page 10 show clearly
the face of one side of this panel material, it has age as Searl has, a bit of cleaning liquid would soon return
it to its glory of the 60s, even such cannot return Searl to the same glory as in the 60s.

Two more of John Thomas secret photos he took of the 1946 test magnets, which he studied, he got both
pleasure and knowledge from his tinkling with such shapes, the triangle ones were long stolen so were not
available for John Thomas to see.
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You electronic engineers know what this is, yes it is a heat sink one at this time Searl can uncover from
numbers which he used in 1968, most of which were supplied by Dr George White in the USA, George did a
lot of work sending materials to Searl which got the mass publicity of that time.
Another photo, which John Thomas took
secretly of Searl magnets that he, was
studying in the 60s; more precise just a few of
the magnets Searl had then available to see.
How many he still has is unknown at this
time so many were stolen, Devon Tassen
supplied many to him during his stay in the
States with him; most of which have been
stolen.
What is wrong with this technology that
people are determined to steal it at all cost
regardless what it does to their image as a
person.

Searl has no option but to accept the opinion that education is the problem it creates greed and disrespect for
oneself as a human being; are governments equally to blame for this state, in the UK the Prime minister
Margret Thatcher help to breed the attitude for women to become bosses and the balance of a happy
marriage began to vanish.
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This photo concludes the photos of the past years of Searl life, unfortunate there is a shortage of some
segments now of this ring which had 12 roller sets containing two segments each, they were magnetised by
normal system just to prove that 12 rollers would remain on the plate regardless of what experts claimed.
There did not shot off as they claimed they world
They did not run around the plate, nor did they float because it is your world not Searl world, which differs
in a precise way that his world is logic and reality – STOP – THINK – ACT - look at the FACTS make
assessment of the knowledge that exist then and only then make changes to issues which results in better
functions.
That is only what Searl objective was and he implemented it as he assessed things, and care less what you
think, just as that of a bedridden woman does not care what you think when you have to clean her mess up
because there is absolutely nothing she can do to prevent it.
Likewise, Searl is the same he cannot stop mental idiots pasting their crap across the internet because their
mental state cannot stop doing it; like those who must write crap on walls and toilets, telephone boxes, they
cannot help it because they have a mental problem.
All Searl can do is to ask you all to forgive them as they do not know what they are doing – thank you.
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This is the property of Searl, strange that Morris knocked this up in two weeks in spare time as a stationary
three-dimension model of what the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) appears like to the human eye for the
Conference Of Future Energy held in Washington DC.
John Thomas of Rochester, New York was lecturing upon the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), which Morris
had just sent him a sample just produces of a layer to show there.
My call to Morris that I was not happy that John was there on his own could he arrange to be there to
support him, Morris responded immediate to book a seat there and a hotel nearby and his flight, I asked him
to take whatever possible to backup this lecture.
What a surprise I got, he had just two weeks to arrange everything his trip etc, and arrange what he would
take to support John, that is John Thomas, and what it must had surprised John seeing what Morris had rush
out to do for that lecture.
For something never intended to run it has done many miles on the clock without failure, which has
surprised Morris, and still is on show working in Thailand, why is it in Thailand, well Searl took it there so
Freddie could see it with his own eyes working.
As Dr Robert Lipman was about to repack it to return to the UK, Freddie begged Searl to leave it with him
as he had some interested investors he wish to show including then the Prime minister and other top
personnel, Searl in his kindness of heart agreed to leave it for the moment.
Now it’s the 13th of October 2009, it is time for it to be return to the UK to assist Searl with his work.
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Yes, it is time for Freddie to return it to Searl as it has made him money for his own use as well, and Searl
nothing. When Searl receives it back, he will inform you of its safe arrival.
Never forget that why he is enjoying himself Searl is not but just existing trying to recover from the last
robbery of his property and idiots who have no ideal what Searl suffers in the name of humanity tries to
discredit him upon their own ignorance and importance how little education they have.
This document is on materials, what has been release here is proof of his past with picture where passible,
now its time to witness what option in materials he had to chose from which are not used in the magnetic
sense as that belongs to Searl Magnetic limited to deal with.
1963: Searl was aware of the steadily increasing number of materials being developed, this, Searl set out to
prepare his investigation that would intelligently describe the importtant characteristics of commercially
avaiable materials without involvement in details.
Searl had hope that would meet the job needs of the teams he needed from managers and executives,
purchasing and manufacturing managers, supervisors, engineers, students, and others who would be
employed under the Searl International Space Research Consortium (S.I.S.R.C.) complex when it go
operational.
Attesting to both the validity of his ideas and success of its execution is the fact that over the years will
come to be recognising as the leading reference work of its kind in the world in the creation of the Searl
Effect technology (S.E.T).
This site is an open book to the world how Searl undertook the impossible and made it possible.
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The man in the top light blue shirt is Dr. Robert Lipman: who travelled with Searl to assist him to carry the
mock-up to Thailand as Searl was ill, and was about to repack it when Freddie asks Searl if he would leave it
for the moment to help him get the funds.
Freddie also stated that he was ending all other products of his to concentrate on the S.E.G, thus Searl agree
with his Doctor to leave it until he returns to Thailand and then can collect it; that is how many in Thailand
saw it due to Searl soft heart.
Searl in his philosophy behind his documents, as well as its purpose and scope, can be express as follows:
All materials, infinite in possible numbers, derive from only 92 natural elements.
It is as basically simple as that, but the varying forms and usages are so intertwined in all the industries.
That a person can have no real comprehension of the characteristics and economics of any one of the
materials which he / she procures for his / her own use unless he / she has an intelligent overall grasp of its
varying forms and usages.
Searl points out that on various websites it is clear that many so call experts fail to have any form of
intelligence in the subject of the atom and strange there are themselves atoms.
Searl just reminding you that he deals with the world of reality – THE ATOM. Without the atom, you would
not be here to read this, so if you are here which is impossible then the Searl Effect can also be here as
possible, are you reading Searl loud and clear!
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Searl selection of data and examples taken from his newsletters and books, which are being re-printed and
updated with photos relation to his world of reality.
In addition, made available on his website has been made with a view toward giving the reader or those who
wish to be members of Searl Magnetic Limited or Searl Technology Limited or even Swallow Command an
intelligent overall insight into his world.
It is not the purpose of this document to provide an exhaustive treatise on any materials, as Searl assumed
that the reader would consult producers of the materials for detailed specifications, as he does.
Nevertheless, Searl has a habit of giving general information, with the most commonly accepted
comparative figures, is given on materials in their group classifications in order to give a general picture;
selected processed materials and patented and trade-name materials which he then describe to give a more
specific understanding of commercial applications.
Searl points out, that the relative position and the length of description of proprietary materials are for
purposes of illustration and bear no relation to the relative merits of the products of any one producer: but to
expose what Searl had on offer in 1968 to base his choice upon his research requirements.
Searl informs that since that time, a virtual revolution in materials has been taking place, resulting in new
types and grades of materials; plastics, metal alloys, rubbers, textiles, finishes, foodstuffs, chemicals, and
animal products; that are being developed at an exponential rate.
All these impossible products are now becoming possible, thanks to inventors who take no notice of experts.
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Searl forgot to tell you who this John Thomas is; well here, he is the one and only one; who lecture at the
COFE at Washington DC. Upon the Searl Effect (S.E.G), with some input from Russell Anderson on dates
and events and the helping hand of Morris mock-up, even if it did not run, it was able to be turn by hand
without any roller sets dropping off, proving that experts can be wrong; the lecture was a success.
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Freddie, do you remember that this man sitting here; know what you promised Searl, and to his surprised
that Searl agreed to allowed his mock up to stay there in Thailand to help you; until he return to Thailand.
In Searl writings, he reflects this phenomenal proliferation in number and variety as if he sees the Homo
sapiens:

Searl looks at these as massive blocks of atoms; where you look at them for pleasure and how you can
seduce them; where Searl with his logic mind is asking if these were massive blocks of atoms, surely they
would appear alike; but Searl impression that they are not alike at all.
These blocks of atoms are impossible yet we claim to see them, strange it is atoms that are seeing them, if all
this is impossible; you accept is actual FACT, then the Searl Effect Generator must also be possible, for it is
far less complicated then these atom structure are to create.
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Searl understand that there are around 15,000 different materials, despite this many fold increase in
coverage, and those who are educated will understand that it is virtually impossible on this website to
include all commercially available materials in such documents as this one.
Nevertheless, description of the most important and most widely used of the thousands of materials
introduced every year will be added to each update in this series.
Searl as always will endeavour to hold to his standards of accuracy and readability regardless of those socall experts on websites claims.
Searl agree at his age and state of health this reprinting and updating his old newsletters is not easy work for
him, but as a true British fighter, he marches on regardless of pain to inform you all: about reality and what
it will do for you.
Searl is indeed strange for he stands for the future of all humankind regardless, and tries to create a
tomorrow for the next generation to enjoy, at this time there is not much of a tomorrow available for the next
generation, for greed is destroying their chances of hope and their future to be.
Searl cannot stop their greed, but nature can and he can see more of that action from nature in the coming
years, as man still has not taken any notice of nature’s warnings to date.
Searl wish you all a great day – take care – you are responsible for this planet well being – are you really
helping it to survive, for you have no other home to go to if you continue to destroy this one for greed.
This document realised by authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl who heads research study
in human behaviour as a prime subject, and studies
materials, their use to his concept of structure and
function which results from his study of you and what
is known of the universe.
A major problem is that scientists try to make their
claims of the big bang as they are right as usual; but
fail to answer the most important question where did all
this material came from in the first place – what no
answer – strange yet they know it all and tell you that
the S.E.G want work.
Searl has flown aircraft, even done their wiring, he
work on hospital wards and in their lab, he has work in
engineering as inspector, setter, heat treatment, plating
so he is most likely to create the S.E.G where you
cannot as he is technical on a different level to you
which is reality in logic.
He stands for tomorrow technology in energy and
transportation – but you he loves.
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This is the first reprint updated for this section of the research and development of the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) since it’s first released in 1968.
Searl introduction states that in an increasingly scientific and technological world which we now exists
the demand from industry, business and commerce is for men and women who are both literate and
numerate.
Searl stated that just as a good literary education is recognised as providing a base which enables SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and permits a continuing and effective means of communicating, the ability
to understand and discuss business problems more numerate is also becoming a prerequisite for modern
managers within SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
To Searl it is self-evident, for example, that SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL MAGNETIC
LIMITED that wishes to survive in a continually changing world must keep abreast of the technology
available as far as its products, services and method of operations are concerned.
One of the results of this constant cyclic advancement between business and technology is that managers
of SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED are required to operate in a rapidly changing business
environment.
Searl appreciates that in such circumstances, the decision situations will range from problems that are
well defined and easy to structure, to problems which are more complex or ill defined.
Searl understands from experience that in an effort to help and assist the practising manager acting
within SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED across this spectrum of decision making situations, a number
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Of new approaches; techniques have been developed in the past decade; Searl quotes that in addition,
many other analytical techniques for managers have been extended and enhanced.
The advances in the structuring of decision problems have been possible because two, interrelated,
developments, namely:
1. The development and application of high-speed, low-cost computing facilities for business
management.
2. The development and application of numerical analysis techniques for business problems.
This document is concerned with the latter development.

NUMERATE TECHNIQUES:
Searl is not surprised that the methods employed in numerical analysis are predominantly mathematical
and statistical in nature, Searl also appreciate that unfortunately, these characteristics tend to cause some
anxiety for the less numerate manager who may not have received a thorough and vigorous grounding in
the theory behind these techniques.
Hence, although this set of documents to which this is the first one is concerned with providing those who
will be seeking a post in SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED once vacant position for manager is
announced on our website with a primary revision aid, it is also hoped that the approach adopted will
appeal to all those applicants who are practising manager who simply wishes to better understand some
of the SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED numerical analysis techniques that may be employed, Searl do
understand other companies may use the same concepts, in structuring and solving his / her decision
problems.
The aim of these documents then is to act as a primary revision aid for those who may apply for a
manager post with the SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED in the future who are studying for business
and management examinations, and as such the text is concise.
Readers of my website are therefore earnestly recommended to obtain more details explanations of the
numerical methods and techniques contained in these documents. Searl states, that contrary to popular
belief, operational research does not depend upon a set of techniques.
1968, Searl, in his early days of his research, never had such techniques available to him and in those
early days of its development no techniques were available and problem solutions had to be invented and
developed, and Tony Justice, Wilfred Bright and Peter Barrett all played a part in its development.
Searl understands from hands on experience that no two problems can be solved in exactly the same way;
there are certain common characteristics which are independent of the specific problem under analysis.
Hence, Searl over the years witnessed these solution characteristics have been refined so that a set of
standard techniques have now emerged to handle specific problem types such as the law of the squares.
WHAT IS THE OBJECTIVE OF SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED?
To redevelop the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) from a manual produced one of, at a time to that of a
product that can be mass produced so it can appear in the marketplace; the cost that was in 1946 has today
increase a thousand times; from £99.00 to now around £16,000.
This call for serious research to reduce that cost, time will invertible is involved in achieving that target like
Rome which was not built in a day and like Rome it will reach the marketplace as a symbol of devotion and
faith and the determination to make it happen regardless of evil minds efforts to stop it.
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THE STUDY OF VARIABILITY:
Searl intends this document to serve as a brief revision aid for those students who have an understanding of
descriptive statistics, probability and sampling; Searl advise those students who have little or no background
in these areas should consult my documents on Statistics in this series when I get time to re-write them and
update them.

THE SCIENCE OF VARIATION STATISTICS:
Searl accepts that many people regard the world as being something fixed and unchanging, or at least
something which changes in a regular ordered way; Searl understands that any kind of behaviour which
upsets this regular, ordered pattern is seen to be undesirable and something which is to be avoided.
However, Searl knows that in reality life is full of change, of deviations from the preferred stable
equilibrium; that man’s effort to understand, control and impose order on such phenomena has led to the
study of variability; which is the science of statistics.
To Searl understanding that the reason why this field of study is important is best summed up Godfrey –
1977 – in which case I was in my 45th orbit of the Earth, who points out that:
The science of statistics should help us by acting as an analytical and interpretive tool on data, extracting
conclusions, with a measurable and stated degree of justification.
Searl accepts that the study of variability helps SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED to understand the
variation inherent within our reality, as the all important first step of understanding, controlling and
imposing our will on it.

STATISTICAL DATA:
Data are the essential building blocks of statistics; Searl understands that statistical data can be classified as
PRIMARY and SECONDARY.
PRIMARY DATA are the result of the direct collection of raw material, while SECONDARY DATA consist
of material which has been collated from other sources of information.

COLLECTION OF DATA:
Searl appreciates that there are numerous ways of collecting data for statistical enquiries.
1. PRIMARY DATA:
(a) DIRECT PERSONAL OBSERVATION:
Searl accepts that due to the high cost of collection today, this method is restricted to be used only by
Searl Technology Limited laboratories and in its scientific experimentation.
(b) PERSONAL INTERVIEW APPROACH:
This method is often used by market research companies to ascertain specific product information,
which Searl does not expect to be required by SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
(c) BY FORMS AND QUESTIONAIRES:
Which are sent out through the post; this approach, while being less costly than (a) above, has the
disadvantage that a high percentage of the targeted population often fail to complete and return the
forms which Searl does not see any reasons for this requirement in the operation of SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
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SECONDARY DATA:

This type of data is collected from information previously collected by others; such as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Government departments;
Royal commissions;
Trade associations and research bodies;
Technical and trade journals;

ERRORS IN STATISTICAL DATA:
Irrespective of the method of data collection, all statistical data should be scrutinised at the earliest
possible stage for errors, omissions and inconsistencies; in particular, secondary data should never be
accepted for use without careful examination of:
a. The sources of information;
b. The purpose of the original data;
c. The degree of accuracy aimed for and achieved on the original study;
In many cases Searl is aware that terms and meanings made in the original investigation may not coincide
directly with the current investigations.
Searl gives as an example, the following difficulties as he sees them that may arise:
1. INVOLUNTARY CHANGES:
A change of personnel may occur, leading to a change in interpretation of ideas and practices.
2. VARIATIONS:
Changes due to variation in definition; such as VAT or income tax changes alter the amount of revenue
collected.
3. GEOGRAPHICAL:
Readjustment of local government boundaries may take place.
4. INCOMPLETE INFORMATION:
Not all information is complete; Searl gives an example, unemployment statistics are derived from the
number of people who are entitled to unemployment benefit.
Searl understands that the unemployment figures do not include people who, having lost their
employment, decide not to seek additional work, as Searl is aware is often the case with female
employees, or people who, although unemployed, are not entitled to unemployment benefit.
STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT:
As you can see from the previous paragraphs on statistical data, what SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
has to assess based upon the FACT that statistics implies COUNTING or MEASURURING; Searl knows
that in certain cases, direct counting may be possible and is used for objects which can easy by separated,
such as, houses, men, cattle and within SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED workforce, Searl Effect
Generators, Nd solid rods, Nd tubes, Cu tubes, Nylon tubes in stock which may also include Al tubes.
Searl appreciates that in other cases the measurement must be made by reference to some acceptable unit,
such as, in the Gulf Oil States, production of oil is not counted in litres but is measured in barrels, which we
all know so well by its cost which insanity goes up and down by market demand.
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Searl acknowledges that statistical units of measurements are derived from a variety of sources and, for this
reason, for SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED some caution has to be exercised in how they are applied;
Searl agrees that the method of measurement adopted by SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED depends upon
the exact nature and purpose of the investigation.
However, SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED agrees that the following precautions should be observed:
1. THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT MUST BE DEFINITE AND SPECIFIC:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED accepts that any special meaning implied by scientific, trade or
customary usage shall be identified before the classification of data takes place.
2. HOMOGENEITY AND UNIFORMITY:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED reserves the rights to make changes if a given choice of unit is
unsatisfactory if it implies different properties or characteristics on different occasions.
3. THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT MUST BE STABLE:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED states as an example, the fluctuations in £ sterling make it an
unsuitable statistical measure of value and hence, is aware that the practice has arisen of converting
current £ sterling values into £ sterling values of the current year by means of suitable coefficients.
To many readers that may sound insane and you are not alone upon that issue.
4. THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT MUST BE APPROPRIATE FOR ITS PURPOSE:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED expect that a correct measure of performance for a manufacturing
unit would be standard hours rather than a single monetary value, based on Searl Effect Generators
(S.E.G) sales value.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED states that if the latter unit of measurement were used, the
performance of the production unit could be increased simply by substituting gold handles for brass
ones; Searl agrees that although the sales value figure would indicate an improvement, in reality no
improvement would have taken place.
STATISTICAL VARIATES:
Searl states, that it can be seen from the above that any set of FACTS may form the subject of statistical
measurement, provided that the individual FACTS can be specified and identified; basically this requires:
1,

the grading or classifying of the various kinds of FACTS according to their relevant
characteristics:

2.

The counting or measuring of the items contained in each class or grade.

The name given to the set of characteristics in 1 above is the VARIATE, whereas the counting or measuring
is commonly referred to as the FREQUENCY or MEASUREMENT; the VARIATE which represents the
collection of FACTS; may be either QUANTITATIVE or QUALITATIVE.
Searl accepts that a VARIATE is said to be QUANTITATIVE when it can be measured numerically, such
as, age, height, income, and QUALITATIVE when it can only be described verbally, such as, hair colour,
geographical location.
Searl states, that in addition, if the VARIATE is QUANTITATIVE then it may be CONTINUOUS or
DISCRETE. In structuring SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED: Searl has to make an assessment upon all
these issues so that the company may move forward to the marketplace.
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Searl accepts that a VARIATE is said to be CONTINUOUS when it passes from one value to the next by
infinitely small steps, such as height and DISCRETE when there are gaps between one value and the next,
such as children per family.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED agrees that this distinction between QUANTITATIVE and
QUALITATIVE VARIATES is statistically important, since the former lend themselves to mathematical
treatment, whereas the latter do not. This statement places the SEARL EFFECT in the domain of
QUANTITATIVE domain than a QUALITATIVE domain or does it sit between both domains.
CLASSIFICATION:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED functions accept that in the process of statistical enquiry it is necessary
to characterise or classify the subject matter as a preliminary to enumeration and classification is the
process of arranging things in groups or classes according to their resemblances and affinities.
Searl gives us an example what he means; coins, bank notes and cheques are different varieties of monetary
instruments with different characteristics, but since they share the ability to settle debts, they can all be
classified under the one heading CURRENCY.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED classifies the S.E.G as a linear motor riding upon a magnetic bearing
that employs the SEARL EFFECT as its power train.
Classification, by distributing a definite population, or sample from that population, among the groups /
classes so that nothing is left over, sets an enquiry on a numerical basis and, more important, assigns to
each class its proper importance in relationship to the whole.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED classifies the I-G-V as a slender disc operating on the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) of an advance nature.
In addition, classification also facilitates the following:
1. It displays points of similarity and dissimilarity;
2. It reduces mental effort by the systematic suppression of irrelevant detail;
3

It suggests bases for comparison and inference.

BASES OF CLASSIFICATION:
Variates have already been distinguished as either quantitative or qualitative; however, Searl states that in
discussing bases of classification it is necessary to improve upon that distinction; Searl approves logically
speaking, classification may be performed on any of the following four distinct bases:
1. QUANTITATIVE:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED agree that the basis of distinction rests upon differences in quantity
and for an example, the analysis of furniture sales according to differences in volume (m3) or value (£)
would be a quantitative classification.
2. TEMPORAL:
Referring to the time at which the subject matter in question occurred; Searl presents an example, the
analysis of annual furniture sales by weeks, months or quarters would be a temporal classification.
3. SPATIAL:
Referring to the distribution of items in space.
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Searl give for example, the classification of annual furniture sales by geographical area would be a
spatial classification.
4.

QUALITATIVE:

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED understands that this involves the necessity to distinguish between
differences in quality or condition; Searl gives an example, an analysis of furniture sales by product group
such as, kitchen, bedroom, dining room, lounge which involves qualitative distinctions.
Likewise, the magnetic laboratory and, the machine shop, testing and materials stores.
EXACTNESS OF CLASSIFICATION:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED understands as the essential feature of classification is that all the
subject matter in a group is treated as being similar, it is important to define the exactness of group
classification in the functions to decide how finely the data should be divided.
Searl understand obviously, that the smaller the sub-groupings, the less chances there are of including unlike
objects under the same classification heading; however Searl understands that this meticulous approach
could result in too many groups being included, with the overall result being a complicated and
unmanageable set of tabulations.
Searl appreciates that in addition, the finer the classification of the subject matter, the greater is the
possibility of producing irregularities in the data. Searl knows this is because the smaller the number within
a group, the less probability that abnormalities will cancel out.
On the other hand, too coarse a classification may serve to obscure the essential FACTS and differences;
therefore in many practical problems it may be necessary to experiment with different classification before
deciding upon the most suitable groupings; SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED accepts as a rule of thumb,
the larger the subject matter under analysis, the finer the classification can be.
TABULATION:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED accepts that tabulation involves the orderly and systematic presentation
of numerical data, in a format designed to aid and assist the user to understand the problem under analysis;
assuming that the initial data collection and sorting have taken place, Searl is aware that there are two basic
stages in the operation of tabulation, as given below:
STAGE 1:
The first stage requires that the working sheets are summarised; if required, the summaries can be
transferred to a separate sheet; it is these summary sheets of information which form the subject matter for
the actual statistical investigation; not surprisingly to Searl, therefore, the original data will have been
rearranged, making it more amenable for analysis.
STAGE 2:
The second and final stage requires the preparation of the final tables, in as much detail as is necessary; to
avoid any possibility of confusion all experimental and intermediate figures; although required for purposes
of calculation; should be omitted from the final tables; as an added note, the tables should state whether they
are original or derivative.
Searl understands that original tables present information in the same form as it was collected, while
derivative tables imply some process of manipulation, for example, grouping, totalling or averaging.
Searl is used to this class of operation system, so it is nothing new to him to be involved with, what you read
here he done by 1968 with actual hands on experience.
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UNIFORM APPROACH TO TABULTION:
Although tabulation is a routine process the student who is training to join SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED must take care to ensure that a uniform approach is adopted throughout as no general rules can
be given, but the following suggestions may be of use.
1. Too much should not be attempted at once: the data should be analysed stage by stage;
2. Accuracy and consistency of approach are essential; the data should be checked and cross-checked at
each stage before starting the next stage.
3. Neatness of presentation, proper titles and columns that are not overcrowded make tables readable
and understandable.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED understands that in many cases, columns and rows of figures do not
permit a reader to obtain a quick or clear idea of what they represent without significant effort; descriptive
statistics incorporates ways of presenting tabulations in a more easily understandable form; there are two
complementary approaches in which data can be represented, namely:
1. pictorial or graphical methods;
2. A single measurement.
PICTORIAL AND GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF DATA:
Statistical data can be represented by the following pictorial or graphical methods.
1. FREQUENCY TABLE:
The first requirement, after completion of data collection, is to reduce the data into suitable groups; a
frequency table is formed by simply counting how many occurrences are in each group and producing a
table of those frequencies like this:

(a) Frequency of productive outputs of S.E.Gs:
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GROUPED FREQUENCY TABLE – S.E.Gs:

The frequency table or grouped frequency distribution as it is sometimes called is the most common form
used when presenting numerical; the main advantage in presenting data in this form is that the basic
structure of the data is clearly revealed.
2.

BAR CHARTS – SEGs:

Figure 1.

Productive output bar chart.

Searl presents an illustration of industrial data handling systems which SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
shall adopt.
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Ideograph and pie chart.

Figure 3a.

HISTOGRAM – equal class widths.
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Figure 3b.

FREQUENCY POLYGON – S-E-Gs.

Figure 3c.

AN OGIVE – Cumulative frequency distribution – S.E.Gs.
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STATISTICAL AVERAGES TYPES AND FUNCTION:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED confirms that although a high degree compression is obtained by using
the previously described techniques of tabulation, histograms, graphs and frequency distributions, in many
cases it is more helpful to present the data in an abbreviated, numerical form and SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED will in the following paragraphs show how a statistical set or group of data can be concisely
described by reference to three quantities only; such as:
1. THE AVERAGE OR MEAN:
Which denotes the size of the representative item of the group;
2. DISPERSION:
Which measures the extent to which the items comprising the group vary in size.
3. SKEWNESS:
Which is a measure of the tendency of the group towards asymmetry or lopsidedness.
THE AVERAGE OR MEAN:
The aim of an average is to describe the group it represents and to provide a basis of comparison with other
groups; there are four kinds of average or mean in common use:
1. The arithmetic average – sometimes referred to as the arithmetic mean;
2. The geometric average – the geometric mean;
3. The median;
4. The mode.
ARITHMETIC MEAN:
The arithmetic mean is found by adding the sum of the values within a group and dividing that sum by the
total number in the group; however, in some circumstances the values contained within a group do not have
the same degree of importance and hence it is necessary to classify the arithmetic mean into either the
simple or weighted mean.
SIMPLE ARITHMETIC MEAN:
Each item within the group is assumed to have equal importance; the formula for calculating the simple
arithmetic mean is given by:

Where X is the variate:
X 1 , X 2 , X n are the individual values of X,
n denotes the number of items in the group.
The formula in [1] can be abbreviated to read:
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Where ∑ (sigma) is a sign of summation and ∑(x) denotes the sum of all quantities like X; the arithmetic
mean is usually denoted by either ẍ, ɑ or m.
WEIGHTED ARITHMETIC MEAN:
Each item within the group is assigned a weight proportional to its importance within the group; the formula
for calculating the weighted arithmetic mean is given by:

This can be abbreviated to read:

Where w 1 , w 2 ,.......w n , represent the weightings, actual or estimated, to be applied to the quantities w 1,
χ 1 ..........w nχ n .
GEOMETRIC MEAN:
When the percentage change rather than the actual change is the important factor, it is necessary to
calculate the average using the geometric mean; for example, the RETAIL PRICE INDEX, which is
concerned with the percentage change within a period, is calculated using the geometric mean; Searl knows
another example is the Share Price Index in the Financial Times.
Searl understands that the geometric mean, ǥ, can be expressed as the nth root of the product of the n
quantities comprising the group:

Symbolically,
And the weighted geometric mean is:

Where χ represents the variates;
W represents the weights;
∑(w) is equal to n.
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THE MEDIAN:
The median is that value of the variable which divides the group into two equal parts, one part comprising
all values greater than the median and the other all values less than the median; the task of finding the
median is sometimes extremely simple; all that is required is to arrange the individual items in order of
magnitude.
The median, which is the central value, can often be located by inspection; Searl gives an example, in the
following series, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20, well done you got it right fast, yes the median is indeed
12, being the central value which has four figures greater than its value; that is four figures on either side of
it; see how naturally the law of the squares fell in it.
When the data are given as ungrouped data, the median may be calculated using:

Where N represents the number of items in the series; where the number of items, N, in the data is odd, then
the median will be an actual value, as above; if N is even then the median is a derived figure, usually half
the sum of the middle two values.
If you wondering what SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED is talking about here actually relates to this
project termed the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G).

Searl who is responsible to see that SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED does its sums right in its functions
is putting the records right in references to those websites experts: who have no idea what they are talking
about because they were educated so they claim; at last you witness the FACTS what it has taken to
undertake this work not by an educated expert like them, but by a simple humble person who by shear
devotion to reality applying logic thinking to all issues and problems slowly travel the road of impossible to
show that after all that impossible in reality is possible.
Searl show in this document what he expects from SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED operations data
handling which is a vital issue for success of operations, and I am about half way through this document
now, so keep tune and see what has to be done within the functions of SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED;
you may be surprise the amount of paper work that will be involved before the S.E.G hits the marketplace.
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THE MODE:
The mode is the size of the variable that occurs most frequently within a distribution; the mode is a
particularly useful average for discrete series, such as, number of people employed within SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED wearing a given shoe size, or number of cars used by the employees.
Some of the research and development work that shall be undertaken within SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED shall require clean rooms; those who are authorised to enter such laboratories are supplied with
protective clothing supplied by the company.
In practice, however, the mode is quite difficult to calculate if some degree of precision is required; the only
satisfactory method as Searl sees it is to fit a curve to the distribution and determine the highest point of the
curve in relation to the independent variable.
Searl accepts that much depends on the shape of the distribution and the size of the class interval and,
therefore, in many cases only an approximate modal value can be identified; hence in practice the mode is
not often used except where it is fairly self-evident, or where it is especially appropriate.
The mode may be calculated using the following formula:

Where L represents the lower limit of the modal group;
ƒɑ represents the frequencies in the group following the modal group;
ƒb represents the frequencies in the group preceding the modal group;
C.I. represents the class interval.
If we now apply formula [8] to the Frequency of Productive Outputs, given in the Table on page 1.8 /1.9,
then the mode can be calculated as:

Substituting the data from Table 2 into [8].

For the benefits of experts on these websites, please note for this technology it
requires the use of one of these products illustrated here commonly termed a
brain; without such a device the Searl Effect Generator would be impossible
to produce: if you only use your anus: to think with, which does not think so
well as the top end does which, appears to be the reality on those sites; the
only advice I can give you is think with your brain and not with your anus!
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CHOICE OF AVERAGE:
The choice of which average to use by SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED must be determined by the
nature of the data and the purpose to be served by the average; Searl reminds the reader that the purpose of
defining an average is to replace the detail inherent within a set of data, while maintaining the outline of that
detail; hence the selection of which average to use will depend upon which measure; arithmetic mean,
median or mode; fulfils this requirement most adequately.
Within SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED in practice it will usual to employ the arithmetic mean for
general purposes and the geometric mean when dealing with ratios or index numbers; Searl main reason is
that these forms of average utilise all the information available; in cases where the extreme values are illdefined or open-ended then the median or even the mode should be used.
In addition: Searl wish to state, as the three averages comprise rather different concepts, it may be necessary
to use all three in certain cases.
It is with deep sadness that the intended squares planed
here after hours of trying to get excel to function here it
refuses.
As square 3 was intended to be on the left side of this
photo and square 4 on the right side of this photo as the
squares are related to the project, strange the old
Microsoft word was better at least I could do excel in it
without any problems. I guess that is my luck, so you will
never know what was going to be here.
MEASURES OF VARIATION:
Searl states that when the items in a distribution are widely dispersed and there is no concentration around
any one value, the previously detailed averages are unhelpful; this is because these averages become less
representative of the distribution as the dispersion increases.
Searl states, that in such circumstances the requirement is for additional measures which will amplify the
summary of imperfect information, provided by the previous four averages; these measures are of two main
types: dispersion and skewness.
The first, dispersion, is designed to measure variation, such as, the extent to which individual items in a
group are dispersed or distributed over the whole range of the independent variable; the second measure,
skewness, provides a measure of the symmetry in the distribution.
MEASURES OF DISPERSION:
There are four measures of dispersion in common use:
1

The range;

2

The mean deviation;

3

The standard deviation;

4

The Quartile deviation.

Another reminder what this documents relates to, yes SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED target.
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THE RANGE:

Searl understand that this is usually defined as the difference between the smallest and largest values of
a distribution; it is not a satisfactory measure of dispersion since it depends entirely upon the sizes of
extreme items within the distribution and as such it is unreliable as a guide to the dispersion of the
values within the distribution.
2

THE MEAN DEVIATION:

Searl understands that this means it measures the average or mean of the sum of all deviations of every
item in the distribution from a central value: usually the mean or median; the larger the differences
between the items, the larger the mean deviation will be.
If all the items are identical as may well be in SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) of 15Kw units then the mean deviation will be zero; as the mean deviation is only
concerned with measuring the extent of the variation about the mean, the signs preceding the
deviations are ignored in the calculations and hence this measure of dispersion is of little use in SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED practice.
3

THE STANDARD DEVIATION:

Searl understands this relates to the square root of the average of the squared deviations measured from
the mean; it should be noted that squaring eliminates the minus signs which posed a problem with the
mean deviation measure; as with the calculation of the mean deviation, the sum of the products is
divided by the total frequencies.
The mean of the sum of the squared deviations is known as the variance; however, before it can be
related to any other statistic, the square root of the variance must be obtained; in mathematical terms the
standard deviation can be calculated from the following formula:
STANDARD DEVIATION =

Or symbolically as:

The major advantages of using the standard deviation are:
1. It includes every value of the distribution;
2. It is derived from a correct mathematical process and thus further calculations may be based upon
it;
3. It is considered the most practical measure of dispersion by SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
4. THE QUARTILE DEVIATION:
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Searl understands that this measures the dispersion of that part of any distribution lying between the two
quartiles, such as, upper and lower quartiles; as this measure depends on only two derived limits, it
provides no indication of the degree of dispersion of grouping of the other half of the distribution lying
beyond the limits of the two quartiles.
Searl points out that it does eliminate, however, the risk of including, for consideration, extreme items
which could otherwise distort the range; the quartile deviation can be calculated from the formula:

Where Q 1 is the lower quartile in the distribution;
Q 3 is the upper quartile in the distribution.
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION:
Searl understands that although the mean, standard deviation and quartile deviation; n, σ and Q.D
respectively; all measure the same property, such as, dispersion, they measure it in different ways; there is
no perfectly defined relationship between them and consequently they are not directly comparable.
Searl says that in order to overcome this difficulty, SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED will be necessary to
convert the absolute measures of dispersion into a relative measure; this new measure is termed the
coefficient of variation, which is calculated by dividing the measure of dispersion by its appropriate
central value, in percentage terms, such as, mathematically the coefficients of variation for the mean,
standard deviation and quartile deviation can be formulated as follows:

Where Q 1 = upper quartile, Q 3 = lower quartile.
MEASURE OF SKEWNESS:
The second group of measures of variation; measures of skewness; was previously described as measuring
the degree of symmetry of any distribution of Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G)s as a frequency curve; using
everyday language, a skew distribution is lopsided, such as, skewness has the effect of pulling the median
and the arithmetic mean away from the mode, sometimes to the left, sometimes to the right.
It is a logical step, therefore, to develop some measure; which indicate the degree to which these three
measures of dispersion diverge.
Yes there is much that you are not aware of about Searl what he has achieved through his life would shock
you. What he did as a boy would horrify you just to hear about it let alone watch him do it.
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The first coefficient of skewness, and it is the standard method which SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
shall use; is calculated by dividing the difference between the arithmetic mean and mode by the standard
deviation; symbolically:

[14]
The second coefficient of skewness is based upon the fact that in a skewed distribution the median does not
lie exactly halfway between the quartiles; hence the formula for the calculation of skewness has to be
rearranged to read:

For any SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED managers, who are required to make decisions with less than
perfect information, the statistical method presents a set of tools whereby valid conclusions can be reached
by taking a sample of data from the available population.
SAMPLING:
Searl understands that in statistics the word population is used to indicate the whole of the data in any given
situation; instead, statistical methods are used to draw a sample from the population so that analysis and
conclusion about the whole population can be drawn; from where Searl sits there are only a handful of
people want an Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) clearly not worth the trouble to set up even one mass
production line.
This leads to two levels of variability, one inherent in the population that is being examined, and the other
introduced by the sampling approach.
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED has many issues to evaluate across the spectrum and Searl gives an
illustration here what he means; the members of a population may have many characteristics, some of which
are measurable, such as, weight, length, height and are usually referred to as variables, other characteristics
are non-measurable, such as, conservative, labour, S.D.P. and don’t know and are called attributes,
Searl accepts as a general rule, measurements provide a greater degree of accuracy then attributes;
Therefore, Searl agrees that when dealing with attributes, larger samples will be required to achieve the
same level of reliability.
SAMPLING APPROACH:
Searl understands that the requirement then is to determine a sample that will fairly represent a population,
and will enable valid conclusion to be drawn for the entire population; where the population is homogenous;
such as, composed of similar constituents throughout the population, an examination of a small sample may
very well be representative.
Searl understands that in other cases, where a population is not so homogenous, the approach used is one in
which every member of the population has, in theory, an equal chance of being selected; such an approach is
called random sampling and it implies that the selection of the samples is unbiased. This is just one of many
problems to find the right teams for the task ahead.
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ERRORS OF SAMPLING:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED has to take into account the details as indicated above, enquiry by
sampling involves a special kind of error due to the fact that no sample affords a perfect representation of
the population from which it is drawn; irrespective of the precautions to secure randomness, slight variations
must emerge, due to the elements of chance present in every selection.

This is why the redevelopment of the Searl effect generator (S.E.G) requires 2 years of
testing before going into mass production Searl experience on the production floor has
taught him long soak test is the best policy to certify that errors are not inherited in the
mass production product.
Such variations are term fluctuations of sampling; the reliability of the sample depends upon their
magnitude; obviously, the larger the sample, the more accurate will be the estimate of the population
distribution, but unfortunately the accuracy of sampling does not increase linearly with the size of the
sample.

That in many ways is identical to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), the larger the
number of units on soak tests the more accuracy is the data that is recorded from such
tests; unfortunate in any mass production system there will be losses due to error in
machining functions as worm out cutters, worn out bearings, cooling fluid blocked, oil
filter blocked or power failure.
The accuracy of a sample varies with the square of the sample size and therefore, to double the accuracy of a
sample, it is necessary to take a sample four times as large, notice that I am following the law of the squares;
the formula used to determine the STANDARD ERROR of the sampling distribution is usually written as:

When P = percentage occurrence;
n = size of sample.
The use of [16] above permits a 95 per cent confidence limit to be placed against the belief that the true
percentage of occurrence lies within ±1.96 standard errors from the mean; Searl understands that in
practice the ±1.96 is rounded up to read ±2:

EXAMPLE:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED has two ranges of Searl Effect Generators; 15KW and 100KW; the
100KW unit range requires additional packaging to be completed at the distribution stage owing to its
greater size and weight; in the distribution bays, space is very limited at this time and the holding of large
stocks of packaging material, which may or may not be required, reduces the effectiveness of the loading
operation; Searl agrees, that the distribution manager reasons that, if the recent order delivery sheets are
analysed, a better indication of the packaging stock requirements, for the different ranges of S.E.Gs, could
be identified.
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However, Searl agrees, that such an analysis revealed that the order profile of 15KW and 100KW were
random, as indicated by the following sequence.
SEQUENCE OF ORDERS RECEIVED;
A B AA BBBAB

AAA B AA AA BB BBBB AA

BA

BB AAAA;

A = 15KW SEG
B = 100KW SEG
Searl states that the order was for the different ranges of Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G) was 18 for the
domestic 15KW units and 15 for the industrial 100KW units; therefore the domestic orders represent 59.4
per cent of the total order intake; however, the information relating to the sequence of orders contains very
little data and hence the distribution manager is not at all sure that the data is representative of the true
proportions of the domestic 15KW units and the Industrial 100KW units.
Searl understands that your questions being asked is what limit of confidence can be placed on the 59.4 per
cent chance of a domestic 15KW units order occurring?
Searl can only answer your question with the use of equation [17] will indicate the 95 per cent confidence
limit of occurrence:

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED can only be 95 per cent confident that the occurrence of the
proportion of the Domestic 15KW Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G) range lies between 42.2 and 76.4 per
cent; Hence Searl conclusion drawn is that there are insufficient data to provide SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED a useful indication of how much packaging material should be stocked – you are surprised you
did not know that S.E,Gs; needed packaging material.
Searl understand from the mass of e-mails that people are not aware of what it takes to produce technology
which is completely new in concept to that of conventional products now available on the marketplace.
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NUMBER OF SAMPLE READINGS REQUIRED:
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED accepts that as long as the distribution manager is able to state the
degree of accuracy he requires, then it is possible, by alternative use of [17], to calculate the sample size
required, Searl states that for example, given that the percentage occurrence was required to be known
within ±5 per cent, then by substation in [17]:

Where n represents the number of samples required;
L represents the limits of confidence required;
P is 59.4;
L is ±5 per cent.

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED gets the answer as, 386 observations, is a statistical answer; whether it
is feasible or not is another matter; at the rate of 33 orders per month the previous 12 months order sequence
would be required; even if this data were available, the question would remain; how representative of
today’s situation would such data be?
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED states that at this point there is no fixed procedure given for further
analysis of the distribution manager problem; this simple example has two main objectives:
1. It illustrates the necessity to confirm that sufficient data exists to enable results to be given to an
acceptable accuracy limit.
2. It provides an example of the calculations required to achieve an acceptable accuracy limit.
PROBABILITY: THE LINK:
Searl states that the theory of probability is discussed in greater detail in the companion documents in
section Statistic as it truly is a subject on its own.
Statistical methods are largely based upon the mathematical theory of probability; Searl states that in
everyday life we make statements such as, it will probably be sunny tomorrow, which to Searl logic mind
sounds the same as stating that I assume tomorrow will be a sunny day and England will probably lose
against West Germany, and Searl will not be getting his leg over tonight, that was one probability that did
and will become reality for certain.
Searl accepts that everyone sometime in life says probably I shall win the national lottery this weekend –
clearly we assume that we might be lucky for once in our lifetime.
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Searl acknowledges that in some instances we even support our statements by placing wagers on them;
clearly then probability is linked to some notion of expectation of an event happening, or not happening;
the link between probability theory and expectation lies in the idea of repeatability, such as, if we agree on
what a particular event is to be and then observe a suitable large number of cases, counting the number of
times the event occurs, then the probability of the event will be the ratio of the number of occurrences to
the total number of observations.
Searl gives as an example if SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED quality-control study of 230 magnetic layers
results in 32 layers being rejected; the defined event, then the probability of rejection is simply 32 ÷ 230 ;
approximately 0.139; in other words, 13.9 per cent of the output from the production line can be expected
to fail.
Searl wish to inform the readers to note that the data 230 observations are in this case assumed to constitute
a satisfactory sample size; although this is a rather trivial example of a probability application, the
formulation of probability and the inference of the label probable link together rather well.
EVENTS AND PROBABILITY;
Searl wish to confirm that to his understanding that an event is a concept used by mathematicians in
deriving their theory of probability; Searl says in reality that means in simple terms an event is something
which may or may not happen; for example, England may or may not win the next World Cup, the market
may expand or contract, NST may or may not be the first to market the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), the
repair cost may be high or low.
Searl states that each of these occurrences, England win, market expands, NST first S.E.G and repair cost is
high, is called an event; this can be represented in shorthand by:
Let A be the event that NST will be first to market S.E.G.
Searl points out given that the whole point of probability theory is to contend with situations in which events
might happen rather than with situations in which events are certain to happen, it is usual to also describe
what happens if A does not occur; in Searl example therefore it is necessary to allow for two events, namely:
A

NST win;

B

NST do not win.

NOTE:
That event B includes any other result which precludes NST winning, such as lack of funds, defeat,
abandonment; events in which one or other outcome must happen are called complementary events.
Searl states that if we are certain that an event will happen then its probability is expressed as 1.00; if the
event is certain not to happen then its probability is given as 0.00; if we think an event may happen then the
probability will be somewhere between 0.00 and 1.00; Searl states that the closer the probability is to 1.00
the greater the degree of expectation of the event occurring; Searl gives for example, the probability that
NST will win can be written as:
P(A) = 0.01
Where the letter P stands for the probability of and the event to which the probability statement refers to
NST win is written in shorthand form in brackets as (A).
Searl points out that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) cannot be mass produced on a credit card, to think
that it can is insane at today’s cost of materials, equipment and tools not forgetting the staff who got to live
in the meantime.
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UNCONDITIONAL OR SIMPLE PROBABILITY:
Searl refers to the probability of an event without regard to any other events; Searl presents an example, if
there are two events, C, it will be sunny today and D it will rain today, and the occurrence of C is quite
independent of D and vice versa, such as sunshine does not cause it to rain and it can have rained without
the sun having shone, then the unconditional probabilities can be written as:
P(C) and P(D) respectively.
As Searl previously mentioned, the probability of an event happening with certainty is 1.00; in the first
example the events were A NST must be first and B NST will lose and clearly A or B must happen; hence if
A or B must occur their total probabilities will add up to 1.00; in addition it is easy to think of another event,
say X, which is England win or England do not win, which can be written as:
P(X) = 1.00
The event X is really the net results of A or B and can be written as:
X=AuB
NOTE that the symbol u is an abbreviation for or.
This gives;
P(x) = P(AuB) = 1.00
However, given that A or B must occur and their total probabilities must sum to 1.00, then:
P(AuB) = P(A) + P(B) = 1.00
The idea can be extended to more than two events as long as the events are collectively exhaustive and
mutually exclusive; this means that the events have to cover all possibilities and the occurrence of any one
event excludes the occurrence of any other.
Such a collection of probabilities is called a probability distribution and the sum of the probabilities must
equal 1.00; Searl presents here an example, if there were two collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive
events; A and B, then:
P(A) + P(B) = 1.00
And the probability that A or B occurs can be written as:
P(AuB) = P(A) + P(B)
Where A u B means the compound event A or B happens.
NOTE A and B cannot both take place.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED plus SWALLOW COMMAND
AVIATION will experience many such incidences throughout their operations cycle.
You are thinking that I am joking; let us look at the facts:
A

Searl Technology Limited will set up in the USA.

B

Searl Technology Limited will not set up in the USA.

Interesting situation, what do you bet on A or B?
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY:
Searl accepts that in many cases events do not happen by themselves but are dependent on other events
taking place; Searl gives a example, if the event A is that NST has stopped work on S.E.G. and the event B
are the backers who have stopped backing them; then event A will depend, to some degree on B who has
stopped backing them; therefore, event A is conditional on event B.
That is the reality of life in the Homo sapiens domain.
EXAMPLE:
There are three events, A. B and C, whose probabilities are 0.6, 0.2 and 0.2 respectively; Searl is informed
that A or B happened, but no one is sure which it was, A or B; what is the probability that it was A?
Firstly Searl must calculate the compound event A or B happening:
P(AᴗB)

= P(A) + P(B)
= 0.6 + 0.2

P(AᴗB)

= 0.8

Secondly, Searl need to calculate a conditional probability for A being the proportion of P(AᴗB) supplied
by P(A); of P(AᴗB) = 0.8; However, Searl points out that 0.6 of this total came from P(A) so there is a 0.6 /
0.8 probability that A occurred; the value of P(A), given that B has happened, is therefore 0.75.
Searl states that conditional probabilities are often written in a shorthand format as R(X |Y); this is read as
the probability of X given that (the vertical line) Y has happen; Searl explains here that it was found that in
an Searl Effect Generator line, 30 per cent had packaging surface defects; bad printing.
Searl points out that this statement can be abbreviated to read:
Let A denote event failed quality test and B the event had print defect, thus we can write it as;
P(B|A) equals 0.3.
JOINT PROBABILITIES:
Searl states that if SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED knows that 10 per cent of the Searl Effect
Generators (S.E.G) packaging, in the previous example, will fail the final inspection, what is the probability
that any packaging will fail and have a print defeat?
Searl states that in this case a joint event occurs, namely the Searl Effect Generator fails and has a print
defect; this can be written as:
P(A ᴖ B) (where ᴖ means and).
Searl points out that from the previous example we note that P(B|A) = 0.3 and P(A), the event Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) fails, equals 0.1; in other words, SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED are expressing
their belief that there is a 10 per cent chance that event A will take place, and when it has, there is a 30 per
cent chance it will be followed by event B; Searl presents this in a mathematical format:
P(A ᴖ B)

= P(A) x P(B|A)
= 0.10 x 0.30

[20]

= 0.03
Sorry that I am giving you so much maths stuff, but in reality it is required to make my point clear.
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Searl states that this equation can be transposed to obtain:

And

The equation given in [21] and [22] are often useful in solving problems where the probabilities are unknown; in
addition, Searl points out that if A and B are independent events then P(B) can be used directly, as P(B|A) is omitted
from the equation which can be rewritten as:

P(AᴖB)

= P(A) x (P(B).

[23]

Searl states that it can be extended to any number of events.
OVERLAPPING EVENTS:
Searl agrees that in many practical cases, occasions arise in which two events overlap in the sense that
either or both events may occur; for example, if A is the event piston fails and B is the event engine
overheats then clearly both A and B may happen.
In such cases A and B are no longer mutually exclusive and the occurrence of one does not rule out the
other; Searl give this example, let P(A) = 0.6 and P(B) = 0.8; it is tempting to use the compound probability
expressed by equation [19]; however, Searl states that this would result in a probability value larger than
1.00.
Such an answer would contradict the previous statement that the sum of all the probabilities must equal
1.00; the error in using the compound probability equation lies in the fact that the events A and B overlap to
some degree and this overlapping is not reflected in the equation; the equation to be used when events
overlap is given by:
P(AᴗB)

= P(A) + P(B) – P(AᴖB)

[24]

Where P(AᴖB) takes the overlapping proportion of P(A) and P(B) into account.
Searl states that in the above car example then;
P(A ᴗ B)

= 0.6 + 0.8 – (0.6 x 0.8)
= 1.4 – 0.48

P(A ᴗ B)

= 0.92

Well I hope you are checking this as I never had any of this top education one gets as a child, so I might slip
up, but the experts will sure make it know that is a fact, even if they have to make one up to prove them right
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STATISTICS AND MATHEMATICS:
Searl understands that many people have difficulty in seeing any difference between statistics, mathematics
and operational research while others are just plainly confuse aren’t you beautiful flowerbower; this
document will go some way towards showing the relationship of statistic and mathematics to other subjects
and hence to eliminating some of the confusion.
Searl pointed out in 1968, it is more useful to identify the methodologies flowerblower of these two related
subjects than to attempt to define them; basically, the mathematical method consists of the following two
stages according to the law of the squares:
STAGE 1:
Propose a hypothesis that is provisional explanation of observed facts.
STAGE 2:
Attempt to prove or disprove the proposed hypothesis using theorems that have already been satisfactorily
tested.
The statistical method, as previously outline in this document, has three stages; namely:
STAGE 1:
The collection of data: facts and figures.
STAGE 2:
The numerical statistic stage, which adopts the following approach in order to process the facts and figures
so that deductions and inferences may be made from them.
(a) Propose a hypothesis about a problem situation (NOTE that such a hypothesis is directed towards
a specific set of data, such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) materials).
(b) Draw a random sample from the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) materials.
(c) Calculate various statistics from the sample.
(d) Accept or reject the hypothesis according to the information obtained from (c).
STAGE 3:
Use mathematical statistic to give theoretical support and justification to the techniques utilised.
In Stage 2: NOTE the mathematical statistics stage employs the mathematical method.
THE RELATIONSHIP:
Figure 5, that will appear on the next page, which was first used by Searl in 1968, is a diagrammatic
representation of how the subjects are related; the rigid partitioning of the various subjects are for reasons
of presentation alone; Searl agrees that in practice there are no such divisions and little is gained from
thinking of the subjects as separate entities.
Searl understands that mathematics and statistics are now widely used in many diverse disciplines; in Searl
Technology Limited its operational research, for example, they provide a vehicle for objectivity, as for
expressing, analysing and calculating results / solutions. Searl trust as you read these old newsletters
reproduction with updates added you will find that what you have heard from others was bullshit.
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Mathematics and statistics – the relationship.

However, Searl trust that this objectivity should not be misused as a method for suppressing information
which may be vague or imprecise; as Searl will explain in a later document, the use of probability theory
plays a fundamental role in decision making under uncertainty; in such circumstances there is a need to take
into consideration the intuitive, judgemental aspects, which are related to the problem, as well as the
scientific objectivity of mathematics and statistics.
That brings us to the end of the document, more will follow in due time.
This document released under the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
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These updates bring the structure of Searl Technology into the realm of reality through systematic
progress the objective shall be achieved.
There is a class of occasions in which entities enduring in time behave as if subject to both interaction
and chance and yet remain wholly passive in their inner and outer relationships.
In each and every domain this dogma has proven to be untenable, and within the last century has been
abandoned everywhere, either tacitly or overtly.
The epoch of the absolute has ended and that of relativity has begun.
Nevertheless, we are still very far from having grasped the implication of our new world outlook and
therefore, in nearly every field, we are the uncomfortable position of those who try to sit between two
stools.
Unable resolutely: to abandon all our absolute expectations, nor able yet to enter fully into the ways of
thinking that belongs to the new epoch.
We must put aside the search for the absolute; not as a search beyond our present powers, but rather as
one inherently misguided.
We have not much to make a confession of failure as to admit that we have tried to do should never have
been attempted.
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There is, in any case nothing to be lost for absolutism has been dead these hundred years, and of those
who still remain loyal to absolute conceptions; whether in religion, in science, or in politics; few have
either faith in their profession or hope in their practice.
If it is impossible for us to make final or absolute judgments upon any subject whatsoever; even upon the
forms of thought or logics that we shall adopt as a test of significance; then everything is to be regarded
as uncertain, even uncertainty itself.
If uncertainty is adopted as a canon of thought, it again must not be taken as final.
Nevertheless, we cannot hope to progress unless we make some assumptions as to that which is beyond
our immediate experience of this present moment.
The simplest and most plausible assumption we can make is that we men with our equipment for
apprehending the world, are a fair sample of the world we apprehend.
If we discover that accident and uncertainty are never, absent from our own experience, and then we
reasonably suppose that they are present everywhere and in everything.
To exist means to be what one is.
It also means to be oneself in the environment that is not oneself.
The boundary between self and not self is the condition of existence.
However, it is also its limitation.
In order to exist every entity is called upon to resist the encroachment of its environment.
Again, existence may be looked upon as the balance of persistence and decay.
Living and dying are the weft and the warp of all our experience.
In so far as they stand in opposition, every entity becomes involved in a process of adjustment between its
own needs and the pressure of its environment.
Sensitivity is the condition of this adjustment.
The greater the sensitivity the greater the range of adjustment that is possible.
This sensitivity can be regarded as a factor of reconciliation between the forces of endurance and decay.
Consciousness is the awareness that accompanies sensitivity.
We can thus measure the gradation of being by the degree of sensitivity of an entity to the forces that act
upon it.
Consciousness can then be defined as the condition of independent existence.
Searl understands that the consciousness of man have been programmed by education, and sensitivity
been damped by such doctrine.
Searl knows that since man appeared upon planet earth anyone who suggested anything outside of
normal acceptance was insane, whose reaction delay man’s progress.
Searl plans to set up the SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED has to have a number of departments to
function by employing skill staff within such departments projects can be evaluated and this is his
approach to this problem.
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INTRODUCTION:
The subject of this Document Searl terms it as ORGANISATION THEORY, everything done by men –
women in the business world has to be planning well in advanced of attempting to implement such a
business; therefore, Searl is no exception to this requirement.
Searl understands from hands on experience that he must stand back and think as to what these company
objectives shall be.
This comprises an examination of the fabric of organisation within which all business activities are pursued.
As such, it is intended as background material against which other documented specific subject areas in
Searl’s plans may be put into context.
Searl trust that it serves to remind his staff and future investors that the efficiency and effectiveness of
functions and people can be influence by the nature of an organisation’s structure, its control mechanisms
and the values and aims which it incorporates.
Searl aim is to identify the important components, which comprise a business organisation and to enhance a
member of the staff and workforce understanding of the relationship between them and their impact not only
on the efficiency of the business but also on its ability to function effectively as a social unit.
In particular, Searl in this document focuses on people, who represent an important resource and investment
from which a business endeavours to obtain a satisfactory rate of return.
Equally, by virtue of his / her membership of Searl International Space Research Consortium complex an
individual also seeks a return, namely, the satisfaction of certain of his needs both economic and social.
In extreme cases, failure to meet either or both may result in the business failing to survive.
Individuals perform their roles within a configuration of structural and control mechanisms.
Their value systems, attitudes and subsequent behaviour stem from many sources but are most certainly
influence by their organisation membership.
Searl intends to present his structure concept of his company in sections as documents to keep files small
and in this first document, he examines various approaches to the study of organisation from his own
experiences in charge of a workforce.
His study of organisations, assessing the contribution of organisation theory, tracing its development from
classical theory through to a systems perspective and assessing the impact of each theory on organisation
development.

APPROACHES TO ORGANISATION STUDIES:
In basic terms an organisation exists where two or more people unite together and co-ordinate their
activities in order to achieve a set of common goals.
A product of the Industrial Revolution, complex business organisation as Searl Technology Limited is a
relatively new phenomenon.
Theories about organisation behaviour began to develop during the early and middle part of the twentieth
century.
Organisation theory seeks to understand, explain and predict human behaviour in organisations.
Theory should never be divorced from practice.
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Searl knows that it forms the basis of management decisions on how to act in certain situations.
A manager’s understanding of the past will help him / her to predict and decide upon some future course of
action.
Searl attempts to improve his understanding of human activity in organisations have come from both
managerial practitioners and academics representing a wide range of disciplines.
Particular groups have emphasized different aspects of organisations, including economic, technical, social,
psychological and structural factors.
Searl is intending to summarize here the major developments in theoretical thinking which will be referred
to in a later document.
Searl understands that the developments in theoretical thinking can be traced historically and classified
under three headings:
1. Classical Organisation Theory.
2. Human Relations School.
3. Systems Theory.

CLASSICAL ORGANISATION THEORGY:
This group of theorists to Searl’s knowledge began writing in the early part of the twentieth century.
They were, with the exception of Weber, experienced practitioners seeking new and better ways of
managing larger, more complex organisations produced by the Industrial Revolution.
Many of the concepts and principles they developed formed the foundation for further theoretical advances
and still influence managerial thinking today.
Three major strands can be identified within the classical theory
1. Scientific management
2. Formal organisation theory – sometimes referred to as administrative theory.
3. Bureaucracy.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT:
Owes its origins to Taylor: who, rather than create a science of management, produced a number of
guidelines for managers to replace the existing rule of the thumb methods.
The ideas of hierarchical structure and division of labour – breaking the production process down into
numerous simple tasks – were becoming well established and Taylor focused his attention on how managers
could control and co-ordinate the performance of tasks so as to improve organisation efficiency.
Hence, scientific management is sometimes referring to as task management.
The most efficient methods of performing tasks were studied using scientific methods: such as time and
motion studies; to induce individuals to adopt these methods.
Taylor introduced incentive payment schemes such as payment by result.
Organisations could therefore maximize their output levels as efficiently as possible while at the same time
workers could increase their earnings levels.
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It was therefore believe that workers would accept scientific methods since what was good for the company
was clearly also to their advantage.
In the interests of efficiency: management would also have to pay careful attention to the selecting of
individuals and their training; which concerns Searl in respect to his organisation plans.
Searl accepts that such an approach to the organisation of work was base on a rather mechanistic and
economic view of human nature.
This Searl agrees tends to conjure up well-known images of people working like cogs in a machine.
Later researchers showed that workers did not always behave in an economically rational way, which Searl
knows too well is a FACT.
Clearly, as Searl see it that where it appeared to be to their advantage to maximize output, group norms
actually restricted output levels.
Clearly, the mechanistic, economic view of man failed to take account of how people at work were affect by
social variables like informal group behaviour.
Worker resistance as Searl witness it was also evident from the way in which workers often manipulated the
results derived from the application of scientific methods and trade unions questioned the distribution of the
gains achieved by increased efficiency.
Scientific management has been describing as a micro approach to the study of organisations – how
management could optimize performance at the shop floor level.
The other two strands of classical theory, formal organisation theory and bureaucracy, are view as more of a
macro approach dealing with structure and developing principles applicable to higher authority levels in the
organisation.

FORMAL ORGANISATION THEORY:
Searl accepts that this has its origins in the writings of practitioners like Fayol.
They propounded that organisations could be manage more efficiently if certain universal principles were
applied.
These principles provided the guidelines for formal organisation structure and included the following:
1. SPECIALISATION:
By functions and division of labour – tasks will be sub-divided and employees performing those
tasks shall be allocating to functional departments.
2. SCALAR PRINCIPLE:
The chain of command was a line of authority moving downwards through SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED organisation structure.
3. UNITY OF COMMAND:
Searl’s idea of employees having to report to one boss.
4. SPAN OF CONTROL:
Determined by the optimum level of effective supervision which, though variable, was considered
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To be five or six subordinates per supervisor.
5.

VERTICAL COMMUNICATION:
The chain of command is the official channel for communication, within Searl Technology Limited.

6.

MINIMUM AUTHORITY LEVELS:
Reducing the number of levels of authority: thus making communication, control easier, and hence
improving efficiency.

7.

LINEAND STAFF DIVISION:
Line departments are to have direct responsibility for decisions relating to the production of a good
or service, and staff departments, e.g. personnel, are to provide specialist advice and services to assist
the line departments.

Searl appreciate that the formal organisation theorists over emphasized structure at the expense of
sociological and psychological factors relating to human behaviour.
Agree they shared with scientific management thinkers the assumption of rational economic man.
Later researchers also questioned the notion of universal panaceas to problems of organisation structure.
Other factors in the organisation setting may have an important influence on structure which they
overlooked, for example, Woodward’s work – 1965 – on how different types of technology – small batch
production, mass production, continuous process – might affect organisation structure which Searl
appreciated in the 60s.

BUREAUCRACY:
Searl accepts that this forms the final strand of classical theory.
This was based on the work of sociologist Weber who depicted the bureaucratic model as the most
appropriate form of organisation for large scale, complex concerns like those that the SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED is being planned.
The bureaucratic model as Searl see it was base on the notion of rational legal authority, that is, authority,
which employees freely recognize as inherent in the manager’s position in the hierarchical structure.
Searl also understood that this bureaucratic structure also encompassed the scalar principle, division of
labour and functional specialisation to which SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED requirements is
necessary.
However, along with rational legal authority, bureaucracy emphasized RULES and PROCEDURES.
Each position in the hierarchy had its duties and rights carefully defined and a system of procedures
determined how authority could be exercise.
The functioning of the organisation did not depend solely upon the knowhow of individuals who obviously
could join and leave – though it should be note that their loyalty was foster by promotional opportunities
based on merit.
Knowhow instead was largely embodied in the rules, procedures and written records that always remained
within the organisation.
Such problems as this that Searl has to balance are base upon getting the chemistry together to win.
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Bureaucracy has many of the characteristics of the other strands of classical theory: a mechanistic view of
man, the prevalence of hierarchy and authority, and the neglect of social and psychological influences on the
behaviour of people in organisations has been one of Searl’s main objectives.
Many studies made since Weber devised his model have highlighted the dysfunctional consequences of
bureaucratic organisation.
Searl is aware of Merton – 1940 – showed how compliance with rigid rules and procedures could become a
goal in itself rather than the achievement of actual organisation goals.
Most people claim to have experienced to some degree problems of red tape in bureaucratic structures.
Searl understand that Burns and Stalker – 1961 – did not question the internal functioning of bureaucratic
organisation, but rather their goodness of fit to the economic and social environments confronting them.
They classified organisations into the broad categories of mechanistic and organic forms.
The rigidity inherent in bureaucratic structures was consider more appropriate to mechanistic forms of
organisations in which decisions were largely of a routine nature and their environment a relatively stable
one.
However, in organic forms of organisations, face with a rapidly changing environment, which required nonroutine and often innovatory decisions, bureaucracy, was considered too inflexible.
In their search to improve organisation efficiency, classical theorists concentrated on the analysis of tasks
and formal organisation structure.
Human behaviour in organisations was seen as being non-problematic but Searl knows different from hands
on experience something well to remember.
They considered employees would behave in a rational economic manner and operate within the formal
organisation structure; Searl will never take that for granted from his own experience in the workplace.
The weakness of these theories in explaining human behaviour in reality was a gap, which the next group of
theorists attempted to fill.
This major stage in the historical development of theory came from a group of academics in the social
sciences who were primarily concerned with the social and psychological influences upon human behaviour
in organisation, as Searl has done likewise.

THE HUMAN RELATIONS SCHOOL:
Often considered synonymous with the Human Relations School are the Hawthorne experiments carried out
by Mayo and associates in the 1920s and 1930s.
These experiments examined aspects of the work environment – length and spacing of rest periods, and
physical surroundings – to see how they affected employee productivity.
According to Searl knowledge, the first experiment examined the effect of varying illumination levels on
worker performance, which is just one of Searl’s problems within his planned organisation.
The results were the beginning of a number of puzzling findings.
Where output levels were, expect to decline, they were in fact noticeably increased.
All these findings Searl must consider within his planning of the company structure being so complex.
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Experimental methods were then improved upon and other variables thought to influence performance were
introduced.
A small group of female operators assembling telephone relays were isolated as an experimental group and
subjected to lengthy spells of observation.
Researchers measured performance levels as they changed the working conditions, such as the length of the
working day, frequency and length of rest periods, and the quality of lighting.
Again, a surprising result ensued: irrespective of the working conditions, output levels increased.
Even after returning to pre-experiment conditions output levels remained high, sickness, and absenteeism
fell.
A further experiment with males in the bank wiring room showed how individual payment schemes were
influence by group relationships and how groups established their own rules on levels of output.
It was evident from the unexpected results that output levels were not merely a function of strict supervision
levels, incentive payment schemes or physical working conditions, but rather that aspects of the social
system had to be taken into account.
The bank wiring room experiment illustrates the importance of group relationships and group attitudes.
In the earlier experiments, it can be concluded that it was not so much the change in the physical
environment, which caused the change in performance levels but the fact that the researchers were showing
interest in the employees subjected to the study.
This social effect is sometimes referring to as the Hawthorne effect.
Which, of cause is precisely what Searl had expected from such experiment.
This group of academics then went on to demonstrate the significance of informal organisation structure on
the behaviour of individuals and work groups, which operated alongside, and sometimes in conflict with, the
formal organisation structure.
Although the Hawthorne experiments have not been without their critics, they do appear to have prompted
the beginnings of a theory of human behaviour, which highlights the social system operating within an
organisation.
Areas such as motivation, morale, democratic leadership styles, inter-personal relations, communications
and group dynamics were found to be among the factors influencing productivity and worker satisfaction,
which Searl knows from his own experience on the factory floor to be true.
While worker representatives increasingly viewed the human relations approach as a subtle form of
managerial manipulation, Searl is increasingly prepared to accept methods, which offered an opportunity to
achieve both better productivity levels and a more satisfied work force.
In the post war period the Human Relations School was a fore runner of a new school of thinking
comprising behavioural scientists and sometimes referred to as the Neo-Human Relations School, which
Searl fully understand as to why it got such a term.
To Searl knowledge, this included people like Likert – management styles.
Argyris – individual well being.
McGregor – employee motivation.
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Herzberg – job enrichment.
Who all developed theories on the relationship between individuals and the organisation and who will be
considered in greater detail in later documents of this series.
When Searl taking stock of contributions to organisation theory up to the 1950s and 1960s, the time where
Searl was getting his teeth into problems relating to human behaviour, it can be seen how classical theorists
stressed task management and organisation structure while the Human Relations School emphasized the
social and psychological influences on human behaviour.
Other writers were also paying attention to the technological influences on behaviour and the economic and
social context of organisation – likewise Searl has to balance the scales in the same light.
Brief mention has already been made of the work of Woodward and Burns and Stalker.
The scientific approach of Taylor also formed the basis for a more sophisticated application of science to the
management process by operational researchers, economists and management scientists.
The problem was one of attempting to find a conceptual framework in which to integrate all these different
elements this became the major objective of system theory.
Environment, e.g. Social, Political.

Environment, e.g. Economic, Technical.
Figure 1.

The organisation system.

SYSTEMS THEORY:
The first attempt known to Searl was to integrate some of the diverse elements was by a group of researchers
from the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations who adopted a Socio-technical systems approach.
They believed that human behaviour in organisations occurred within a socio-technical system.
Evidence from a number of experiments led this group conclude that organisation behaviour was a function
of both technical and social factors.
Both these factors exist independently of one another but yet are interdependent.
For the system to perform optimally each factor has to be taken into account.
If one factor was optimised while the other was ignored the system itself would not perform at optimum
levels.
Though not evident from the title, this approach also took into account the economic factors in an
organisation environment.
By now you should be getting an insight of what Searl has to do to get his sums right the first time.
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Figure 2. Historical development of organisation theory.
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An experiment, which illustrates the application of the socio-technical systems approach, is Trist and
Bamforth’s study – 1951 – into methods of underground coal cutting.
Technical change introduced a mechanised system to the process of coal extraction called the longwall
method, which replaced a group working system.
Under the latter system, the group allocated the tasks – preparing, cutting and loading – among themselves.
The longwall method introduced a shift system whereby each shift specialised in a separate task.
Therefore, technical change, introducing specialisation, cut across well-developed group relationships and
work methods.
Hence, the technical factor may have been optimise but since the reciprocal effects of such a change on the
social factor had been ignore, the expected improved performance levels did not occur.
The solution, according to the socio-technical systems approach, was to account for the social factor by
restoring group-working methods while also retaining the shift system.
With this so-called composite longwall method productivity, increased and possible indicators of worker
dissatisfaction, such as the level of absenteeism and sickness, noticeably decreased.
The application of the system approach to the integration of all factors affecting behaviour in organisations
was influence by similar theoretical developments in the physical, biological and social sciences.
General systems theorists, however, did not restrict themselves to the social and technological factors
operating in the work situation.
As has already been mentioned, the organisation structure must also be taken into consideration as well as
the environment in which the organisation operates.
Therefore, if SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED is viewed as a system, it is consider to be made up of a
number of sub-divisions or sub-components, for example, the technical, sociological and structural elements,
while at the same time it is also affected by an environmental suprasystem which comprises economic,
social, political and technological influences – Figure 1.
As already seen in the social-technical systems approach, each sub-component of the total SEARL
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED system is independent yet is itself dependent on the others.
Hence, the systems approach provides a conceptual framework in which the interaction of the component
parts can be understood.
The most important factor to note is that although SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED appears as an
aggregate of sub-components, as a system it has a totality of its own with a separate identity – in other
words, it is more than simply the sum of its constituent parts.
Systems are either closed or open depending on the degree of interaction between the system and its
environment.

CLOSED SYSTEMS:
Tend to have rigid, well-defined boundaries, which limit interaction with the environment.

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED is generally consider to be an open system, having a dynamic

relationship with its environment and concerned with the transformation of inputs – labour and capital – into
outputs – goods and services.
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For SEARL TECHN0LOGY LIMITED to achieve a state of dynamic equilibrium with the environment,
continual adjustments have to be made within and between its sub-components.
Searl accepts that systems theory has been criticised for treating SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED as a
separate personality, with SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED taking actions and having goals rather than
the individuals who make up SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
There has been a tendency to ignore the action of individuals in the SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and
to concentrate on SEARL TEHNOLOGY LIMITED as a separate entity.
In reaction to this, some academics have adopted an approach called Social Action Theory, which studies
behaviour in an organisation purely from the subjective views of the individual members within that
organisation.
Another criticism aimed at systems theory is its level of abstraction.
Managers could quickly see the applications of the Human Relations School, the behavioural science
theories and the classical theories, but they could not readily recognise the significance of systems thinking.
In an attempt to make systems their more relevant to SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED problems
confronted by managers, the contingency approach was developed.
The contingency approach rejects earlier classical ideas of universal panaceas to solve organisation
problems.
Instead, drawing on the content of systems theory: it is argue; that what is optimal for one organisation, for
example: in terms of organisation structure, will be a function of that particular organisation’s context.
One organisation’s context may vary from another’s in terms of factors already mention in systems theory,
for example, the economic environment – product and labour markets – or the technology utilised.
It is only when the characteristics of SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED context are identified and interrelationships analysed that optimal solutions to specific problems can be discovered and acted upon.

SUMMARY:
The various approaches to the study of human behaviour in organisation have been traced historically –
Figure 2.
Three categories of approach have been identified: Classical Theory, Human Relations School and Systems
Theory.
Although presented as an historical development this does not mean that ideas introduced in earlier decades
are not relevant today or no longer applied by managers; for example, classical theorist’s ideas on
hierarchical structures in organisations are still dominant to Searl understanding.
In addition, researchers and writers, particularly sociologists and psychologists, still concentrate on
extending our understanding of particular aspects of organisation behaviour.
While theories from one particular area of study may be very useful in helping our understanding of
organisation behaviour, it is clear that single factor explanations are unlikely to reflect the complexities of
reality.
Searl accepts that systems theory could provide a useful framework for analysing the complex interrelationships between variables operating within SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL
MAGNETIC LIMITED.
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In this first document of this set of documents, I cover really, what is an introduction to the whole set to
come.
It updates the past issues that has been released over the years, and lay the ground for future progress to be
made in the developments being investigated.

The success of any new development is the teamwork that goes behind it.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D Human studies.
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This is my third Newsletter upon the subject of physics in 1968 which I am now releasing again updated
if required and colour added where possible. Searl accepts in principle that physics is the most
fundamental and all-inclusive of the sciences, and has had a profound effect on all scientific development.
In fact, physics is the present day equivalent of what used to be called natural philosophy, from which
most of our modern science arose. To all my students of the past, present and future from many fields
find themselves studying physics because of the basic role it plays in all phenomena under study and
development by Searl Technology Limited and Searl Magnetics Inc USA.
Searl agrees that a number of experts in this field have made big cock ups that this was impossible only
to find out later that it was possible – how true – another issue I like to quote is that Laws created by past
scientists were assumptions and Searl agrees that in 90 percent of research they hold true. Which Searl
admires their efforts to help us future scientist to recreate the past and generate the future and yet we
still see these so-call experts screaming IMPOSSIBLE – even though you are demonstrating the facts of
such technology – HOW STRANGE!
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In this document which is a re-print of a 1968 newsletter and update where possible which I shall try to
explain what the fundamental problems in other sciences are to help all those of you who have
communicated with me that you wish to learn about these subjects which are involved within this
technology.
But of course it is impossible in so small a space really to deal with complex, subtle, beautiful matters in
these other fields. Searl agrees that lack of space also prevents Searl discussing the relation of physics to
engineering, industry, society, and war, or even the most remarkable relationship between mathematics
and physics – MATHEMATICS is not a science from my point of view, in the sense that it is a natural
science. The test of its validity is not experiment.
Searl must, incidentally, make it clear from the beginning that a thing is not science, it is not necessarily
bad. Searl gives an example, love is not a science, which I hope that Flowerbower can understand that.
So, if something is said not to be a science, it does not mean that there is something wrong with it; it just
means that it is not a science.
Searl ask – is the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) or the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is a science – or is it
a new window that takes science into a new dimension of thinking and action to create tomorrows
technology!

3-2

CHEMISTRY:

Searl accepts that the science which is perhaps the most deeply affected by physics is chemistry. Searl
knowledge base accept the historically, that the early days of chemistry dealt almost entirely with what he now
call inorganic chemistry, the chemistry of substances which are not associated with living things.
Searl accepted that a considerable analysis was required to discover the existence of the many elements and
their relationship – how they make up the various relatively simple compounds found in rocks, earth, etc,
This early chemistry was very important for physics, including the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G).
The interaction between the two sciences was very great because the theory of atoms was substantiated to a
large extent by experiments in chemistry. The theory of chemistry, i.e. of the reactions themselves, was
summarised to a large extent in the periodic chart of Mendeleev, which brings out many strange relationships
among the various elements, and it was the collection of rules as to which substance is combined with which,
and how, that constituted inorganic chemistry.
Searl accepts that all these rules were ultimately explained in principle by quantum mechanics, so that
chemistry is in fact physics. On the other hand, Searl states that it must be emphasized that this explanation is in
principle. Searl has already discussed the difference between knowing the rules of the game of chess, and being
able to play. This apples today, so it is that we may know the rules, but cannot play very well. Searl accepts that
it turns out to be very difficult to predict precisely what will happen in a given chemical reaction; nevertheless,
the deepest part of theoretical chemistry must end up in quantum mechanics.
The SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G) surely fall into the band of chemistry as atoms have to be used
to form the device in separate layers whose reaction generate the effects. As Searl understands it chemistry is
defined as the branch of physical science concerned with the composition properties and reactions of substances
and, also the composition properties and reactions of a particular substance; not only that it includes the nature
and effects of any complex phenomenon. If this is the case then the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G)
is in FACT REALITY!
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Searl understanding in reference to physics as a branch of science concerned with the properties of matter and
energy and the relationships between them. It is based on mathematics and traditionally includes mechanics,
optics, electricity and magnetism, acoustics, and heat.
That is not all, modern physics, based on quantum theory, includes atomic, nuclear, particle, and solid-state
studies; Searl understand that it represents physical properties of behaviour; the physic of the electron. Surely
that is what the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.) is all about, the study of the electron in motion.
Searl accepts that there is also a branch of physics and chemistry which was developed by both sciences
together, and which is extremely important. This is the method of statistics applied in a situation in which there
are mechanical laws, which is aptly called STATISTICAL MECHANICS. Searl agrees that in any chemical
situation a large number of atoms are involved, which is true in the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S-E-G),
and Searl has shown that the atoms are all jiggling around in a very random and complicated way.
The concept of the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S-E-G) is to encourage these random electrons to flow in
one direction in uniform fashion. Which has a tendency to compress them acting similar to a diode in the
function of their movements? The structure of the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G) is similar to a
transistor but on a massive scale. Strange both diodes and transistors work fine; why should the SEARL
EFFECT GENERATOR (S-E-G) not do precisely similar but on a massive scale.
If I could analyze each collision, and be able to follow in detail the motion of each molecule, I might hope to
figure out what would happen, but the many numbers needed to keep track of all these molecules exceeds so
enormously the capacity of any computer, and certainly the capacity of the mind, that it was important to
develop a method for dealing with such complicated situations. It should be clear now to you that it is
impossible to know all the reactions going on within the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S-E-G) but in the
last three years we have uncovered some of the things which plays a major part of their functions and can
demonstrate them as to how they function within the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S-E-G),
In this illustration you see a man
who is a relation member of a
very famous family in Germany
and after the war who was
transfer to the USA to continue
his research and development
which aided the USA to succeed
to get into space.
This member is watching the
unbelievable demonstration that
investigated how much power
was needed to make these heavy
roller sets to rotate around a plate
at speed without flying off.
It only took 5 volts, exactly what I
always stated since 1946.

This photo was taken in Thailand as Fernando Morris invited him to visit and see this event with his own eyes.
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This illustrate the key members of the research undertaken in Thailand, the three musketeers, had I been in that
shot there would had been a fourth musketeer. What you are witnessing are one German, One Thia and one
American had I been in that shot there would also include an Englishman. How strange life can be.
Searl accepts that STATISTICAL MECHANICS, then, is the science of the phenomena of heat, or
thermodynamics. Searl accepts, that Inorganic chemistry is, as a science, now reduced essentially to what are
called physical chemistry and quantum chemistry; physical chemistry to study the rates at which reactions
occur and what is happening in detail – how do the molecules hit? Which pieces fly off first?, etc, and quantum
chemistry to help me understand what happens in terms of the physical laws.
The other branch of chemistry is organic chemistry, the chemistry of the substances which are associated with
living things. For a time it was believed that the substances which are associated with living things were so
marvellous that they could not be made by hand, from inorganic materials. This is not at all true – they are just
the same as the substances made in inorganic chemistry, but more complicated arrangements of atoms are
involved.
Searl accepts that organic chemistry obviously has a very close relationship to the biology which supplies its
substances and to industry, and furthermore, much physical chemistry and quantum mechanics can be applied
to organic as well as to inorganic compounds. However, the main problems of organic chemistry are not in
these aspects, but rather in the analysis and synthesis of the substances which are formed in the biological
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Systems, in living things like this:

How strange our vision sensors are; from which we perceive data on atoms billions of them: in a structure of a
female Homo sapiens – are our brains deceiving us? If they are atoms surely they ought to look alike – be all
similar in size and shape – but my sensory system data input fail to agree with that issue – its negative output
states that they are not alike. This leads imperceptibly, in steps, toward biochemistry, and then into biology
itself, or molecular biology.
In passing; the above billion of atoms are seeking billions of atoms in the structure of a male Homo sapiens, if
you have space in bed for a billion or two of atoms you are invited to make your bid. You have up to May 2050
to place your bet; lines will close at 12:00 noon.

3-3

BIOLOGY:

Thus I come to the science of biology, which is the study of living things. As Searl understands it that in the
early days of biology, the biologists had to deal with the purely descriptive problem of finding out what living
things there were, and so they just had to count such things as the hairs of the limbs of fleas. After these matters
were worked out with great deal of interest, the biologists went into the machinery inside the living bodies, first
from a gross standpoint, naturally, because it takes some effort to get into the finer details.
There was an interesting early relationship between physics and biology in which biology helped physics in the
discovery of the conservation of energy, which was first demonstrated by Mayer in connection with the amount
of heat taken in and given out by a living creature.
If I look at the processes of biology of living animals more closely, I see many physical phenomena: the
circulation of blood, pumps, pressure, etc. There are nerves: I know what is happening when I step on a sharp
stone, and that somehow or other information goes from the leg up. To my mind that is interesting how that
happens.
In their study of nerves, the biologists have come to the conclusion – NOTE that I have stated conclusion –
that nerves are very fine tubes with a complex wall which is very thin; through this wall the cell pumps ions, so
that there are positive ions on the outside and negative ions on the inside, like a capacitor. Now this membrane
has an interesting property; at least to me it has; if it discharges in one place - some of the ions were able to
move through one place, so that the electric voltage is reduced there, that electrical influence makes itself felt
on the ions in the neighbourhood, and it affects the membrane in such a way that it lets the ions through at
neighboring points also.
This in turn affects it farther along – and so there is a wave of penetrability of the membrane which runs down
the fibre when it is excited at one end by stepping on the sharp stone. This wave is somewhat analogous to a
long sequence of vertical dominoes; if the end one is pushed over, that one pushes the next, etc.
NOTE: by showing the facts of what we knew then, we can see what our progress today represents.
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Of course this will transmit only one message unless the dominoes are set up again; and similarly in the nerve
cell, there are processes which pump the ions slowly out again, to get the nerve ready for the next impulse. This
is no different to the function of the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.) so it is that we know what we
are doing – or at least where we are -.
Searl states of course the electrical effects associated with this nerve impulse can be picked up with electrical
instruments and because there are electrical effects, obviously the physics of electrical effects has had a great
deal of influence on understanding the phenomenon.
The opposite effect is that, from somewhere in the brain, a message is sent out along the nerve. What happens
at the end of the nerve? To Searl understanding that there the nerve branches out into fine little things,
connected to a structure near a muscle, called an end-plate.
SEARL STATES 1968: The above statement was a brief in this reprint of that document; due to the
expert crap that you will find on the internet: I shall insert here my knowledge on nerves as understood
by me during through 1966 – 1968 period; so all can see the truth as it then was.

NERVE – (nerve) n.
A bundle of nerve fibres enclosed in a connective
tissue sheath – see illustration on the left.
MOTOR NERVE n
A nerve that transmits impulses from the brain or
spinal cord to the muscles and glands.
SENSORY NERVE. n.
A nerve that transmit impulses in wards from the
sense organs to the brain and spinal cord.
More data will be released in the medical section.

TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH A NERVE.
For reasons which are not exactly understood, when the impulse reaches the end of the nerve, little packets of a
chemical called acetylcholine are shot off – five or ten molecules at a time – and they affect the muscle fibre
and make it contract – how simple!
ACETYLCHOLINE

(ass-i-tyl-koh-leen) n.

The acetic acid ester of the organic base choline: the neurotransmitter released at the synapses of
parasympathetic nerves and at neuromuscular junctions.
Searl states; what makes a muscle contract? Searl understand that a muscle is a very large number of fibres
close together from his hands on experience training in a hospital laboratory, that muscles containing two
different substances, myosin and actomyosin, but the machinery by which the chemical reaction induced by
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By acetylcholine can modify the dimensions of the molecule is not yet know. Searl states, thus the fundamental
process in the muscle that makes mechanical motions are not known at this date.
MYOSIN

(my-oh-sin) n.

The most abundant protein in muscle fibrils: having the important properties of elasticity and contractility.
ACTOMYOSIN

(ak-toh-my-oh-sin) n,

A protein complex formed in muscle between actin and myosin during the process of contraction.
ACTIN

(ak-tin) n

A protein, found in muscle that plays an important role in the process of contraction.
Searl accepts that biology is such an enormously wide field that there are hosts of other problems that he cannot
mention at all – problems on how vision works – what the light does in the eye – how hearing works, etc. and
this was mid 1968. Clearly no humans would be going to Mars that to him was a fact, thus he had plenty of
time to solve those problems.
Searl needs to know the way in which thinking works: Searl shall discuss later under psychology.
Now, these things concerning biology which Searl has just discussed are, from a biological standpoint, really
not fundamental, at the bottom of life, in the sense that even if Searl understood them he still would not
understand life itself. To illustrate; the men who study nerves feel their work is very important, because after all
you cannot have animals without nerves.
But you can have life without nerves. Therefore the law of the squares hold true, even in this reference of
nerves. Plants have neither nerves nor muscles, but they are working, they are alive, just the same. So for the
fundamental problems of biology Searl must look deeper, when Searl do, he will discover that all living things
have a great many characteristics in common:
Searl can sure confirm that statement with a positive yes. As Searl see it that the most common feature is that
they are made of cells, within each of which is complex machinery for doing things chemically. In plant cells,
for example, there is machinery for picking up light and generating sucrose, which is consumed in the dark to
keep the plant alive.
SUCROSE

(sewk-rohx) n.

A carbohydrate consisting of glucose and fructose: It is the principal constituent of cane sugar and sugar beet.
The increasing consumption in the last 50 years has coincided with an increase in the incidence of dental caries,
diabetes, coronary heart disease and obesity.
Searl understands that when the plant is eaten the sucrose itself generates in the animal a series of chemical
reactions very closely related to photosynthesis – and its opposite effect in the dark – in plants. The law of
the squares is upheld.
Searl understands that in cells of living systems there are many elaborate chemical reactions, in which one
compound is changed into another and another.. To give some impression of the enormous efforts that have
gone into the study of biochemistry, the chart in Figure 3-1 summarizes Searl knowledge to date on just one
small part of the many series of reactions which occur, perhaps a percent or so of it.
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Here Searl see a whole series of molecules which change from one to another in a sequence or cycle of rather
small steps. It is called the Krebs cycle, the respiratory cycle.

FIGURE 3-1
CITRIC ACID

THE KREBS CYCLE.

(sit-rik) n.

An organic acid found naturally in citrus fruits. Citric acid is formed in the first stage of the Krebs cycle.
Formula: CH2(COOH)C(OH)(COOH)CH2COOH.
KREBS CYCLE

(citric acid cycle)

(krebz) n.

Sir H. A. Krebs – 1900 – 1981.

A complex cycle of enzyme-catalysed reactions: occurring within the cells of all living animals, in which
acetate is broken down to produce energy in the form of ATP and carbon dioxide. The cycle is the final step
in the oxidation of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins. German born biochemist.
This document was issued as a learning aid for those you wanted help in learning, so they can see how I taught
myself; based upon just two dreams.
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Each of the chemicals and each step is fairly simple, in terms of what change is made in the molecule, but – and
this is a centrally important discovery in biochemistry – these changes are relatively difficult to accomplish in
a laboratory. Searl understands that if we have one substance and another very similar substance, the one does
not just turn into the other, because the two forms are usually separated by an energy barrier or hill.
Searl states that we can consider this analogy: if we wanted to take an object from one place to another, at the
same level but on the other side of a hill, Searl could push it over the top, but to do so requires the addition of
some energy. Thus Searl understand that most chemical reactions do not occur, because there is what is called
an activation energy is in the way.
In order to add an extra atom to our chemical requires that Searl get it closes enough that some rearrangement
can occur; then it will stick - HAS YOUR BRAIN JUST KICKED IN?
SEARL HAS TO GET EACH COMPONENT OF THE SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G)
PRECISION ENGINEERED SO PRECISE THAT WHEN ASSEMBLED THE INDIVIDUAL
COMPONENTS ARE CLOSE ENOUGH TO STICK atom wise.
BUT IF SEARL CANNOT GIVE ENOUGH ENERGY TO GET IT CLOSE ENOUGH, IT WILL NOT GO
TO COMPLETION, IT WILL JUST GO PART OF THE WAY UPTHE HILL AND BACK DOWN AGAIN;
WHICH MEANS NO SEARL EFFECT HAS BEEN ARRANGED.
However, if Searl could literally take the molecules in his hands and push and pull the atoms around in such a
way as to open a hole to let the new atom in, and then it snap back, Searl would have found another way,
around the hill, which would not require extra energy, and the reaction would go easily.
AND THAT IS PRECISELY WHAT SEARL IS DOING, TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY
NEEDED HE ONLY SELECTS ONE OF THE COMPONENT PARTS TO APPLY THE ENERGY
NEEDED TO BRING THE MOLECULES CLOSE ENOUGH TO LET A NEW ATOM IN. Then the
dominoes chain reaction starts up.
Now there actually are, in the cells, very large molecules, much larger than the ones whose changes that Searl
has been describing, which in some complicated way hold the smaller molecules just right, so that the reaction
can occur easily.
Searl is doing precisely the same set up in the components of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) which he
uses – which functions are the same as they are all atoms.
These very large and complicated things are called enzymes – they were first called ferments, because they
were originally discovered in the fermentation of sugar. In fact, some of the first reactions in the cycle
were discovered there. – In the presence of an enzyme the reaction will go.
ENZYME

(en-zym) n.

A protein that, in small amounts, speeds up the rate of a biological reaction without itself being used up in the
reaction – it acts as a catalyst. Searl accepts that enzymes are essential for the normal functioning of the body.
Searl also understand that the failure in the production or activity of a single enzyme may result in metabolic
disorders; such disorders are often inherited and some have serious effects.
An enzyme is made of another substance called protein. Enzymes are very big and complicated, and each one is
different, each being built to control a certain special reaction.
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The names of the enzymes are written in Figure 3-1 at each reaction. Sometimes the same enzyme may control
two reactions. Searl emphasize that the enzymes themselves are not involved in the reaction directly. They do
not change; they merely let an atom go from one place to another. Having done so, the enzyme is ready to do it
to the next molecule, like a machine in a factory. Of course, there must be a supply of certain atoms and a way
of disposing of other atoms.
SERL STATES:
Indirectly the same similar events take place in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G). There must be atoms
available within the space fabric around the power convertor, and of course there is everywhere in the
universe. Again, there must be a way for the atoms to be discharged from the convertor for the power unit to
have any value; otherwise the input stops as the convertor is fully loaded for the next event to take place.
Searl takes Hydrogen H 1, for example: there are enzymes which have special units on them which carry the
hydrogen for all chemical reactions. For example, there are three or four hydrogen reducing enzymes which are
used all over our cycle in different places. To Searl mind this is interesting that the machinery which liberates
some hydrogen at one place will take that hydrogen and use it somewhere else – IMPOSSIBLE – NO: IT IS A
FACT!
SEARL STATES:
If we accept these experts statement that these IMPOSSIBLE ACTION actually takes place within all of
us, then, by what rights do experts claim that the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G) is impossible,
when they are constructed with atoms in similar manner as us, whose functions has to be similar in
nature to us.
Like us; there is an input and an output sections, something must go in and something must come out.
We shove what is term food in our mouths, which in reality is that we are shoving in a load of atoms into
our mouths which are a mixture of atoms and along that input chain, chemical reactions are taking
place, step by step changes are being made to that input until the end of the process; it reappears at the
end of the chain as a completely different substance. We may not understand this chemical reaction as
what we actual achieve from all this reactions that takes place. One thing is certain that chemical
reactions continue in the output but we may not understand what is taking place or why.
What Searl accepts that it is a requirement of nature; if you wish to continue hanging around. Likewise
the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G) functions under nature laws: but it takes in food in a form
of electrons and radiation, same as you are doing, but in a different way. Within the Searl Effect
Generator similar reactions are taken place and step by step random state is being converted to uniform
state as its output.
To Searl mind one of the most important feature of the cycle of Figure 3-1 is the transformation from GDP =
guanadine – di - phosphate to GTP = guanadine – Tri – Phosphate sounds impossible HOW? Because the
one substance has much more energy in it than the other. Just as there is a box in certain enzymes for carrying
hydrogen atoms around, there are special energy carrying boxes which involve the triphosphate group. So, GTP
has more energy than GDP and if the cycle is doing one way, we are producing molecules which have extra
energy and which can go drive some other cycle which requires energy, for example the contraction of muscle.
The muscle will not contract unless there is GTP. Likewise, GTP is replaced by EMF in the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) will not accelerate unless a load is place in circuit with it, which is acting like a muscle on it
in principle: then the dominoes effect kicks in.
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(proh-teen) N.

One of a group of organic compounds made up of one or more chains of amino acids. Proteins are essential
constituents of the body: they form the structural material of muscles, tissues, organs, etc, and are equally
important as regulators of function, and enzymes and hormones. Proteins are synthesized in the body from their
constituent amino acids, which are obtained from the digestion of protein in the diet.

1968: my knowledge; (a) A neuron (b) Detail of a synapse IMPOSSIBLE if you are actually real then I have
to accept that this also real; therefore the Searl Effect Generator is also real.
Searl can take a muscle fibre, put it in water, add GTP, the fibre contract, changing GTP to GDP if the enzymes
are present. So the real system is in the GDP-GTP transformation; in the dark the GTP which has been stored
up during the day is used to run the whole cycle around the other way. An enzyme, you see, does not care in
which direction the reaction goes, if it did it would violate one of the laws of physics which in reality are just
assumptions.
SEARL STATES:
That the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) does not care in which direction it runs; therefore it does not
violate those assumptions which many of these so-call scientists class as laws.
Searl accepts that physics is of great importance in biology and other sciences for still another reason,
that has to do with experimental techniques. Therefore, Searl do not worry about those claims that it will
not work – because he knows that it is only time now before it will be available on mass production bases,
for all to buy and expects that it will become number one in the field of energy production before long.
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Searl accepts: In fact, if it were not for the great development of experimental physics, these biochemistry
charts would not be known today. The reason is that the most useful tool of all for analyzing this fantastically
complex system is to label the atoms which are used in the reactions.
PROF. SEARL STATES:
Physics itself is without question a great tool for the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) Research and
development that is why in these documents you read about what I know and understand upon that
subject. It will play a major role on Planet Mars, if man ever gets there.
Thus, if I could introduce into the cycle some carbon dioxide which has a green mark on it, and then measure
after three seconds where the green mark is, and again measure after ten seconds, etc, I could trace out the
course of the reactions. You are wondering what are the green marks? They are different isotopes. I recall
that at the age 14 years that the chemical properties of atoms are determined by the number of electrons, not by
the mass of the nucleus. Searl is aware that there can be, for example in carbon C 6, six neutrons or seven
neutrons, together with the six protons which all carbon nuclei have. Searl understands that chemically, the two
atoms C12 and C13 are the same, but they differ in weight and they have different nuclear properties, and so they
are distinguishable.
Searl agrees that by using these isotopes of different weights, or even radioactive isotopes like C14, which
provides a more sensitive means for tracing very small quantities, it is possible to trace reactions.

The impossible being made possible – there is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so
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This illustration is to give you a
peep into 1968, and if you think
that is big, you have a shock
when you see the chemical
laboratory which will have to be
on Star Ship Explorer going on
space missions, and as such
missions will operate for 3 to 5
years at a time.
It is many people like this who
have paved the way for Searl
Effect Generator (S.E.G) and
assisted in the design of the
Inverse‐Gravity‐Vehicle (I.G.V.)
Without their input we cannot
create an output – clearly it is all
about teamwork.
That is something which Searl
has been trying to achieve all
these years, but greed and
ignorance kicks in and stops the
progress being achieved.
It is not the technology at fault
but the people that requires
education which they are short
of.

First photo shows large scale manufacture of chemicals depends on an accurate knowledge of the relationships
between reactants and products, including chemical composition and quantity of product.
SEARL STATES:
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is no different only that it has to be approach; from a different
respective, but same requirements and similar affects of function.
Second photo shows that knowledge of chemical formulae and reactions is a vital part of the pharmacist’s stock
in trade. Here, a compound is being prepared using the traditional pharmacist’s measuring glass – which Searl
is very experience with; unless you have forgotten he was a chemist assistance that made up all medications of
doctors prescription for the chemist. In fact, Bradley Lockerman actually film Searl at that very pharmacy so he
knows that is true.
SEARL STATES:
That shop was called St. Peters Canning chemist – Mr Canning owner then was indeed a wonderful boss
to work for and it was him who got me a job in Shenley hospital as a student nurse.
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To produce 44 gm of carbon dioxide, Searl must start with 36 gm of water. Searl accepts that it is not always
necessary to deal in even molecular weights. Where, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) has to be absolute
precise on weight for success.
For instance, how much water is needed to produce 66gm of carbon dioxide? One gram molecular weight of
carbon dioxide is 44 gm, so 66 gm is:
66÷44 = 1.5 gram molecular weights.
Since one gram molecular weight of carbon dioxide requires 36 gm of water, then 1.5 gram molecular weights
require:
36 x 1.5 = 54 gm of water.
To take another example, 11 gm of carbon dioxide is:
11÷44 = 0.25 gm molecular weight.
Therefore, in order to produce 11 gm of carbon dioxide one requires:
36 x 025 = 9 gm of water.
Searl presents you for practice, try this problem. How many grams of water are required to produce 110 gm of
carbon dioxide?
The answer will be given at the end of this section.
It is apparent that equations tell the chemist quite a lot about chemical reaction. Searl agrees that there is still a
lot they do not tell him. The mere writing of a chemical equation does not ensure that the reaction will take
place; this must be checked by actual experiment. Nor does the equation tell Searl under what conditions – high
temperature, low temperature, high pressure, low pressure – the reaction will take place, or how fast it will take
place. But, if properly written, it does tell Searl in what direction it takes place.
SEARL STATES:
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) faces similar problems, if the equation is not right Searl cannot tell
what reaction will occur, or if any will take place, nor in what direction that reaction will take. If you
worked out your law of squares incorrectly then your equation will fail. It still calls for experimenting
which is taking place at this time as funds permit. Whereby; your equation can be proven as correct or
wrong.

EQUILIBRIUM REACTIONS:
Searl understand that in numerous chemical reactions, the reactants – left side of the equation – combine into
the products – right side of the equation – and the process is complete. Such reactions are said to be
irreversible, and are said to go to completion. The direction of the reaction is indicated by replacing the equals
sign with an arrow:
2Na+2H2o→2NaOH+H2
Searl accepts that for many other reactions, however, there is a tendency for the products to decompose almost
as soon as they are formed and become reactants again. These reactions are reversible; the reactants and
products are said to be in a state of equilibrium.
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These reactions do not go to completion, unless forced to do so by artificial means. Reversible reactions are
indicated by double arrows, such as:
3H2+ N2→←2HN3.
NOTE: that the left hand arrow should lay on top of the right hand one, but this PC is not allowing me to do
that.
Searl points out that in actual fact, nearly all chemical reactions are reversible, even those marked with a single
arrow, because the products can be forced to break up into reactants by changing the conditions under which
the reaction takes place.
SEARL STATES:
In the case of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) that is precisely what he does; he is changing the condition
under which he magnetises the material. This reaction forces changes in the materials boundary layers; to
conform to a uniform state instead of a random state.
The operation of chemical equations is most easily explained in terms of twentieth-century atomic theory. But
most of the ideas underlying their uses, including techniques to prevent reversible reactions from reversing,
were developed before I was born – which means before 1900. Searl debt to these pioneer chemists is still
great.
Now Searl will present the answer to the problem which he asked you to try to do, which was how many grams
of water is required to produce 110 gm of carbon dioxide:
110 gm of carbon dioxide is:
110 gm ÷ 44 gm = 2.5 gram molecular weights.
But 36 gm of water produce one gram molecular weight of carbon dioxide, so:
36 x 2.5 = 90 gm.
The answer is:
90 gm of water are required to produce 110 gm of carbon dioxide.
Searl now return to the description of enzymes and proteins. All proteins are not enzymes, but all enzymes are
proteins. There are many proteins, such as the proteins in muscle, the structural proteins which are, for example,
in cartilage and hair, skin, etc, that are not themselves enzymes. However, proteins are a very characteristic
substance of life:
First of all they make up all the enzymes, and second, they make up much of the rest of living material. Proteins
have a very interesting and simple structure. They are a series, or chain, of different amino acids. For your
information there are twenty different amino acids, and they all can combine with each other to form chains in
which the backbone is CO-NH, etc. Proteins are nothing but chains of various ones of these twenty amino
acids.
SEARL STATES:
If you experts: states that above is a fact. Then you are also stating that the Searl Effect Generator is true
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Each of the amino acids probably serves some special purpose is all we assume, we do not know what those are
and if we are talking about going to Mars and beyond we better know what they do. Some, for example, have a
sulphur S 16 atom at a certain place; when two sulphur S 16 atoms are in the same protein, they form a bond,
and that is, they tie the chain together at two points and form a loop.
Another has extra oxygen O 8 atoms which make it an acidic substance, another has a basic characteristic.
Some of them have big groups hanging out one side, so that they take up a lot of space. One of the amino acids,
called prolene, is not really an amino acid. There is a slight difference, with the result that when prolene is in
the chain, there is a kink in the chain.
If Searl wished to manufacture a particular protein, he would give these instructions: put one of those sulphur S
16 hooks here; next, add something to take up space; then attach something to put a kink in the chain. In this
way, Searl will get a complicated looking chain, hooked together and having some complex structure; this is
presumably just the manner in which all the various enzymes are made.
SEARL STATES:
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is created precisely in the same manner as above as if you are
creating a protein. Both are atoms but arrange at a different levels and concepts regardless; if proteins
are real as claim by the experts then the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) are real.
One of the great triumphs in recent times – since 1960 – was at last to discover the exact spatial atomic
arrangement of certain proteins, which involve some fifty-six or sixty amino acids in a row. Over a thousand
atoms – more nearly two thousand, if Searl count the hydrogen H 1 atoms – have been located in a complex
pattern in two proteins.
The first was haemoglobin. One of the sad aspects of this discovery is that Searl cannot see anything from the
pattern; we do not understand why it works the way it does. Of course, that is the next problem to be attacked.
SEARL STATES:
The same apply to the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) they do not understand why it works the way it
does.
In Searl research and development to create the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) he had another problem is how
do the enzymes know what to be? Must be impossible which means that you do not exists – but expert’s state
that we do exists – likewise the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) must be able to exist. A red eyed fly makes a
red eyed fly baby, and so the information for the whole pattern of enzymes to make red pigment must be passed
from the fly to the next.
SEARL STATES:
That in a similar manner the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) functions, the machinery within the atom
can allow an electron to transfer to another, it also can accept electrons, thus, the electrons can transfer
from one atom to the next, but how?
This subject is massive in structure and has to be broken up into smaller lumps to be digested if we are
going to understand how and why it works regardless of these so-call experts claims that it will not work.
Only those who are devoted to its development understand why it will work.
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This is done by a substance in the nucleus of the cell, not a protein, called DNA – short for DESOXYRIBOSE NUCLEIC
ACID - . This is the key substance which is passed from one cell to another – for instance, sperm cells consist mostly of
DNA – and carry the information as to how to make enzymes.
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Figure 3-2 Schematic diagram of DNA.
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Figure 3-2b Schematic diagram DNA of the S.E.G.

DNA is the blueprint of life and the law of the squares. What does the blueprint look like and does it work?
First, the blueprint must be able to reproduce itself.
Secondly, it must be able to instruct the protein.
Concerning the reproduction, we might think that this proceeds like cells reproduction
Cells simple grow bigger and then divided in half. Must it be thus with DNA molecules, then, that they too
grow bigger and divide in half?
Every atom certainly does not grow bigger and divide in half! No, it is impossible to reproduce a molecule
except by some more clever way.
SEARL STATES:
Figure 3-2b is the DNA of all square fours; each cell is like an atom it cannot divide in half.
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The structure of the substance DNA was studied for a long time, first chemically to find the composition, and
then with X-rays to find the pattern in space.
The result was the following remarkable discovery: The DNA molecule is a pair of chains, twisted upon each
other. The backbone of each of these chains, which are analogous to the chains of proteins but chemically quite
different, it is a series of sugar and phosphate groups, as shown in Figure 3-2. Now Searl see how the chain can
contain instructions, for if Searl could split this chain down the middle, he would have a series BAADC. And
every living thing could have a different series.
Searl accepts that must be true; thus perhaps, in some way, the specific instructions for the manufacture of
proteins are contained in the specific series of the DNA.
Searl understands that attached to each sugar along the line and linking the two chains together, are certain pairs
of cross links. However, they are not all of the same kind; there are four kinds, called adenine, thymine,
cytosine and guanine, Actually what Searl expected as we are part of the four squares concept, but let us call
them A, B, C, and D. For the benefit of those who wish to learn. The interesting thing is that only certain pairs
can sit opposite each other, for example A with B and C with D.
SEARL STATES:
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is design upon a similar concept which we can call A, B, C, and D and
in this case which are layers and it is the bonding between these layers that gives us a yes or a no if they
choose of materials are suitable.
These pairs are put on the two chains in such a way that they fit together, and have a strong energy of
interaction. Searl understands that C will not fit with A, and B will not fit with C; they will only fit in pairs, A
against B and C against D. Therefore if one is C, the other must be D, etc. Whatever the letters may be in one
chain, each one must have its specific complementary letter on the other chain.
What then about reproduction? Suppose Searl split this chain in two. How can Searl make another one just like
it? If, in the substances of the cells, there is a manufacturing department which brings up phosphate, sugar, and
A, B, C, D units not connected in a chain, the only ones which will attach to the split chain will be the correct
ones, the complements of BAADC.... namely ABBCD...
Thus what happens is that the chain splits down the middle during cell division, one half ultimately to go with
one cell, the other half to end up in the other cell; when separated, a new complementary chain is made by each
half chain.
SEARL STATES:
The Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) technically function in a similar way but at a much higher level; if
what has been stated by scientists that all this impossible cell stuff is real, then the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) must also be possible.
The cell functions is based on nature via the atoms, the Searl Effect Generator also functions on nature
via the atom; these are atoms are arrange in such a way that different functions can be obtain – you are a
perfect example of that statement.
Instead of scientists downing this technology they ought to be assessing how such a concept could be
made to function.
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Searl next question, precisely how does the order of the A, B, C, D units determine the arrangement of the
amino acids in the protein?
This is the central unsolved problem in biology today 1968. The first clues, or pieces of information, however,
are these: There are in the cell tiny particles called microsomes, and it is now known that is the place where
proteins are made. But the microsomes are not in the nucleus, where the DNA and its instructions are.
Something seems to be the matter.
However, it is known that little molecule pieces come off the DNA – not as long as the big DNA molecule that
carries all the information itself, but like a small section of it. This is called RNA, but that is not essential. It is a
kind of copy of the DNA, a short copy.
The RNA, which somehow carries a message as to what kind of protein to make goes over to the microsome;
that is known. Searl says that when it gets there, protein is synthesized at the microsome. That is also known.
However, the details of how the amino acids come in and are arranged in accordance with a code that is on the
RNA are, as yet, still unknown. We do not know how to read it. If only Searl knew, for example, the line up A.
B. C. C. A, we could not tell you what protein is to be made.
Searl agrees that certainly no subject or field is making more progress on so many fronts at the present moment,
than biology, and if we were to name the most powerful assumption of all, which leads one on and on in an
attempt to understand life, it is that all things are made of atoms, and that everything that living things do can
be understood in terms of the jiggling and wiggling of atoms.
SEARL STATES:
If ever Star Ship Explorer becomes reality, then this entire plus much more is required to be known, and
I can only present what I know and understand.
3-4

ASTRONOMY:

In this rapid fire explanation of the whole world, Searl must now turn to astronomy. Searl agrees without
question, that astronomy is older than physics. In fact, Searl states that it got physics started by showing the
beautiful simplicity of the motion of the stars and planets, the understanding of which was the beginning of
physics. But the most remarkable discovery in all of astronomy is that the stars are made of atoms of the same
kind as those on the Earth.* How was this done?
*Here I am rushing through this! How much each sentence in this brief story contains. The stars are made
of the same atoms as the Earth. I usual pick one small topic like this to give a lecture, which combines the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) or the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V). Searl knows that poets say science
takes away from the beauty of the stars – mere globs of gas atom. To Searl nothing is mere. I too can see the
stars on a desert night, and feel them. But do I see less or more? The vastness of the heavens stretches my
imagination – stuck on this carousel my little eye can catch one-million-year-old light. A vast pattern – of
which I am a part – perhaps my stuff was belched from some forgotten star, as one is belching there. Or see
them with the greater eye of Palomar, rushing all apart from some common starting point when they were
perhaps all together. What is the pattern, or the meaning, or the why? It does not do harm to the mystery to
know a little about it. For far more marvellous is the truth than any artists of the past imagined! What men
are poets who can speak of Jupiter if he were like a man, but if he is an immense spinning sphere of
methane and ammonia must be silent?
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Atoms liberate which has definite frequencies, something like timbre of a musical instrument, which has
definite pitches or frequencies of sound. When we are listening to several different tones we can tell them apart,
but when we look with our eyes at a mixture of colours we cannot tell the parts which it was made, because the
eye is nowhere near as discerning as the ear in this connection.
However, with a spectroscope we can analyze the frequencies of the light waves and in this way we can see the
very tunes of the atoms that are in the different stars. As a matter of fact, two of the chemical elements were
discovered on a star before they were discovered on the Earth. Helium He 2 was discovered on the Sun,
whence its name and technetium Tc 43 was discovered in certain cool stars.
Searl agrees that this, of course, permits us to make headway in understanding the stars, because they are made
of the same kinds of atoms which are on Earth. Now Searl know a great deal about the atoms, especially
concerning their behaviour under conditions of high temperature but not very great density, so that Searl can
analyze by statistical mechanics the behaviour of the stellar substance.
Even though Searl cannot reproduce the conditions on the Earth, using the basic physical laws Searl often
precisely, or very closely, what will happen? So it is that physics aids astronomy and Searl has no problem with
that issue. Strange as it may seem, we understand the distribution of matter in the interior of the Sun far better
than we understand the interior of the Earth. What goes on inside a star is better understood than one might
guess from the difficulty of having to look at a little dot of light through a telescope, because we can calculate
what the atoms in the stars should do in most circumstances.
This is what Searl understands: One of the most impressive discoveries was the origin of the energy of the stars
that makes them continue to burn. One of the men who discovered this was out with his girl friend the night
after he realized that nuclear reactions must be going on in the stars in order to make them shine. She said
“Look at how pretty the stars shine!” He said “Yes, and right now I am the only man in who knows why they
shine,”
She merely laughed at him; she was not impressed with being out with the only man who, at that moment, knew
why stars shine. Well, it is sad to be alone, but that is the way it is in this world. That was the problem with
Searl; girls did not want to go out with the only man who was the first to discover the Searl effect in the world
at that moment in time.
It is the nuclear burning of hydrogen H. 1. Which supplies the energy of the Sun; the hydrogen H.1. Is
converted into Helium He.2. Searl says: that furthermore, ultimately, the manufacture of various chemical
elements proceeds in the centres of the stars, from Hydrogen. H.1.
SEARL STATES:
The stuff, of which we are made, was cooked once, in a star, and spitted out as rubbish that played the
part of our creation. Maybe that is why people don’t like being seen naked to prevent being seen as a
burnt out cinder. In fact, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) no doubt are the remains of a dead sun,
which no longer exists, if so, that mean from the ashes of a dead sun rose the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G), as all other things on this planet did likewise.
How do Searl know this? Because there is a clue: The proportion of the different isotopes – how much C12, how
much C13, etc, is something which is never changed by chemical reactions, because the chemical reactions are
so much the same for the two. The proportions are purely the results of nuclear reaction.
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By looking at the proportions of the isotopes in the cold, dead ember which are, Searl can discover what the
furnace was like in which the stuff we made was formed. That furnace was like the stars, and so it is very
likely that our elements were made in the stars and spit out in the explosions which we call novae and
supernovae.
SEARL STATES:
Astronomy is so close to physics that Searl shall study many astronomical things as he goes along in
developing the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) for and on the behalf of SWALLOW COMMAND
AVIATION DIVISION. (SCA).
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION covers all science and technology and on this site you will
see what it takes to achieve, how science made it possible that a new window is being developed which will
open up massive research and development program that planet Earth on its own will benefit from those
results.
We have the know-how; we have the tools; the missing product is you, without you there will never be a
paradise shift which is so badly needed here on planet Earth at this moment in time.

Figure 1. Thailand.

Figure 2. Germany.

Both countries have added knowledge to the base of this technology directly, but never forget the hundreds of
others that have contributed over the centuries which have created this opportunity for a new window to be
open in both energy and transportation.
Within this document there are still three more domains that I wish to discuss before ending it.
3-5

GEOLOGY:

Searl now turn to what are called Earth sciences, or geology. First: meteorology and the weather. Of course the
instruments of meteorology are physical instruments, and the developmental physics made these instruments
possible, as Searl has explained before. However, the theory of meteorology has never been satisfactorily
worked out by the physicist.
Searl expects: well, you say, there is nothing but air, and we know the equations of the motion of air. Yes we
do. So if we know the condition of the air today, why can’t we figure out the conditions of the air tomorrow?.
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Searl states: First, we do not really know what the condition is today, because the air is swirling and twisting
everywhere. It turns out to be very sensitive, and even unstable. If you have ever seen water run smoothly over
a dam, and then turn into a large number of blobs and drops as it falls, you will understand what I mean by
unstable.
You know the condition of the water before it goes over the spillway; it is perfectly smooth; but the moment it
begins to fall, where do the drops begin? What determines how big the lumps are going to be and where they
will be? That is not known, because the water is unstable. Even a smooth moving mass of air, in going over a
mountain turns into complex whirlpools and eddies. Searl states: in many fields we find this situation of
turbulent flow that we cannot analyze today 1968. Quickly we leave the subject of weather, and discuss
geology!
The question basic to geology is, what makes the earth the way it is? The most obvious processes are in front of
your very eyes, the erosion process of the rivers, the winds, etc. It is easy enough to understand these, but for
every bit of erosion there is an equal amount of something else going on accordingly to the Law of the Squares.
Mountains are no lower today, on the average, than they were in the past. Searl accepts that here must be
mountain forming processes.
Searl knows that you will find, if you study geology, that there are mountain forming processes and volcanism,
which nobody understands (1968) but which is half geology. The phenomenon of volcanoes is really not
understood (1968). What makes an earthquake is, ultimately, not understood (1968). It is understood that if
something is pushing something else, it snaps and will slide – that is all right.
But what pushes, and why?
SEARL STATES:
1968: The theory is that there are currents inside the Earth – circulating currents, due to the difference in
temperature inside and outside – which in their motion, push the surface slightly. Thus if there are two
opposite circulations next to each other, the matter will collect in the region where they meet and make belts
of mountains which are in unhappy stressed conditions, and so produced volcanoes and earthquakes.
What about the inside of the Earth? A great deal is known about the speed of earthquake waves through the
earth and the density of distribution of the earth. However, Searl admits that physicists have been unable to get
a good theory as to how dense a substance should be at the pressure that would be expected at the centre of the
earth.
SEARL STATES:
In other words, we cannot figure out the properties of matter very well in these circumstances, we do much
less well with the earth than we do with the conditions of matter in the stars. The mathematics involved
seems a little too difficult, so far, but perhaps it will not be too long before someone realises that it is an
important problem, and really work it out – 1968.
The other aspect, of course, is that even if we did know the density, we cannot figure out the circulating
currents. Nor can we really work out the properties of rocks at high pressure. We cannot tell how fast the
rocks should give; that must all be worked out by experiment – 1968.
But Searl can work out the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) because the mathematics available to make use of
the atom density to create a desire functions.
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PSYCHOLOGY:

Searl will now consider the science of psychology. Incidentally, psychoanalysis is not a science: it is at best a
medical process, and perhaps even more like witch doctoring. It has a theory as to what causes disease – lots of
different spirits, etc. The witch doctor has a theory that a disease like malaria is caused by a spirit which comes
into the air; it is not cured by shaking a snake over it, but quinine does help malaria.
SEARL STATES:
MALARIA

(ague, marsh fever, periodic fever, paludism)

(mă-lair-iă) n.

An infectious disease: due to the presence of parasitic protozoa of the genus Plasmodium within the red
blood cells. The disease is transmitted by the Anopheles mosquito and is confined mainly to tropical and
subtropical areas. After an incubation period varying from 12 days to 10 months parasites invade, multiply
within, and eventually destroy the red blood cells, releasing new parasites.
This causes a short bout of shivering, fever, and sweating, and the loss of healthy red cells results in
anaemia. When the next batch of parasites is released symptoms reappear. The interval between fever
attacks varies in different types of malaria which will be dealt with in another document but preventive and
curative treatment relies on such drugs as chloroquine and proguanil.(1968) A vaccine is being tested.
So, if you are sick, I would advise that you go to the witch doctor because he is the man in the tribe who knows
the most about disease; on the other hand, his knowledge is not science, like Flowerbower. Psychoanalysis has
not been checked carefully by experiment, and there is no way to find a list of the number of cases in which it
works, the number of cases in which it does not work, etc.
The other branches of psychology, which involve things like the physiology of sensation – what happens in the
eye, and what happens in the brain, which is of great interest to my mind – are, if you wish less interesting. But
some small but real progress has been made in studying them. One of the most interesting technical problems
may or may not be called psychology.
The central problem of the mind, if you will, or the nervous system, is this; when an animal learns something, it
can do something different than it could before, and its brain cell must have changed too, if it is made out of
atoms. In what way is it different? Searl do not know where to look, or what to look for, when something is
memorised. Searl do not know what it means, or what change there is in the nervous system, when a fact is
learned.
SEARL STATES: 1968: This is a very important problem which has not yet been solved at all. Assuming,
however, that there is some kind of memory thing, the brain is such an enormous mass of interconnecting
wires and nerves that it probably cannot be analysed in a straightforward manner. (1968)
There is an analogue of this to computing machines and computing elements, in that they also have a lot of
lines, and that they have some kind of element, analogous, perhaps, in the synapse, or connection of one nerve
to another. This is a very interesting subject which Searl have not the time to discuss further – the relationship
between thinking and computing machines. Searl states; it must be appreciated, of course, that the subject will
tell us very little about the real complexities of ordinary human behaviour. All humans’ beings are so
different. It will be a long time before we get there. We must start much further back. If we could even figure
out how a dog works, we would have gone pretty far. Dogs are easier to understand, but nobody yet knows
how dogs work. (1968)
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HOW DID IT GET THAT WAY?

In order for physics to be useful to other sciences in a theoretical way, other than in the invention of
instruments, the science in question must supply to the physicist a description of the objective in a physicist’s
language.
SEARL STATES:
That so far to date he has had no problem getting special materials made to his specification in China and
for the time being they appear to be the best on offer at this time.
They can say why does a frog jump? And the physicist cannot answer. Searl states that is precisely the same
problem with the Searl effect generator (S.E.G) you ask them why the roller sets don’t jump off the plate;
and the physicist cannot answer you, because to their knowledge they should fall off.
If they tell him what a frog are, that there are so many molecules, there is a nerve here, etc, that is different –
strange, Searl has been telling the world since end of 1946 and still today upon rewriting those old
newsletters the physicist cannot answer, even though Searl actually tell you why. This is the question Searl
states; is the problem of the physicist based upon self image of importance that if we did not invent it then it
don’t work.
If they will tell us, more or less, what the earth or the stars are like, and then we can figure it out. In order for
physical theory to be of any use, we must know where the atoms are located. In order to understand the
chemistry, we must know exactly what atoms are present, for otherwise we cannot analyze it. Searl states that
is but one limitation, of course.
There is another kind of problem in the sister sciences which does not exist in physics; Searl might call it, for
lack of a better term, the historical question. HOW DID IT GET THAT WAY? If Searl understood all about
biology, he will want to know how all the things which are on the earth got there. Agree a very simple question
to ask.
There is the theory of evolution, an important part of biology. Searl accepts in principle that is true but fail to
answer his question. In geology, we not only want to know how mountains are forming, but how the entire
Earth was formed in the beginning, the origin of the solar system, etc.
That, of course, leads us to want to know what kind of matter there was in the world. How did the stars evolve?
What were the initial conditions? That is the problem of astronomical history. Searl accepts in principle that a
great deal has been found out about the formation of stars, the formation of elements from which we were
made, and even a little about the origin of the universe. But fails to answer Searl question where did all this
material came from, no one yet has answered that question. And I doubt that they every will answer that basic
question.
There is no historical question being studied in physics at this present time 1968. They claim that they do not
have a question. Here are the laws of physics, how did they get that way? Searl do not imagine, at the moment,
that the laws of physics are somehow changing with time that they were different in the past than they are at
present.
SEARL STATES: Of course they may be, and the moment we find they are, the historical question of
physics will be wrapped up with the rest of the history of the universe, and then the physicist will be talking
about the same problems as astronomers, geologists, and biologists.
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Searl state: Finally, there is a physical problem that is common to many fields, that is very old, and that has not
been solved (1968). It is not the problem of finding new fundamental particles, but something left over from a
long time ago – over a hundred years.
Nobody in physics has really been able to analyze it mathematically satisfactorily in spite of its importance to
sister sciences. It is the analysis of circulating or turbulent fluids.
SEARL STATES:
If we watch the evolution of a star, there comes a point where we can deduce that it is going to start
convection, and thereafter we can no longer deduce what should happen. A few millions years later the star
explodes, but we cannot figure out the reason (1968). We cannot analyze the weather. We do not know the
patterns of motions that there should be inside the Earth.
You might think that the simplest form of the problem is to take a pipe that is very long and push water
through it at high speed. Searl ask: to push a given amount of water through that pipe, how much pressure
is needed? No one can analyze it from first principles and the properties of water. If the water flows very
slowly, or if we use a thick goo like honey, then we can do it nicely.
What we really cannot do is deal with actual, wet water running through a pipe. That is the central problem
which we ought to solve some day, and we have not. Do so would help one to understand the Searl effect
Generator (S.E.G)
A poet once said: the whole universe is in a glass of wine. We will probably never know in what sense he
meant that, for poets do not write to be understood. But it is true that if we look at a glass of wine closely
enough we see the entire universe.
There are things of physics: the twisting liquid which evaporates depending on the wind and weather, the
reflections in the glass, and our imagination adds the atoms. The glass is a distillation of the earth’s rocks,
and in its composition Searl see the secrets of the universe’s age, and the evolution of stars which supports
the Law of the Squares which creates the Searl Effect.
What strange array of chemicals is in the wine? How did they come to be? There are ferments, the enzymes,
the substrates, and the products. There in wine is found the great generalisation: all life is fermentation.
Nobody can discover the chemistry, as did Louis Pasteur, the cause of much disease. How vivid is the claret,
pressing its existence into the consciousness that watches it! If our small minds, for some convenience,
divide this glass of wine, this universe, into parts – physics, biology, geology, astronomy, psychology, and so
on – remember that nature does not know it! So let us put it all back together, not forgetting ultimately what
it is for. Let it give us one more final pleasure: drink it and forget it all!
This ends that newsletter with updates added. What Searl is making clear that physics need to get their house
sorted out; before knocking those who are trying to solve the crises which exist today, which they have blocked
a technology that could had been on the market place way back in 1968. They have many questions which they
cannot answer as shown here.
Searl and team will be at the Tesla conference Thursday July 29th at 1700 hours to lecture upon the technology
with demo shows. Military of all services, Government officials are all welcome to attend you might get a
surprise what can be done if we all work together. To the world there is hope of a paradise but only if we all
work together to make it so. Without you, there is no hope no place to go – no future for our children!
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Searl and team wish to see the world to become a better place better organised in human requirements in
energy, food and water and transport. Protected from natures attacks: by saving property, life stock and you.
Unfortunate, such paradise requires you to make that happen the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) can only assist
your efforts by giving planet Earth an opportunity to recover with your help – without that help the planet has
no hope; sad to say that your children, children and theirs will have no future – is that really what you want to
happen!

THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT – ONLY WITH YOUR HELP TO MAKE IT SO!
This document realised by authority of:
PROF. JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL: like the pyramids
were not create by one man, but by a nation that
stood behind their elect leader and made that
happen: we today still wonder how they did it, So
can the USA by standing behind your elect leader as
one: you can achieve the impossible of making the
USA deserts greener then they have ever been over
a 1000 years, in FACT all of the USA greener for the
future to ask how did they achieved that in the
same light that we wonder how the pyramids were
done. But you have to decide the future!
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These re-prints of old newsletters with updates added are not only for the benefit of the company work
force, but to educate these experts one see on websites who love telling you that they are experts about
nothing of value.
These newsletters were issued in the past to explain Searl knowledge and understanding about materials;
now they have got to the state of fade makes them hard to read, time to put that matter back into action.
In modern life plastics now play a vital part in our assistance, and it is true they also play a part in the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) construction, in fact a vital part.
So Searl starts off explaining the world of reality relating to the domain of plastic materials.
Searl understands that there are at the present time many thousands of grades of commercial plastics
materials offered for sale throughout the world. Only rarely are the properties of any two of these grades
identical, for although the number of chemically distinct species – polyethylenes, polystyrenes – is limited,
there are many variations within each group.
Such variations can arise through differences in molecular structure, differences in physical form, the
presence of impurities and also in the nature and amount of additives which may have been incorporated
into the base polymer.
To the vast number of people on this planet only a very few understand what is being stated here by me.
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Maybe there is a solution to solve that issue – my love is about atoms – WHY – that is a good question – the
reason dear Watson is simple – I am made of atoms – so I like atoms – plastics are similar to these:

These are atoms seeking male atoms they are similar to plastic; look different, and act different and some are
extremely plastic; key point here how can atoms looks so different or have my eyes gone bananas?
One of the aims of these documents is to show how many different materials arise; what I know and
understand about these and to discuss their properties and to show how these properties can to a large extent
be explained by consideration of the composition of a plastics material and in particular the molecular
structure of the base polymer employed.
In Searl first newsletter on plastic materials he covered a brief historical review which is this copy being reprinted larger text and some colour added in this update version. In later newsletters he extended the
information by providing a short summary of the general methods of preparation of plastics materials and
follow on by showing how properties are related to chemical structure.
These particular documents are largely qualitative in nature and are aimed not so much at the theoretical
physical chemist but rather at the polymer technologist and the organic chemist of SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED who will require this knowledge in the practice of polymer and compound formulation; as
plastics are actually used within the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) structure as a control gate.
Subsequent newsletters deal with individual classes of plastics which one day will be re-printed and updated
if possible. In each case a review was given of the preparation, structure and properties of the material. In
order to prevent these newsletters; likewise these documents from becoming too large I have omitted
detailed discussion of processing techniques.
Instead, with each major class of material an indication will be given of the main processing characteristics.
The applications of the various materials will be considered in the light of the merits and the demerits of the
material.
The title of these documents requires that a definition of plastics materials be given. This is however very
difficult. For the purpose of these documents I eventually used as a working definition “those materials
which are considered to be plastics materials by common acceptance’. Agree, not a positive definition but
one which is probably less capable of being criticised by idiots like Flowerbower than any other definition I
have seen.
Perhaps a rather more useful definition but one which requires clarification is ‘Plastics materials are
processable composition based on macromolecules’. In most cases – certainly with all synthetic materials
– the macromolecules are polymers, large molecules made by the joining together of many smaller ones.
Such a definition does however include rubbers, surface coatings, fibres and glasses and these, largely for
historical reasons, are not generally regarded as plastics.
While Searl may arbitrarily exclude the above four classes of material the borderlines remain undefined.
How should Searl classify the flexible polyurethane foams – as rubbers or as plastics? What about nylon
tennis racquet filament? Not forgetting polyethylene dip coatings? Without being tied by definition I have
for convenience included such materials in these documents but have given only brief mention to coatings,
fibres and glasses generally.
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Searl has taken kindly to rubbers he have treated as rather a special case considering them as plastics
materials that show reversible high elasticity he should know from bottom on experiences twice a week
through his childhood days his foster mother would freely give his posterior an exercise session with her
rubber hand strap saying it was to keep the devil away, of cause we know different don’t we that it was
sexual frustration not the devil that was the problem. For this reason I have briefly reviewed the range of
elastomeric materials commercially available.
Searl hope that these documents will prove to be of value to technical staff of SEARL TECHNOLOGY
LIMITED and SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED including SWALLOW COMMAND who are involved in
the development and use of plastics materials and who wish to obtain a broader picture of those products
than they could normally obtain in their everyday work. Problems that are encountered in technical work can
generally be classified into three groups;
1

Problems which have already been solved elsewhere;

2

Problems whose solutions are suggested by a knowledge of the way in which similar problems
have been tackled elsewhere;

3

Completely novel problems.

Searl agrees that in practice most industrial problems fall into the first two categories so that the technologist
and Searl who has a good background knowledge to his / her subject and who knows where to look for
details of original work has an enhanced value to SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL
MAGNETIC LIMITED plus SWALLOW COMMAND.
It is hope that in a small way the text of these documents will help to provide some of the background
knowledge to educate Flowerbower as to what is required by SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and
SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED including SWALLOW COMMAND and that the references, particularly to
more detailed monographs, given within these documents will provide signposts along the pathways of the
ever thickening jungle of technical literature.
Searl as always acknowledge that the information in these documents is a distillation of the work of very
many scientists, technologists, engineers, economists and journalists, and the teams Searl created to
develope the Searl Effect, without which these documents could not have existed.
ABBREVIATIONS FOR PLASTICS AND RUBBERS:
Many abbreviations for plastics materials are in common use. Some of these have now been incorporated
into national and international standards, including:
ISO 1043 – 1978 Plastics – Symbols.
BS 3502 – Common Names and Abbreviations for Plastics and Rubbers.
Part 1 – Principal commercial plastics 1978 which upgrade the 1968 newsletter.
The 1978 revision was carried out in accordance with IS 1043 although the latter also deals with
compounding ingredients.
ASTM D 1600 – 83 Abbreviations of terms relating to plastics.
DIN 7728:
Part 1 – 1978 – Symbols for terms relating to homopolymers, copolymers and polymer compounds
Part 2 – 1980 – Symbols for reinforced plastics.
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Morris at SWALLOW COMMAND HQ SCOTLAND UNITED KINGDOM.

Female atoms seeking male atoms – every thing shown here are atoms – why they look so different?
In Table 1, list abbreviations in common use those in bold type are in the main schedule of BS 3502. In this
list the names given for the materials are the commonly used scientific names. This situation is further
complicated by the adoption of a nomenclature by the Association for Science Education which is widely
used in British schools but not in industry.
Again Searl shows an error with our education system which is not compatable with industry; how much
more are our children being taught which fails them in industry, which creates a pointer as to why Searl
wants his own training schools in place for childrens education which are geared to the requirements of
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and SEARL MAGNETIC LIMITED and SWALLOW COMMAND
Children’s education is important that it is geared toward their points of interest, not what we try to force
upon them, the lessons need to be exciting to their minds not boring, finding ways to make them interesting
is a challenge to the education domain. From these documents you see my concern about our research and
development will be beneficial to the planet as a whole and not to a select group.
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The Commission on Macromolecular Nomenclature of the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry has published a nomenclature for single-strand organic polymers – Pure and Applied Chemistry,
48, 375 (1976).
In addition the Association for Science Education in the U.K has made recommendations based on a more
general IUPAC terminology, and these have been widely used in British Schools. Some examples of this
nomenclature compared with normal usage are given in Table 2.

In Searl documents his policy has been to use normal usage scientific terms.
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In addition to the nomenclature based on ISO and ASTM recommendations several other abbreviations are
widely used. Those most likely to be encountered are shown in TABLE 4. On the next page.
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During the World War II the United States Government introduced the following system of nomenclature
which continued in use, at least to my knowledge partially, until the 1950s and is used in many publications
of the period.

Please remember since that time there has been a continue research and developments within this domain
and more plastics have, I guess been added to this list. Due to the last burglary funds have not been available
to me that would had allow me to keep up to date across the technical and scientific domains, each year the
cost mounts; clearly my pension money can no longer support such costs.
I have listed what was available: to them you will need to add any updates you have; it is good to just recall
the Historical Development of Plastics Materials.
1.

NATURAL PLASTICS:

Historians frequently classify the early ages of man according to the materials that he used for making his
implements and other basic necessities. The most well known of these periods are the Stone Age, the Iron
Age and the Bronze Age. Such a system of classification cannot be used to describe subsequent periods for
with the passage of time man learnt to use other materials and by the time of the ancient civilisations of
Egypt and Babylonia he was employing a range of metals, stones, woods, ceramics, glasses, skins, horns and
fibres. Until the 19th century man’s inanimate possessions, his home, his tools, his furniture, were made from
varieties of these eight classes of material.
That was the reality of the world at that time, slightly different to your world of today.
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During the last century and a half, two new closely related classes of material have been introduced which
have not only challenged the older materials for their well-established uses but have also made possible new
products, which have helped to extend the range of activities of mankind. Without these two groups of
materials, rubbers and plastics, it is difficult to conceive how such everyday features of modern life such as
the motor car, the telephone and the television set could ever have been developed.
Whereas the use of natural rubber was well established by the turn of the present century, the major growth
period of the plastics industry has been since 1930, the year my mother married and two years later I arrived
on Planet Earth. This is not to say that some of the materials now classified as plastics were unknown before
this time since the use of the natural plastics may be traced well into antiquity.
Searl like to bring your mind to take a note from the book of EXODUS – CHAPTER 2 - you read that
mother of Moses ‘when she could no longer hide him, she took for him an ark of bulrushes and daubed it
with slime and with pitch, and put the child therein and she laid it in the flags by the river’s brink’.
Biblical commentaries indicate that slime is the same as bitumen but whether or not this is so we have here
precursor of our modern fibre-reinforced plastics boat – again we are assuming that this event actually
happen and trying to justify this statement upon our modern achievements – unfortunate Searl has a hard job
to accept that as true, as to Searl logic mind there appear to be two different statements being made here
which cancel out leaving a negative state.
Searl notice that the use of bitumen is mentioned even earlier. In the book of GENESIS – CHAPTER 11 –
we read that the builders in the plain of Shinar – Babylonia – ‘had brick for stone and slime they had for
mortar’. Searl say take a look at GENESIS – CHAPTER 14 – you read that ‘the vale of Siddim was full of
slime pits; and the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah fled, and fell there; and they that remained fled to the
mountain’.
To Searl logic mind that statement is somewhat mixed up, extremely confusing as to what had taken place
and why this mad rush to go to the mountain, did they actually mass produced bricks in numbers needed for
buildings or road construction. Searl can accept that bitumen had to be mined likewise clay for bricks but the
word slime pits creates a problem as they could been sewage pits that due to a period of heat bred disease
which was killing them, similar to the epidemic caused by the plague black death – allowing for the
possibility that they were bitumen pits was there an hot period which caused the bitumen to gas which in
turn created death. Searl can accept that they were rushing to the mountain not for fun but to survive – but
what was the problem?
We tend to assume far too much as if it was reality. In Ancient Egypt mummies were wrapped in cloth
dipped in a solution of bitumen in oil of lavender which was known variously as Syrian Asphalt or Bitumen
of Judea. Searl has no problem with that statement as he has seen film evidence of digs and understands the
function of Bitumen and lavender – bitumen being used to protect the flesh from the water content of the air
and lavender to musk the smell of death as they stripped the guts out.
Searl has like so many others use Bitumen to protect outside timber structures such as fences, out buildings
and understand that Bitumen on exposure to light tends to hardened and became insoluble. It would appear
that this process involved the action of chemical cross-linking, which in modern times became of great
importance in the vulcanisation of rubber and the production of thermosetting plastics. It was also the study
of this process that led Niepce to produce the first permanent photograph and to the development of
lithography, which Searl deals with in another newsletter.
In Ancient Rome: Pliny the Elder – c. A.D. 23-79 – dedicated 37 volumes of Natural History to the emperor
Titus. In the last of these books, dealing with gems and precious stones, he describes the properties of the
fossil resin, amber. The ability of amber to attract dust was recognised and in fact the word electricity is
derived from electron, the Greek for amber.
It is important to understand how over time man has made progress to our knowledge of today.
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Further east another natural resin, Lac, had already been used for at least a thousand years before Pliny was
born. Lac is mentioned in early Vedic writings and also in the Kama Sutra of Vatsyayona. Then in 1596
John Huyglen von Linschoeten undertook a scientific mission to India at the instance of the King of
Portugal. In his report he describes the process of covering objects with shellac, now known as Indian
turnery and still practised:
“Thence they dresse their besteds withal, that is to say, in turning of the woode, they take a peece of Lac
of what colour they will, and as they turne it when it commeth to his fashion they spread the Lac upon the
whole peece of woode which presently, with the heat of the turning – melteth the waxe – so that it entreth
into the crestes and cleaveth unto it, about the thickness of a mans naile: then they burnish it – over –
with a broad straw or dry rushes so – cunningly – that all the woode is covered withal, and it shineth like
glasse, most pleasant to behold, and continueth as long as the woode being well looked unto; in this sort
they cover all kind of household stuffe in India, as bedsteddes, Chaires, stooles, etc.
This red block is precisely how official records show the contents; and if I can understand what they
mean and not having any formal education so state these experts, then they should have no problem to
understand what is meant as they had all this expert formal education – RIGHT?
Searl understands that early records indicate that cast mouldings were prepared from shellac by the Ancient
Indians. In Europe the use of sealing wax based on shellac can be traced back to the middle Ages. The first
patents for shellac mouldings were taken out in 1868.
The introduction to western civilisation of another natural resin from the east took place in the middle of the
17th century. To John Tradescant 1608 – 1662, the English traveller and gardener, is given the credit of
introducing gutta percha. The material became of substantial importance as a cable insulation material and
for general moulding purposes during the 19th century and it is only since 1940 to Searl knowledge that this
material has been replaced by synthetic materials in undersea cable insulation.
Searl understands that prior to the eastern adventures of Linschoeten and Tradescant, the sailors of
Columbus had discovered the natives of Central America playing with lumps of natural rubber. These were
obtained, like gutta percha, by coagulation from a latex; the first recorded reference to natural rubber was in
Valdes La historia natural y general de las Indias, published in Seville 1535 – 1557.
Searl understands that La Condamine, leading an expedition on behalf of the French government to study
the shape of the earth, sent back from the Amazon basin rubber coated cloth prepared by native tubes and
used in the manufacture of waterproof shoes and flexible bottles.
The coagulated rubber was a highly elastic material and could not be shaped by moulding or extrusion. Searl
knows that in 1820 an Englishman, Thomas Hancock, discovered that if the rubber was highly sheared or
masticated, it became plastic and hence capable of flow. Searl understands that this is now known to be due
to severe reduction in molecular weight on mastication.
Searl also know that in 1839 an American, Charles Goodyear, found that rubber heated with sulphur retained
its elasticity over a wider range of temperature than the raw material and that it had greater resistance to
solvents. Then came Thomas Hancock also subsequently found that the plastic masticated rubber could be
regenerated into an elastic material by heated with molten sulphur. Again we witness that the impossible
becomes possible when someone is determined to make it so; regardless of those experts saying impossible.
The rubber-sulphur reaction was termed vulcanisation by William Brockendon, a friend of Hancock.
Although the work of Hancock was subsequent to, and to some extent a consequence of, that of Goodyear,
the former patented the discovery in 1843 in England whist Goodyear’s first – American – patent was taken
out in 1844.
Again we see the reality that impossible is in fact possible they just take a little longer to materialise
depending on funding availability.
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WE SHALL BE COMING TO SET UP RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION IN THE USA.
The future looks bright and so will you when you run on a S.E.G clean energy system.
In extensions of this work on vulcanisation, which normally involved only a few per cent of sulphur, both
Goodyear and Hancock found that if rubber was heated with larger quantities of sulphur – about 50 parts
100 parts of rubber – a hard product was obtained. This subsequently became known variously as ebonite,
vulcanite and hard rubber. Searl understand that a patent for producing hard rubber was taken out by Nelson
Goodyear in 1851.
The discovery of ebonite is usually considered as a milestone in the history of the rubber industry. It is
important in the history of plastics materials, of which it obviously is one, is generally neglected. Its
significance lies in the fact that ebonite was the first thermosetting plastics material to be prepared and also
the first plastic material which involved a distinct chemical modification of a natural material.
Searl understands that by 1860 there were a number of manufacturers in Britain, including Charles
Macintosh who is said to have started making ebonite in 1851. There are reports of the material having been
exhibited at the Great Exhibition of 1851.
Well that ends the first newsletter of this set of newsletters reprinted and updated and trust you will find it
interesting besides being educational in value and it represents the world of reality as it was in my time, and
the restart to re-build again, and it looks like an acorn is about to be planted from which will grow the
mighty oak; I have never lost faith in success no matter how the evil minds have tried to stop me, I am still
in that race for cleaner energy and transportation systems for all humankind regardless.
Together we can move mountains, it only call for teamwork, faith and determination to win, America to the
Moon was achieve by the same system – teamwork – faith – determination to win, and they did win and so
shall we do likewise if we make the commitment.
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of research and development of Clean Energy.
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